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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Wisconsin Office of Justice Assistance (OJA) and the University of Wisconsin Population Health
Institute (PHI) partnered to provide program evaluation support for the Misdemeanor Diversion and
Youthful Offender program justice initiative. This initiative, funded from 2010-2012 utilizing American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) dollars, included 16 Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) and
Youthful Offender (YO) programs in Wisconsin. The purposes of the partnership included (1)
collaboration between OJA and PHI to develop a web-based reporting system to assess program
implementation, performance, and effectiveness; and (2) collaboration to enhance the internal evaluation
capacity of OJA.

Highlights
OJA successfully utilized American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds to
create jobs, implement 16 misdemeanor diversion and youthful offender programs
in Wisconsin as part of a statewide justice initiative, and enhance internal program
evaluation capacity.
• A total of 26 new staff positions were created and 19.2 existing positions were
maintained, with 10.5 positions retained after ARRA funding ended.
• The misdemeanor diversion programs served a total of 1,486 individuals, and
the youthful offender programs served more than 6,825 individuals.
• OJA and PHI collaborated to develop and implement a web-based reporting
system to facilitate reporting of program activities.
• With an overall successful completion rate of 63% among misdemeanor
diversion program participants, analyses of recidivism data revealed a one-year
recidivism rate of 18% (new conviction). Although data on incarceration days
averted were available for only one misdemeanor diversion site, the results
indicate that an average of 28 jail days were averted per participant with an
estimated $1,441 saved per participant during the evaluation period.

DESCRIPTION OF ARRA PROGRAM SITES (2010-2012)
Based on information obtained from OJA Performance Measurement Tool (PMT) reports, OJA awarded a
total of $5,169,383 to fund this initiative over three years. There were 16 ARRA-funded programs
included in the evaluation: 5 misdemeanor diversion programs and 11 youthful offender programs.
Misdemeanor Diversion Programs
Five Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) programs were awarded a total of $1,174,595 by OJA over the threeyear grant period. The five counties were Fond du Lac, Green Lake, Juneau, Trempealeau, and
Winnebago. The primary goals of the misdemeanor diversion programs were to divert offenders from
criminal justice system processing through the use of diversion prosecution agreements, to reduce
criminal recidivism, and to reduce levels of substance use/abuse. According to PMT reports submitted by
the sites to OJA, the five MD programs served a total of 1,486 individuals between January 1, 2010 and
June 30, 2012.
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Youthful Offender Programs
Eleven Youthful Offender (YO) programs were awarded a total of $3,994,788 by OJA over the three-year
grant period. The YO programs were: Ashland County Youthful Offender Program, Bayfield County
Youthful Offender Program, Beloit Youth Place (Rock County), Bridges for Youth in Adams/
Waushara/Marquette Counties, Coulee Council on Addictions (Prime for Life in CESA #4), Dodge
County Targeted Truancy Intervention Program, Horizon Recovery High School in Dane County, Latino
Community Center Young Professionals Academy (Milwaukee), Nova Services Delinquency Prevention
Program (Washington County), Safe and Sound Youth Crime Prevention (Milwaukee County), and UW
Hospital and Clinics Adolescent Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment Program (Dane County).
The goals of the YO programs were to reduce levels of substance use/abuse among at-risk youth, reduce
school truancy, and improve high school graduation rates. According to the eGrants reports submitted,
the 11 YO sites served a total of 6,825 individuals between January 1, 2010 and September 30, 2012.

THE eValuate WEB-BASED REPORTING SYSTEM
The collaboration between OJA and PHI focused on the development of a web-based reporting system to
assess program implementation. The development of eValuate included soliciting the input of the MD
and YO site staff, OJA staff, PHI evaluation resources, and Department of Corrections Reentry staff. This
input was integrated into the early design and structure of eValuate.
The basic structure of eValuate includes a quarterly reporting module for all program sites and a
participant-level module customized to document information specific to misdemeanor diversion
programs. PHI and OJA staff collaborated to develop and refine the order, format, content, and function
for each of roughly 200 data fields in the eValuate system. OJA information technology staff developed
the structure, function, and navigation capabilities, while PHI conducted ongoing testing of the system as
it was developed. The eValuate system includes three primary modules for (1) entering MD program
participant-level data, (2) viewing and submitting quarterly reports, and (3) generating reports. PHI also
developed detailed procedures manuals with comprehensive instructions and item-by-item guidance for
both the quarterly reporting module and participant-level modules.
PHI coordinated the pilot testing of the eValuate system with four volunteer pilot sites during March
2012, and their feedback was utilized to improve eValuate prior to providing training and access to all of
the ARRA sites. PHI staff collaborated with OJA to conduct a training webinar for the five ARRAfunded misdemeanor diversion programs, and the system was rolled out to all of the ARRA sites on
May 1, 2012. Each month, PHI performed data quality monitoring of all participant-level data entered
into eValuate by reviewing the data entered by the MD sites and working closely with staff at the local
sites to resolve issues and make corrections.

MISDEMEANOR DIVERSION PRORAM PARTICIPANT OUTCOMES
The Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) sites entered 738 admissions into the eValuate system and the
following results and outcome findings are based on these 738 individuals. Ninety-eight percent of the
individuals entered into eValuate were eligible for admission. Of those eligible, 688 individuals were
admitted into the MD programs. The average length of time between the original offense and admission
into the program was 160 days, or five months. As of October 2012, 63% had successfully completed an
MD program. Overall, 93% of admissions were Caucasian, 65% were male, and the average age at
admission was 27 years old. Thirty-nine percent of admissions were charged with drug-related offenses,
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25% were charged with property crimes and fraud offenses, and 21% were charged with
violent/assaultive offenses. The majority of diversion agreements required payment of program fees,
AOD assessment/treatment, and/or random urinalysis testing. About one-quarter required community
service, AOD education, writing a letter to the victim, and/or employment.
The full report and appendices contain greater detail for these measures by MD project site, describing the
688 program admissions between January 2010 and October 2012 that were entered into eValuate. It
should be noted that extensive levels of missing and incomplete participant data in eValuate impacted the
data analyses and results should be interpreted in light of this limitation.
Completion Rates
As of October 2012, the MD programs achieved a successful completion rate of 63%. Completion rates
varied by site: 73% in Fond du Lac County, 76% in Green Lake County, 49% in Juneau County, 85% in
Trempealeau County, and 46% in Winnebago County. Overall, participants spent an average of 10
months in the programs, with an average of 11 months for successful completers.
Jail Incarceration Averted
A primary benefit of the MD programs is avoiding jail
Trempealeau County
incarceration. Trempealeau County was the only site to report
the number of incarceration days averted as a result of
28 Jail Days Averted
participation. Trempealeau County reported a total of 3,390 jail
Per Participant
days averted for 123 participants, averaging 28 days averted per
participant. The statewide average cost of a jail bed to be
$15.46, which results in an estimated overall savings of
$1,441 In Jail Savings
$179,449 or $1,441 per participant during the evaluation
Per Participant
period. It should be noted that a complete cost-benefit analysis
was not included as part of this evaluation effort, and these
estimates do not account for the costs of program operation or the potential additional benefits of
decreased recidivism, decreased victim costs, increased employment, etc.

CRIMINAL RECIDIVISM FINDINGS
The evaluation of program effectiveness included an examination of recidivism after admission to the MD
programs. The Wisconsin Circuit Court Automation Program (CCAP) website was used to identify new
charges and convictions after program admission. PHI identified the first criminal recidivism event in
CCAP after program admission for each individual in the eValuate system (excluding dismissed charges,
traffic offenses, and civil cases). The average follow-up interval between admission and the data
collection of October 2012 was 16.6 months for the 688 participants included in the analyses. Of these
participants, 68% had a follow-up interval of one year or longer.
New Charge After Program Admission
Overall, 25% of MD participants were charged with a new criminal offense after program admission.
Rates of new charges varied by site: 17% in Fond du Lac County, 25% in Green Lake County, 31% in
Juneau County, 18% in Trempealeau County, and 40% in Winnebago County. For those who were
charged with a new crime after admission to an MD program, the average length of time between
admission to the program and commission of a new crime was approximately nine months (276 days).
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Convicted of a New Recidivism Offense After Program Admission
Overall, 77% of participants were not convicted of a new offense at any time between admission and
October 2012. A total of 23% committed a new offense for which they were later convicted, with 17%
committing a new criminal offense within one year of program admission and an additional 6%
committing a new criminal offense more than one year after admission.
A one-year recidivism rate was calculated including only the cases that had at least one year between
admission and October 2012 when the recidivism data were collected. This approach yielded a more
precise estimate of the one-year recidivism rate of 18% across all five MD sites. Overall, 72% were
not convicted of a new crime one year post-admission, 18% had a new conviction within one year, and an
additional 10% had a new conviction more than one year after admission.

One-Year Recidivism Rates by Site
[Includes Only Participants at Least One Year Post-Admission]
New Conviction More Than After 1 Year After Admission
New Conviction Within 1 Year After Admission
No New Conviction
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60%
40%

78%

80%

62%

77%

64%

72%

Winnebago
(N=154)

Overall
(N=467)

20%
0%
Fond du Lac
(N=126)

Green Lake
(N=71)

Juneau
(N=45)

Trempealeau
(N=71)
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Program Strengths and Accomplishments:
• The ARRA program was fully implemented at 16 YO and MD sites in Wisconsin.
• A primary achievement of the ARRA program was the creation of jobs at the 16 project sites.
More than 26 positions were created through this initiative and 19 positions were maintained
as a result of this program.
• Ten of the programs intend to sustain the program after the end of ARRA funding, although
eight of those intend to continue with reductions in the number of participants served, the
number of services offered, or the number of program locations.
• ARRA sites implemented local projects designed specifically to address the needs of their
communities.
• The development of the eValuate web-based reporting system enhanced data collection and
reporting for local program sites.

Barriers and Challenges:
• Local staff turnover was a primary barrier to successful program site implementation
experienced by several of the ARRA sites.
• Site lack of information about and understanding of program reporting requirements was also
a challenge.
• Because eValuate was not implemented until the final year of program funding, ARRAfunded sites had not been collecting the information required by eValuate and many sites did
not have the necessary procedures in place to collect the additional data required.
• Nearly all of the program sites indicated that eValuate duplicated existing data collection/
entry systems and its use was too time-consuming for staff.
• Extensive levels of missing and incomplete participant data in eValuate impact data analyses
and interpretation of results.

SELECTED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
The current evaluation effort resulted in a variety of recommendations for improvement to current
program implementation monitoring practices and to the eValuate system. The following is a partial list
of recommendations for improvement, highlighting those of most immediate concern. A comprehensive
listing of all recommendations, including specific revisions related to eValuate content and design, is
available in the full report. [Priority Action Items related to eValuate were communicated to OJA in
November 2012 in advance of this report for incorporation into their ongoing revision and development
of eValuate.]
Recommendations for Improvement of Future Evaluation of Programs
A. Determine data collection requirements for funded sites prior to announcement of grant availability so
that applicants can address those requirements in their applications for funding.
B. Closely monitor program progress from the start of grant award through the development of
relationships with local site staff so that the implementation data in eValuate can be utilized for
program improvement through an ongoing feedback loop.
C. Collaborate with other statewide diversion efforts to increase consistency across program models,
requirements, and data collection.
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D. Better coordinate required reporting across grants and clearly define reporting requirements
(submission dates, report elements, contact information, reminders, etc.).
E. OJA should provide feedback to sites on content of quarterly reports submitted and respond to
questions or requests for technical assistance included in the quarterly reports.
Suggestions for Continued Improvement to eValuate Purpose and Function
F. Sites suggested that OJA should more clearly define the intended function of eValuate and potential
uses for the data and clearly communicate this to the grantees.
G. OJA should continue to provide ongoing monitoring of data quality essential to data integrity. The
MD sites indicated that ongoing monitoring of data entry accuracy by OJA is essential to data
integrity and emphasized the importance of regular (monthly) data quality feedback.
H. As OJA continues to develop eValuate and create a custom module specifically for treatment and
specialty courts, OJA should actively seek input from a range of treatment court professionals (drug,
OWI, mental health, and veteran’s courts staff), as well as the expertise of Wisconsin’s Statewide
Treatment Court Coordinator and the Wisconsin Association of Treatment Court Professionals.
Obtaining the input of these stakeholders on the design and content of the treatment court module will
enable OJA to develop a system of highest benefit to all parties.
I. One of the original goals of eValuate was to develop a more efficient quarterly reporting mechanism
for programs funded by OJA. Sites have historically reported their implementation data quarterly to
OJA using both the eGrants and PMT systems, and the addition of eValuate in 2012 resulted in three
quarterly reporting systems. OJA’s plan in 2010 was to have all quarterly reporting happen more
efficiently through use of eValuate, but recent changes in OJA administrative staffing and priorities
resulted in the decision to discontinue access to the eValuate quarterly reporting module for youthful
offender programs.
Suggestions for Improvement of Linkages to Existing Data Systems
J. Better integrate eValuate with the PROTECT data reporting system to reduce duplication of data
entry, improve usability of the web-based reporting system, and reduce errors.
K. Better integrate eValuate with the CCAP data system: Require eValuate users to verify the correct
name and CCAP court case number to prevent errors in matching and allow for demographic
information to be imported from CCAP along with offense information to minimize data entry.
Suggestions for Improvement Specific to eValuate
L. Ask local site staff which activities are usually ordered as part of their diversion agreements and
include any additional needed fields in the current list of diversion agreement elements.
M. Increase user ability to delete or correct mistakes in participant records rather than having OJA
information technology staff make corrections.
N. Require users to enter complete data into eValuate for all cases so that the data can be better utilized
to improve program implementation.
O. OJA should provide ongoing data system training and obtain site feedback via group meetings,
personal one-on-one site visits, webinars, or other Internet tools.
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INTRODUCTION
The Wisconsin Office of Justice Assistance (OJA) and the University of Wisconsin
Population Health Institute (PHI) partnered to provide program evaluation support for the
Misdemeanor Diversion and Youthful Offender program justice initiative. This initiative, funded
from 2010-2012 utilizing American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) dollars, included
16 Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) and Youthful Offender (YO) programs in Wisconsin.
The purposes of the partnership included (1) collaboration between OJA and PHI to
develop a web-based reporting system to assess program implementation, performance, and
effectiveness; and (2) collaboration to enhance the internal evaluation capacity of OJA.
The primary methods utilized during the evaluation included consistent collaboration
with OJA staff, PHI site visits to each of the project sites, ongoing monitoring of site progress,
surveys to obtain site input on sustainability planning, summary of MD participant-level data to
describe participant characteristics, and collection and analysis of criminal recidivism data.
DESCRIPTION OF ARRA PROGRAM SITES (2010-2012)
Based on grant award information contained in Performance Measurement Tool (PMT)
reports, OJA awarded a total of $5,169,383 to fund this initiative over three years. There were 16
ARRA-funded Wisconsin programs included in the evaluation: 5 misdemeanor diversion
programs and 11 youthful offender programs.
= Youthful Offender Programs
= Misdemeanor Diversion Programs
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Descriptions of the 16 program models were developed by PHI during on-site interviews
with program staff utilizing a semi-structured interview protocol (Appendix 2), review of
program materials and quarterly reports, and meetings with OJA staff. A detailed summary of
the site visit results is available in Appendix 3 including diagrams illustrating how participants
moved through the misdemeanor diversion and youthful offender programs.
Misdemeanor Diversion Programs
Five Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) programs were awarded a total of $1,174,595 by OJA
over the three-year grant period. The five MD programs were:
• Fond du Lac County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Green Lake County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Juneau County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Trempealeau County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Winnebago County Misdemeanor Drug Diversion Program.
The primary goals of the misdemeanor diversion programs were to divert offenders from
criminal justice system processing through the use of diversion prosecution agreements, to
reduce criminal recidivism, and to reduce levels of substance use/abuse. See Appendix 3 for
detailed description of program goals and objectives. In addition, the MD programs strived to
impact participant employment outcomes, increase payment of fines and restitution, and
encourage reinstatement of motor vehicle operation privileges. Finally, the programs sought to
increase staffing levels in the District Attorney offices and improve levels of collaboration
among social service and criminal justice system stakeholders. The eligibility criteria varied
among the misdemeanor diversion programs by age, type of offense, and criminal history of
offender. The most common criteria for misdemeanor diversion programs included non-violent
misdemeanor offenses, an age range of 16-25 years, and no prior criminal history. Specific
eligibility criteria for each program are detailed in Appendix 3.
According to PMT reports submitted by the sites to OJA, the five MD programs served a
total of 1,486 individuals between January 1, 2010 and June 30, 2012, nearly half of them in
Green Lake County (Table 1). Totals for the entire three-year funding period are not presented
as PMT reports were not provided to PHI for the third quarter of 2012.

Table 1: Total Number of Individuals Served by ARRA Misdemeanor
Diversion Sites 1/1/2010 – 6/30/12
Misdemeanor Diversion Site
Total Number Served
Fond du Lac County
266
Green Lake County
709
Juneau County
127
Trempealeau County
123
Winnebago County
261
TOTAL
1,486
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Youthful Offender Programs
Eleven Youthful Offender (YO) programs were awarded a total of $3,994,788 by OJA
over the three-year grant period. The YO programs were:
• Ashland County Youthful Offender Program
• Bayfield County Youthful Offender Program
• Beloit Youth Place (Rock Valley Community Programs, Inc. in Rock County)
• Bridges for Youth in Adams, Waushara, and Marquette Counties
• Coulee Council on Addictions, Prime for Life program in CESA #4 - La Crosse,
Crawford, Vernon, Monroe, Jackson, Trempealeau, and Buffalo Counties
• Dodge County Targeted Truancy Intervention Program
• Horizon Recovery High School in Dane County
• Latino Community Center Young Professionals Academy in Milwaukee County
• Nova Services Delinquency Prevention Program in Washington County
• Safe and Sound, Inc. Youth Crime Prevention in Milwaukee County
• UW Hospital and Clinics Adolescent Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment
(ABIRT) Program in Dane County
The primary goals of the youthful offender programs were to reduce levels of substance
use/abuse among at-risk youth, reduce school truancy, and improve high school graduation rates.
See Appendix 3 for a detailed description of goals and objectives. Some of the YO programs also
sought to impact participant employment skills, increase staffing levels, and improve levels of
collaboration among system stakeholders. The YO programs utilized varying approaches,
providing mentoring services, counseling, substance abuse treatment/education, job readiness
services, and/or community service opportunities. The eligibility criteria varied among the YO
programs. The most common criteria for YO program entry included non-violent at-risk youth,
ages 14-19 years, and a substance use and/or truancy referral. Specific eligibility criteria for each
program are detailed in Appendix 3.
According to the eGrants reports submitted by YO programs, the 11 YO sites served a
total of 6,825 individuals between January 1, 2010 and September 30, 2012 (Table 2).
Table 2: Number Served by ARRA Youthful Offender Sites Through 9/30/12
Youthful Offender Site
Total Number Served
Ashland County
84
Bayfield County
17
Beloit Youth Place
156
Bridges for Youth
46
Coulee Council on Addictions
2,356
Dodge County
33
Horizon High School
14
Latino Community Center
291
Nova Services
782
Safe and Sound, Inc.
1,461
UW Hospital and Clinics
1,585
6, 825
TOTAL
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THE eValuate WEB-BASED REPORTING SYSTEM

The collaboration between OJA and PHI focused on the development of a web-based
reporting system to assess program implementation, performance, and effectiveness.
Development of Web-Based Reporting System
The development of eValuate included soliciting the input of the MD and YO site staff,
OJA staff, PHI evaluation resources, and Department of Corrections Reentry staff. This input
was integrated into the early design and structure of eValuate to best meet the evaluation and
reporting needs of all involved partners.
The basic structure of eValuate includes a quarterly reporting module for all program
sites and a participant-level module customized to document information specific to
misdemeanor diversion programs. No module was designed to document individual-level data
for youth served by the youthful offender programs due to the wide variety of service models
utilized across the 11 YO sites. Some YO sites implemented drug and alcohol prevention
programs or crime prevention programs, while other sites created truancy intervention programs.
There were also differences in services provided, additional populations served (i.e., parents or
other family members), and program completion requirements across the YO projects. There
were extensive discussions among PHI and OJA staff related to the appropriate types of data to
collect from the YO sites. Confidentiality and parental consent issues posed significant barriers
to the collection of participant-level data for youth participants. Therefore, a decision was made
to require the YO sites to enter only quarterly summary data into eValuate (number of
participants served, number of completions and terminations, and the number of assessments
completed). Each of the YO programs entered these data into eValuate for the second, third and
fourth quarters of 2012.
PHI staff conducted interviews with representatives of all 16 programs to document
existing data collection capacity to facilitate the design of a web-based reporting system for the
programs. The primary goals were to collect information necessary to identify common data
elements across all 16 programs and to obtain site input into the design and content of the webbased system.
The data elements collected by each site prior to the development of eValuate were
summarized into a grid detailing common data elements collected (Appendix 3). The results
indicated a lack of consistent collection of even the most basic demographic and criminal offense
information for participants. Overall, many data elements essential to the assessment of program
implementation and impact were not consistently collected by programs (i.e., offense, case
disposition, restitution, truancy levels, etc.). MD and YO staff were enthusiastic about the
development of a web-based reporting system and indicated that they would use it to assess
progress toward local program goals and utilize the reports generated in grant applications,
presentations to county board members, and for public relations. However, they also pointed out
barriers that included use of multiple or duplicative reporting systems, lack of available staff to
perform the data entry, and technical issues with firewalls for Internet access.
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PHI staff collaborated with OJA staff to develop a pilot/test version of eValuate. Agency
staff worked together to develop and refine the order, format, content, and function for each of
roughly 200 data fields in the system. OJA information technology staff developed the webbased system, designing the structure, function, and navigation capabilities. PHI staff also
conducted ongoing testing of the system as it was developed by OJA in early 2012.
The eValuate system includes three primary modules for (1) entering MD program
participant-level data, (2) viewing and submitting quarterly reports, and (3) generating reports.
PHI also developed detailed procedures manuals with comprehensive instructions on system
access, system use, and field-by-field guidance for both the quarterly reporting module and
participant-level module of eValuate (Appendix 9).
The eValuate system was developed with six screens for entering participant-level data
for misdemeanor diversion programs (see Appendix 9 for graphics of system screens/content):
• The “Participant” screen includes demographic information, employment and education
status, and family and housing information.
• The “Admission” screen includes referral information, eligibility information, and fields
regarding admission to the program.
• The “Offense” screen includes criminal history and governing offense information. The
“Offense” form is linked to the Wisconsin Circuit Court Automation Program (CCAP)
database and allows users to import governing offense case information directly from CCAP.
• The “Screening” screen includes information for substance abuse, mental health, and
criminal risk screens/assessments.
• The “Diversion” screen includes details and conditions of the diversion agreements. The
“Community Service, Restitution, Fee Tracking” form allows the user to enter and track
payment of restitution and program fees, as well as community services hours completed.
• The “Discharge” screen includes information on alcohol and drug use at discharge, case
outcome information, employment and education status at discharge, and completion of
diversion agreement condition information.
A “legacy form” was also developed to facilitate the data entry of cases admitted prior to
the development and implementation of eValuate. This temporary legacy data entry form
included only a small number of required fields (selected by OJA staff) to minimize staff burden.
The summary information in the quarterly reporting module is auto-generated based on
participant-level information entered into eValuate by MD sites. YO sites entered quarterly
summary data directly into eValuate to summarize their program activity.
The reporting section of eValuate includes a “Program Dashboard” that allows the user to
view a summary of the number of participants eligible, admitted, discharged, completed, etc. by
quarter, year, and to date. The reporting section also includes a “Program Status” report that
allows the user to view the number of participants currently active, completed, terminated, etc.
The “Participant Tracking Report” allows the user to see a full list of every participant entered
into the database and allows individualized tracking of the completion of each of the ordered
diversion agreement conditions from the “Diversion Agreement Report.”
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PHI coordinated the pilot testing of the eValuate system from March 1-31, 2012. Four
programs volunteered to serve as pilot sites to test the system prior to implementation: Ashland
County (YO), Coulee Council on Addictions (YO), Fond du Lac County (MD), and Green Lake
County (MD). These programs were selected because of the rigor of their program activities, and
due to their willingness to participate in the pilot process and devote staff time to test and
provide feedback related to eValuate. Pilot sites were asked to test the system and document any
needed changes to eValuate and the accompanying procedures manuals. The YO sites tested the
quarterly reporting module by entering past quarterly reports into the system, while the MD sites
tested the participant-level module by entering previous program participants and currently
active participants. Sites contacted PHI during the process to resolve any issues requiring
immediate attention. At the end of the pilot period, PHI conducted teleconference meetings with
the four pilot sites to obtain their feedback. PHI prepared summaries of these calls and met with
OJA staff in early April to discuss necessary revisions. Feedback from the pilot sites was utilized
to improve eValuate prior to providing training and access to all of the ARRA sites.
PHI staff collaborated with OJA to conduct a training webinar for the five ARRA-funded
misdemeanor diversion programs to familiarize them with the system content, requirements, and
recommended procedures. During the webinar, PHI conducted a tutorial on the eValuate system
and collaborated with OJA to review the expectations for the misdemeanor diversion sites. Each
site was asked to appoint an eValuate administrator to receive administrative access to the
eValuate system in order to create new usernames and passwords for other site staff. PHI staff
collected all of the necessary site staff information to create usernames and passwords for the
designated administrator of the eValuate system at each of the ARRA sites. Revisions were made
to the eValuate system and the accompanying procedures manuals.
Implementation of eValuate Web-Based Reporting System
On May 1, 2012, all of the ARRA sites were provided with usernames, passwords and
procedures manuals and allowed access to the eValuate system. PHI served as the primary
eValuate technical assistance contact for the ARRA sites and acted as a liaison with OJA to
resolve technical assistance issues that the sites encountered. PHI staff responded to site
questions regarding numerous technical problems with the system, content, data entry, and data
collection issues. Significant staff turnover occurred at several of the ARRA sites, and PHI
provided training and assistance to new staff members as they were hired.
PHI performed data quality monitoring of all participant-level data entered into eValuate
each month beginning in June 2012. PHI reviewed the data entered into eValuate by the MD
sites to identify and correct data quality issues. PHI staff prepared lists of corrections/issues,
worked with staff at each of the MD sites to resolve the issues via phone or email, and then
further collaborated with OJA staff members to correct any additional issues as necessary.
PHI also reviewed each of the quarterly reports submitted by the MD and YO sites using
the eValuate system, monitoring timely submission and reviewing report content. PHI followed
up with site staff to answer any questions or address issues identified in the quarterly reports.
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Suggestions for Improvement to eValuate System
After the program sites had been utilizing eValuate for at least five months, all sites were
asked via a web-based survey to provide both feedback on their experiences using the system
and suggestions for improvement (Appendix 7). These findings were presented to OJA in
November 2012 in advance of this final report to encourage integration of site staff suggestions
for improvement during the November/December 2012 revision of the eValuate system by OJA
staff. See critical “Recommendations for Improvement” and Appendix 8 for a comprehensive
summary of site feedback containing detailed quotes and specific recommendations related to
improvement of the content, design, and use of eValuate.

MISDEMEANOR DIVERSION PROJECT ACTIVITY DOCUMENTED IN
THE eValuate DATA SYSTEM
The Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) sites entered 738 admissions into the eValuate system
(Figure 1) and the following results and outcome findings are based on these 738 individuals.
However, it should be noted that a total of 1,486 individuals were admitted to these programs
since January 2010 according to the PMT reports submitted to OJA by the sites through June 30,
2012. Thus, only 50% of total admissions were entered into eValuate and were available for
inclusion in these analyses. The vast majority of missing cases were from a single site (Green
Lake County) that entered only 87 of the 709 cases required into eValuate. It should be noted
that Green Lake County decided not to dedicate the necessary staff time to enter data into
eValuate in addition to the PROTECT data system already in use by the district attorney’s office.
Although the other four MD sites complied with OJA’s requirement to submit data through
eValuate, this sentiment was also echoed by staff at those sites.
Figure 1: MD Program Submission of Data Through eValuate Data System
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In addition, many cases that were entered into eValuate did not contain complete
information for participants and could not be utilized for analysis. There were four primary
reasons identified for the preponderance of missing data. First, the eValuate data system was not
made available to sites until 4-8 months prior to the end of their 36-month grant award period.
Due to administrative delays within OJA, funded sites were not provided with access to eValuate
until May 2012. Second, OJA also made the decision in March 2012 to require that sites collect
and enter data for all prior program participants (“legacy cases”) since funding started in January
2010, straining the time and staff resources of the local district attorney’s offices for whom use
of eValuate was not a priority. Third, some of the MD sites did not have access to the necessary
information to complete the required fields in eValuate (i.e., demographics, AOD and mental
health assessment results, etc.). Fourth, high levels of staff turnover at the MD sites resulted in
staffing gaps and the need for training of new staff in consistent use of eValuate.
Therefore, only one-half of the sample of program admissions was available for the
overall data analyses and recidivism study. Analysis of the smaller sample has the potential to
bias the results, and this data limitation should be considered when interpreting findings and
drawing conclusions from the data.
Summary of MD Participant-Level Data Submitted Through eValuate
Table 3 describes the flow of participants through the MD programs. Ninety-eight
percent of the individuals referred to the programs were eligible for admission. Of those eligible,
688 individuals were admitted into the MD programs. The average length of time between the
original offense and admission into the program was 160 days, or five months. As of October
2012, 66% had been discharged and 63% of those had successfully completed the program.
Detailed tables presenting all participant-level data by project site are contained in Appendix 4.
Table 3: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects Activity (1/1/2010-10/9/2012)
Fond du
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago Overall
Lac
Lake
Referrals Received
266
87
105
123
157
738
# Not Eligible
5
0
11
0
0
16
# Eligible
261
87
94
123
157
722
261
87
94
123
157
722
Eligible
# Refused
7
0
25
0
0
32
# Others Not Admitted
0
0
2
0
0
2
Total Admitted
Program Status (Oct 2012)
# Active
# Discharged
Completed
Terminated
Drop-out
Admin Termination
Inactive (Bench Warrant)
Other

254

87

67

123

157

688

128
126
92
32
0
0
2
0

42
45
34
11
0
0
0
0

16
51
25
22
0
2
0
2

43
80
68
12
0
0
0
0

2
155
71
71
8
0
5
0

231
457
290
148
8
2
7
2
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Overall, 93% of admissions to the MD programs were Caucasian, 65% were male, and
the average age at admission was 27 years old. There were statistically significant differences in
both gender and age across sites, with Fond du Lac serving a higher proportion of females than
the other sites and Juneau serving a younger population than other sites. Appendix 4 contains
greater detail for these measures by MD project site, describing the 688 program admissions
between January 2010 and October 2012 that were entered into eValuate.
Unfortunately, further demographic information describing the population served was not
appropriate for analysis/summary due to extensive amounts of missing data. Marital status,
educational level, and employment status were missing for more than three-quarters of the cases.
All substance abuse assessment and mental health assessment information was also missing.
Substance abuse treatment participation and completion data were provided only by Winnebago
County, and the other four counties had too much data missing for inclusion in analyses. Some
of this descriptive information was unavailable to site staff and could not be entered, but the
primary reason for the extensive missing data was because only selected core fields were
required for legacy case records. The information required for the 385 MD program legacy case
participants was limited to: state identification number, name, birthdate, gender, race, ethnicity,
original offense court case number/county/date, ARRA program admission and discharge dates,
program completion, discharge reason, and Department of Corrections identification number.
As shown in Table 4, 39% of the participants admitted to the MD programs were charged
with drug-related offenses, 25% were charged with property crimes and fraud offenses, and 21%
were charged with violent/assaultive offenses. Violent and assault-related offenses accounted for
almost half (45%) of all admissions in Juneau County.
In order to participate in the MD programs, participants had to agree to comply with
court-ordered requirements of diversion prosecution agreements. Table 5 shows the various
elements of the diversion agreements. The majority of diversion agreements required payment
of program fees, AOD assessment/treatment, and/or random urinalysis testing. About onequarter required community service, AOD education, writing a letter to the victim, and/or
seeking/maintaining employment. Agreement elements varied by MD site, with the majority of
the Juneau participants ordered to participate in mentoring and/or life skills programs and nearly
all of the Trempealeau participants ordered to perform community service. The percents are
based on those participants with diversion agreement information submitted through eValuate
(N=486) and does not include information for the other 202 legacy case participants who entered
into diversion agreements during this time period.
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Table 4: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects – Original Offense for Admissions
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremWinnebago
Overall
Lac
Lake
pealeau
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157
N=688
Offense at Admission
Drug-Related
22%
13%
13%
35%
95%
39%
Property/Fraud
38
17
31
28
3
25
Violent/Assaultive*
16
37
45
29
2
21
OWI
0
0
0
1
0
<1
Operate After License
1
0
2
0
0
<1
Revocation/Suspension
Other
23
33
9
7
1
15
Offense at Admission
(detail on above categories)
Drug Offenses
Theft/Property Crimes
Disorderly Conduct
Resisting/Obstruction
OAR
Battery
Forgery/Fraud
Criminal Damage/Trespass
Prostitution
Bail Jumping
Weapons Offense
Arson
Burglary
Child Abuse/Neglect
Child support
Drive Without Consent
OWI
Sex Offense
Other

22%
31
14
12
2
<1
2
6
3
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
<1
5

13%
1
35
0
26
1
17
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

13%
24
36
5
2
6
0
5
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
5

35%
23
15
3
0
11
0
5
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
6

95%
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

39%
19
16
5
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
4

*Disorderly conduct, battery, weapon, armed robbery, reckless endangerment, domestic abuse, assault
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Table 5: Misdemeanor Diversion Agreement Elements Reported by ARRA Sites
Fond
du Lac

Green
Lake

Juneau

N=178

N=42

N=44

N=65

N=157

N=486

99%
2
0
24
25
15 hrs

0%
0
7
12
12
24 hrs

0%
14
16
30
30
23 hrs

89%
0
5
17
91
42 hrs

100%
0
0
0
0
NA

81%
2
3
15
25
28 hrs

AOD Education
AOD Assessment
AOD Treatment
Random UAs
Maintain Sobriety

36%
43
45
50
0

31%
33
33
0
0

0%
20
7
23
7

46%
59
59
40
0

0%
100
100
100
0

22%
61
60
63
1

No Criminal Behavior
Victim Letter
No/Approved Victim
Contact
Shoplifting Prevention Class
Mentoring

0%
29

0%
0

68%
41

0%
51

0%
0

6%
21

1
8
0

0
0
0

0
0
61

28
0
0

0
0
0

4
3
6

MH Assessment
MH Treatment
Anger Management
Domestic Abuse Counseling

2%
9
11
0

0%
0
33
0

5%
7
25
2

0%
0
39
3

0%
0
0
0

1%
4
14
1

Seek/Maintain Employment
Obtain Driver's License
Driver Safety Plan
Financial Counseling
Life Skills
Maintain Educational Status
Other

27%
23
1
18
0
7
10

0%
64
2
0
0
0
0

57%
7
0
5
82
23
11

72%
3
2
14
5
15
3

0%
0
0
0
0
0
0

25%
11
1
9
8
7
5

Diversion Agreement
Elements Ordered*
Pay Program Fees
Pay Court Costs
Pay Fine(s)
Pay Restitution
Community Service
Average # of Hours

Trempealeau Winnebago

Overall

*Percent is only among the participants with diversion agreement information reported/submitted
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MD PROGRAM PARTICIPANT INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES
Measurement of program effectiveness includes analysis of the intermediate outcomes of
participants such as completion/success rates, funds generated through program fees and
restitution, jail incarceration averted, and the disposition of criminal charges due to participation
in diversion efforts.
Completion Rates
As of October 2012, the MD programs achieved a successful completion rate of 63%
(Figure 2). Fond du Lac, Green Lake, and Trempealeau counties all had completion rates higher
than 70%. Overall, participants spent an average of 10 months in the programs, with an average
of 11 months from admission to discharge for successful completers.
Figure 2: MD Program Diversion Agreement Completion Rate
100%
90%
80%

85%
73%

76%

70%

63%

60%

49%

50%

46%

40%
30%
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Winnebago
(N=157)

Overall
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The MD program completion rate of 63% was slightly higher than the 55-59%
completion rate reported for diversion and deferred prosecution agreements in Milwaukee
County during 2007 (Kempinen, 2010) and is similar to that of other pretrial diversion programs
for which information is available. The Milwaukee Treatment Alternatives and Diversion (TAD)
pretrial diversion project has a completion rate of 66% (Van Stelle, Goodrich, and Paltzer, 2011),
the Dane County TAD diversion project has a completion rate of 53% (Van Stelle, Goodrich,
and Paltzer, 2011), and a large-scale review of 57 pre-trial diversion programs nationwide
reported that the majority of programs reported completion rates of at least 70% (National
Association of Pretrial Services Agencies, 2009).
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Substance Abuse Treatment and Urinalysis Testing (Winnebago County Only)
Winnebago County was the only MD site to provide complete information for their
admissions related to participation in substance abuse treatment and results of urinalysis testing.
All Winnebago County participants (100%) were ordered to complete substance abuse treatment
as a condition of their diversion agreement. Nearly two-thirds (62%) successfully completed
treatment during their participation in the program.
All 157 Winnebago County participants were also ordered to submit to random urinalysis
testing as a condition of their diversion. Each participant had an average of 11 tests scheduled
and an average of two positive tests during their time in the program. Appendix 4 provides
further description of the results and missing data for other sites for these measures.
Program Fees, Restitution, and Community Service
Dollars generated through the collection of MD program participant fees are a direct
benefit to counties. Overall, 81% of the agreements required the participants to pay a program
fee. As shown in Table 6, participants for whom program fees were reported by the MD
programs paid $36,230 to counties in fees, averaging $162 per participant. Winnebago County
accounted for most of this revenue ($28,250), demonstrating the potential for counties to
generate funding to sustain programs. It should be noted that data regarding program fees
collected were not provided by Green Lake and Juneau counties.
Table 6: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects
Program Fees, Restitution, and Community Service
Fond du
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago
Lac
Lake

Overall

Program Fees
(# Reported in eValuate)

Number of Participants
Total Amount Paid
Average Amount Paid

48
$4,050
$84

0
$0
--

0
$0
--

19
$3,930
$207

157
$28,250
$180

224
$36,230
$162

10
$0

5
$166

11
$65

4
$0

0
$0

30
$231

48
700
65

10
243
175

42
951
182

64
2,675
695

0
0

164
4,569
1,117

(N=6)

(N=6)

(N=7)

(N=15)

0

(N=34)

Restitution
(# Reported in eValuate)

Number of Participants
Total Amount Paid
Community Service
(# Reported in eValuate)

Number of Participants
Total Hours Ordered
Total Hours Performed
(# reported in parentheses)
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In addition to the funds generated through program fees, four of the five MD sites also
required restitution payments to victims. Restitution payments totaled $231 for the 30
participants for whom information was provided by sites.
Table 6 also summarizes the number of community service hours ordered and served as a
result of the diversion agreements. A total of 1,117 hours of community service were performed
by 34 participants during this time period. Applying the Wisconsin minimum wage of $7.25 to
the 1,117 community service hours performed results in a total of $8,098 for the 34 participants
with these data entered into eValuate. If the 164 participants actually performed all 4,569 hours
ordered in their diversion agreements, this amount would equal $33,125.
Jail Incarceration Averted
A primary goal and major benefit of the MD programs is the avoidance of jail
incarceration. Trempealeau County was the only program site to report the number of
incarceration days averted as a result of participation in their MD program. Trempealeau County
reported a total of 3,390 jail days averted for 123 participants, averaging 28 days averted per
participant. The TAD Advisory Committee has estimated a statewide average cost of a jail bed
to be $15.46 (a specific estimate for Trempealeau County was not available) which results in an
estimated overall savings of $179,449 or $1,441 per participant during the evaluation period. It
should be noted that a complete cost-benefit analysis was not included as part of this evaluation
effort and these estimates do not account for the costs of program operation or the potential
additional benefits of decreased recidivism, decreased victim costs, increased employment, etc.

Trempealeau
County
28 Jail Days Averted
Per Participant

$1,441 In Jail Savings
Per Participant
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Case Disposition and Sentencing Outcomes
To further estimate the intermediate outcomes of MD program participants, PHI gathered
and analyzed case disposition (i.e., dismissed, guilty, etc.) and sentencing data for the original
offense of all offenders entered into the eValuate data system. These data elements were not
reported in the eValuate reporting system, but were collected by PHI staff through an intensive
manual data collection effort using the Wisconsin Circuit Court Automation Program (CCAP)
database. The case disposition and sentencing information were abstracted from CCAP records,
entered into a data file, and then linked to the eValuate data file (Appendix 10).
Table 7 shows that nearly one-half of MD participants had their original charges
dismissed as a result of program participation. As of October 2012, 24% did not yet have a
disposition recorded in CCAP as their diversion agreement remained active. Diversion
agreements were revoked for approximately one-quarter of participants (23%), with most of
these revocations occurring in Winnebago County where 50% of all agreements signed were
revoked. Of the cases with sentencing information available in CCAP (N=530), the majority
(70%) had their sentences dismissed and an additional 14% received only a fine. The remaining
16% received some combination of jail, driver’s license revocation, fine, and/or probation.
Table 7: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects – Original Case Disposition and Sentencing
Fond
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago
Overall
du Lac
Lake
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157
N=688
Disposition of
Original Offense
No Disposition/Open
48%
21%
22%
2%
4%
24%
Dismissed
38
54
45
59
46
46
Guilty/Guilty Plea
0
2
3
27
0
5
Guilty/No Contest
0
0
5
7
0
2
Diversion Agreement
14
23
25
7
50
23
Revoked
Sentence Received for
Original Offense
Dismissed
Fine Only
Jail + Driver’s License
Revoked, Fine, or Costs
Jail + Probation
Probation Only
Driver’s License
Revoked or Suspended
Jail + Probation +
License Revoked/
Suspended

N=130

N=66

N=62

N=119

N=153

N=530

74%
2
9

71%
17
5

69%
15
7

91%
3
0

50%
31
17

70%
14
9

7
7
0

5
2
2

5
5
0

3
3
0

1
1
0

4
3
<1

1

0

0

0

0

<1
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CRIMINAL RECIDIVISM FINDINGS
To assess the criminal recidivism outcomes of MD participants, the Wisconsin Circuit
Court Automation Program (CCAP) website was used to identify new charges and convictions
after program admission. OJA Information Technology staff intended to conduct automated
matching of the eValuate records to CCAP records. OJA workload and priority issues precluded
this from occurring. Therefore, PHI staff manually matched, gathered, abstracted, and entered
the recidivism data. All of the MD participants in the sample (100%) were accurately matched to
the correct CCAP record(s) in October 2012 using CCAP court case number, offender name,
gender, and birthdate. After the match was verified, PHI staff also gathered case disposition and
sentencing information for the offender’s original offense as these data were not available in the
eValuate data system. PHI then reviewed all new charges in CCAP since program admission for
each individual in the eValuate system and identified the first criminal recidivism event after
program admission. Dismissed charges, traffic offenses, and civil cases (i.e., divorce, paternity,
etc.) were not counted, except in the instance of operating after license revocation (OAR) only
for OWI offenders. Open cases for which disposition information was not available on CCAP
were considered to have been convicted so as to maximize the sample size by including them in
the analysis while providing the most conservative estimate of recidivism.
The evaluation of program effectiveness included an examination of recidivism after
admission to the MD programs. The average follow-up interval between admission and the data
collection cut-off of October 1, 2012 was 507 days (16.6 months) for the sample of 688
participants included in the recidivism analyses (Table 8). Of these participants, 68% of the
sample (467 participants) had a follow-up interval of one year or longer. Some data analyses
examine the entire group of program admission, while subsequent analyses focus solely on the
group with the follow-up interval of at least one year. Due to the relatively short period for the
evaluation study and the average program length of nearly one year, many of the cases in the
sample were still active in programs at the time of the recidivism data collection.
Table 8: Length of Follow-up Interval Post-Admission
[Days from MD Program Admission to
October 2012 Recidivism Data Collection]
Number
Percent
Less than 3 months (0-89 days)

47

7%

3-6 months (90-179 days)

45

7

6-12 months (180-364 days)

129

18

1-2 years (365-729 days)

297

43

2 years or more (730 days or more)

170

25

688

100%

Total

The following findings related to the criminal recidivism of MD program participants are
based only on the cases that local sites entered into the eValuate reporting system. The extent of
any bias created by the exclusion of a significant number of cases by the local sites is unclear.
For the purposes of interpretation of these results it is presumed that cases were not excluded
from reporting in any systematic way. See Appendix 10 for a detailed explanation of limitations.
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Days From Program Admission to New Criminal Offense
For those who were charged with a new crime after admission to an MD program, the
average length of time between admission to the program and commission of a new crime was
approximately nine months (276 days). Figure 3 shows that nearly one-half (44%) of those new
crimes were committed within six months after admission to a diversion program.
Figure 3: Time From MD Program Admission to New Recidivism Offense
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30%
30%

24%
20%

20%

14%

12%

10%
0%
Less than
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3-6 months

6-9 months

9-12 months

1 year
or more

New Charge After Program Admission
Overall, 25% of MD participants were charged with a new criminal offense after program
admission. Rates of new charges varied by site: 17% in Fond du Lac County, 25% in Green
Lake County, 31% in Juneau County, 18% in Trempealeau County, and 40% in Winnebago
County.
Case disposition information was not yet available in CCAP at the time of the recidivism
data collection in October 2012 for 22% of the offenders who were charged with a new offense.
In addition, 6% had their new charge(s) dismissed. For analysis of conviction rates, these open
cases were counted as convictions to provide the most conservative estimate of recidivism and
those with dismissed charges were counted as not convicted of a new crime.
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Convicted of a New Recidivism Offense After Program Admission
Figure 4 illustrates that 77% of all participants were not convicted of a new offense after
admission to MD programs as of October 2012. A total of 23% committed a new offense for
which they were later convicted, with 17% committing a new criminal offense within one year of
program admission. Offenders with open cases for which disposition data were not yet available
were counted as convicted, and those with dismissed charges were not counted as convicted.
Figure 4: Percent Convicted of a Recidivism Offense After Program Admission
[Includes All Program Participants For Entire Follow-up Period]
Convicted for an
Convicted for an
Offense
Offense
Committed After
Committed
1 Year, 6%
Within 1 Year,
17%
Total Convicted
23%

No New
Conviction After
Admission, 77%

Figure 5 shows that rates of new conviction varied by site, ranging from 16% in Fond du
Lac County to 36% in Winnebago County.
Figure 5: Convicted of a Recidivism Offense After Program Admission by Site
[Includes All Program Participants For Entire Follow-up Period]
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30%
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Overall
(N=688)
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To generate a one-year recidivism rate comparable to those of other evaluation/research
studies, additional analyses were conducted examining only the 467 cases (68% of the sample)
that had a follow-up interval of at least one year between admission and October 2012 when the
recidivism data was collected. Figure 6 reveals a more precise estimate of the one-year
recidivism rate to be 18% across all five MD sites. Overall, 72% of participants were not
convicted of a new crime one year post-admission.
Figure 6: One-Year Recidivism Rates by Site
[Includes Only Participants at Least One Year Post-Admission]
New Conviction More Than After 1 Year After Admission
New Conviction Within 1 Year After Admission
No New Conviction
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There are significant gaps in the national literature related to recidivism rates for pretrial
diversion participants (Camilletti, 2010). Only one-third of pretrial diversion programs
responding to a nationwide survey maintained any data on recidivism, and those that did varied
in their definitions of recidivism, the type of offenses tracked (felony vs. misdemeanor), and the
length of the follow-up period (National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies, 2009). Thus,
it is challenging to identify recidivism rates against which to compare the rates for the five MD
programs included in this evaluation. While national comparison figures are difficult to obtain,
several estimates of pretrial diversion recidivism rates specific to Wisconsin programs are
available for comparison purposes. The MD program one-year new conviction rate of 18% found
in this evaluation effort was slightly lower than the 24% rate reported for diversion and deferred
prosecution agreement participants in Milwaukee County during 2007 (Kempinen, 2010). It was
comparable to the one-year new conviction rate of 14% after program discharge for the
Milwaukee Treatment Alternatives and Diversion (TAD) pretrial diversion project and the 23%
rate for the Dane County TAD diversion project (Van Stelle, Goodrich, and Paltzer, 2011).
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Of those participants convicted of a new offense after program admission, 21% were
convicted of drug-related offenses, 22% were convicted of assaultive offenses, and 18% were
convicted of property offenses (Table 9). Disorderly conduct was the most frequent type of
violent/assaultive offense, totaling 15% of all new convictions.

Type of New Conviction
(excludes dismissed)
Drug Possession/
Manufacture/Deliver
Property/Theft
OWI + PAC .08 or More
Violent/Assaultive*
Operate After License
Revocation/Suspension
Other **

Table 9: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects
Type of New Conviction Offense After Admission
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TrempLac
Lake
ealeau
N=40
N=20
N=20
N=22

Winnebago

Overall

N=57

N=159

20%

10%

30%

5%

30%

21%

25
5
18
0

30
15
5
0

10
10
45
0

23
9
27
0

9
19
21
10

18
13
22
4

32

40

5

36

11

22

Type of New Conviction
(detail on above categories)

Drug Offenses
20%
10%
30%
5%
30%
21%
Disorderly Conduct
13
0
25
14
18
15
OWI
5
15
10
9
19
13
Theft/Property Crimes
13
10
10
23
5
11
OAR
5
20
0
0
11
8
Criminal Damage/Trespass
13
5
0
5
2
5
Bail Jumping
13
5
0
5
2
5
Resisting/Obstruction
8
0
5
5
4
4
Battery
0
0
15
5
2
3
Burglary
3
5
0
0
2
2
Forgery/Fraud
0
10
0
0
0
1
Reckless Endangerment
3
0
0
0
0
1
Sex Offense
0
5
0
0
0
1
Weapons Offense
0
0
0
5
2
1
Other
4
15
5
24
3
9
*Violent/assaultive includes disorderly conduct, battery, weapons charges, armed robbery, domestic abuse,
reckless endangerment, and assault
**Other includes resisting, fleeing, prostitution, hit/run, bail jumping
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Overall, 69% of the participants charged with new crimes were found guilty of the
recidivism offense (Table 10). Only 6% had the charges dismissed, and an additional 4%
received a subsequent deferred prosecution/diversion agreement. While nearly one-half of those
convicted of a new offense received a sentence that included only a monetary fine, slightly more
than one-third (34%) received a sentence that included jail or prison incarceration for the new
offense. For those who received a sentence including jail incarceration, the average length of
incarceration sentenced was 36 days. For those receiving a sentence including probation, the
average length of probation sentenced was 176 days (about six months), with Fond du Lac
County sentencing individuals to a longer average period of probation than other sites.
Table 10: Disposition and Sentencing for New Conviction After Admission
Fond du
Green
Juneau
Tremp- Winnebago
Lac
Lake
ealeau
N=42
N=22
N=21
N=22
N=62
Disposition of New Offense
No Disposition/Still Open
26%
27%
24%
18%
18%
Dismissed
5
9
5
0
8
Guilty/Guilty Plea
17
5
9
36
3
Guilty/No Contest
45
59
57
46
68
New DPA (Still Open)
0
0
0
0
1
New DPA (Revoked)
5
0
5
0
2
Amend/Administrative
2
0
0
0
0
Sentence for New Offense
Fine Only
Jail + Driver’s License
Revoked, Fine, or Costs
Probation Only
Jail + Probation
Dismissed/Deferred
Prosecution
Fine + License Revoked/
Suspended
Prison + ES + Other
Probation + License
Revoked/Suspended
Jail, Ignition Interlock,
and/or License Revoked,
Fine, Costs
Driver’s License
Revoked or Suspended
Average Days Sentenced
for New Offense:
Jail Incarceration
Probation

Overall
N=169

22%
6
12
57
<1
3
<1

N=30

N=16

N=16

N=18

N=51

N=131

33%
10

50%
13

56%
6

50%
11

33%
35

41%
20

23
24
7

6
0
13

13
0
6

11
22
0

8
6
12

12
11
7

3

0

19

0

2

4

0
0

6
0

0
0

0
6

4
0

2
1

0

6

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

0

0

1

26 days
243

52 days
114

8 days
160

25 days
204

49 days
150

36 days
176
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JOB CREATION THROUGH ARRA FUNDS
One of the primary goals of the ARRA funds was to stimulate job growth. In Fall 2012,
PHI fielded a brief web-based survey asking the 16 sites to describe their plans to sustain the
jobs created and program services beyond the ARRA funding (Appendix 5). The 15 sites that
responded to PHI’s survey reported a total of 45.4 staff positions created and/or maintained using
ARRA funding. See Appendix 6 for a comprehensive summary of sustainability planning for 15
of the 16 program sites (one youthful offender site did not respond to the survey).
Table 11 shows that 26 new staff positions were created and 19.2 existing positions were
maintained during the ARRA grant period. Sites anticipated that a total of 10.5 positions will be
retained after the end of ARRA funding. Ten YO sites anticipate retaining a total of 8.5 positions
and the five MD sites anticipate retaining a total of two staff positions after the grant ends. The
YO program staff positions created were for youth and family mentors, AODA counselors,
project community outreach, program coordinators, and for data processing/collection. The MD
program staff positions created were primarily Assistant District Attorneys, but some sites also
created positions for diversion program coordinators.
Table 11: Number of Staff Positions Maintained, Created, and Retained by Project Type
MD
YO
Total
N=5
N=10
N=15
Number of Positions
Maintained
0.0
19.2
19.2
Created
4.2
22.0
26.2
Total Funded
4.2
41.2
45.4
Retained Positions
2.0
8.5
10.5

PROGRAM SUSTAINABILITY AFTER ARRA FUNDING END
As shown in Table 12, ten of the program sites responding to the survey reported some
intention to continue the programs after ARRA funding ends. Six of the ten sites with
sustainability plans in existence or development accounted for 10.5 staff positions being retained
after the grant ends. The presence of county-level support and funding were significantly related
to sites reporting some level of sustainability planning, as well as retention of staff positions.
This suggests that programs with the support of county stakeholders were more likely to have
developed a sustainability plan and to have increased capacity to retain positions.
Table 12: Summary of Fall 2012 ARRA Site Sustainability Efforts
MD
YO
Total
N=5
N=10
N=15
Sustainability Plan Status
No Plan to Continue Program
2
3
5
Sustainability Plan Exists
2
4
6
Sustainability Plan in Development
1
3
4
Total Sites Planning to Continue
3
7
10
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Several key themes emerged as relevant in understanding the sustainability planning of
Youthful Offender (YO) and Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) programs. These themes included
the impact of ARRA funding end on changes to program services and evaluation activities, as
well as identification of alternative funding sources.
Table 13 shows the impact the end of ARRA funding will have on local program services
and structure. With ARRA funding end in 2012, five programs plan to discontinue the program
entirely. Ten of the programs intend to continue the program and eight of these intend to
continue with reductions in the number of participants served, the number of services offered, or
the number of program locations. The most common form of future funding source to sustain
program services was a program fee such as participant fees, tuition requirements, or a billing
mechanism to cover the cost of services. Integration into county funding was the next most
common source of continued funding, particularly for the YO programs. Seven sites (all YO
programs) intend to maintain their current level of evaluation activities, while four sites plan to
continue to use the eValuate web-based data collection system. Three sites plan to minimize or
discontinue their program evaluation activities.
Table 13: Impact of ARRA Funding End on Program Structure and Services
YO
MD
TOTAL
N=10
N=5
N=15
Program Changes
Reduce Number of Participants, Service, or Locations
7
1
8
Discontinue Program Completely
2
3
5
No Change to Program
0
2
2
Refer Participants to Other Program(s)
2
0
2
Future Funding Sources
Participant Program Fees/Tuition/Billing
County Funding/contracts/Budgets
New Grants/Foundations/Private Donations
Prior funding (Baseline Funding/Other Program Funds)
Other Income-Generating Activity

4
5
5
3
2

3
1
0
1
0

7
6
5
4
2

Evaluation Plans
Maintain Current Evaluation Activities
Web-Based Data Collection System or Database
Minimize or Discontinue Evaluation
Conduct Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS)

7
2
1
2

0
2
2
0

7
4
3
2

Sites were also asked to detail their local strengths and barriers related to sustaining the
programs. The most common strengths stated by the programs were high levels of community,
stakeholder, and public support, and having the trust of county leaders. The next most common
strength was having experienced program staff with a high level of expertise. The most common
barrier was limited or no external funding to support the program. A related barrier was limited
support and awareness among county leaders and stakeholders who influence the county budget.
Five programs stated that changes in staffing, limited staff time, and participant transportation
were also barriers to sustaining the program.
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MOVING FORWARD: ONGOING USE OF PROGRAM EVALUATION
One of the primary goals of the partnership between OJA and PHI was to enhance OJA’s
internal capacity for program evaluation. The development and implementation of the eValuate
web-based reporting system was one step toward the goal of allowing OJA to better document
activities and outcomes for programs that they fund. Several sites plan to continue to utilize
eValuate in 2013 to document participant-level data and summarize their information on a
quarterly basis after their grant funding from OJA ends. OJA has indicated that they will support
eValuate to allow its use by both unfunded sites and sites receiving funding from OJA through
non-ARRA sources moving forward. However, they do not currently intend to allow youthful
offender programs to have continued access to the quarterly reporting module.
In addition, OJA is currently expanding the current version of eValuate designed
specifically for misdemeanor diversion projects to include a module designed for treatment
and/or specialty courts. OJA anticipates that treatment courts receiving grant awards through
OJA for 2013 will utilize this newly developed module to report program activities. In July
2012, OJA hired an internal evaluator to provide evaluation support and expertise to the agency.
The OJA Evaluator has been responsible for the design, development, and content of the
treatment court module of eValuate. PHI was not involved in the development of this module,
and a description of the content of this module is not available for inclusion in this report.
Beginning in 2013, the OJA Evaluator will take over responsibility for the eValuate data
quality monitoring that has been performed by PHI. Regular monitoring of the data entered into
eValuate by external users will allow OJA to identify program progress toward target admission
rates, completion rates, and evidence-based service provision. In addition, data quality
monitoring allows correction of data entry errors, duplicate cases, and missing data through
frequent communication with the site staff entering the data.
In addition to providing information on program participants, a secondary goal of the
web-based system is to facilitate future calculation of criminal recidivism for offenders receiving
program services. As in the current evaluation effort, OJA plans to match records in eValuate to
those in the CCAP data system to assess subsequent criminal charging and conviction. PHI
developed both a matching protocol and definitions of recidivism offenses to facilitate automated
matching of these records by OJA Information Technology staff in the future. It is important to
note that significant data cleaning is required prior to any automated matching with the CCAP
data to ensure that all eValuate records are accurate and valid.
OJA has also identified a primary contact at their internal Helpdesk to assist grantees
with both programmatic issues and requests for technical assistance related to eValuate secure
access, data entry, and reporting.
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PROGRAM STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES/BARRIERS
The ARRA program justice initiative implemented at 16 misdemeanor diversion (MD)
and youthful offender (YO) sites in Wisconsin demonstrated a variety of strengths, but also
experienced several challenges/barriers throughout the grant period of 2010-2012.
Program Strengths and Accomplishments
The ARRA program was fully implemented at 16 YO and MD sites in Wisconsin. The
five MD sites served a total of 1,486 participants and the 11 YO sites served a total of 6,825
participants between January 1, 2010 and September 30, 2012. Many of the YO sites also
provided services to the family members of participants.
A primary achievement of the ARRA program was the creation of jobs at the 16 project
sites. More than 26 positions were created through this initiative and 19 positions were
maintained as a result of this program. The jobs that were created were essential to project
implementation and function at each of the ARRA funded sites.
An additional strength was the ability of the 16 ARRA sites to implement local projects
designed specifically to address the needs of their communities. For the YO sites, there was
significant variation among the sites in terms of populations served and project goals/objectives.
For the MD sites, there were variations in the conditions of the misdemeanor diversion
agreement based on the needs of participants.
The implementation of the ARRA program also led to an increased awareness of local
site and OJA reporting capacity. The ARRA sites collected and reported comprehensive
participant-level data, and many sites created their own customized data collection materials and
databases to store program information. Some sites used these data to report program progress
and achievements to their county boards, increasing their ability to gain county support. The
development of the eValuate web-based reporting system enhanced data collection and reporting
for local program sites in addition to enhancing program evaluation capacity at OJA.
Barriers to Program Site Implementation
Staff turnover was a primary barrier to successful program site implementation
experienced by the ARRA sites. Many MD programs experienced significant levels of staff
turnover in Program Coordinator positions, District Attorneys, and Assistant District Attorneys
that often interrupted the program implementation process and caused fluctuations in program
activities. In some cases, staff turnover resulted in the termination of program activities when
staff left and were either not replaced or were replaced with staff that did not support diversion.
A lack of communication related to approved site activities within the ARRA grant
structure also presented a barrier to implementation. The ARRA-funded sites implemented a
variety of program services based on local need, but were sometimes required to later change
program components based on the ARRA grant parameters. This led to barriers in program
implementation progress throughout the length of the grant.
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Another barrier to program site implementation was a lack of information and
understanding regarding program reporting requirements. ARRA-funded sites were required to
collect and report limited information during the beginning years of the grant, but these reporting
requirements changed throughout the grant period. This presented a challenge to sites that then
were required to adapt to collecting and reporting new/different information at different times.
The sites were also required to report the same quarterly summary information utilizing several
different reporting systems. This led to duplicate data entry and frequent confusion regarding
what data were required for each reporting system.
Barriers to Program Evaluation
There were several program evaluation barriers experienced during the current initiative.
OJA experienced significant internal program evaluation staff turnover during 2010/2011 and
PHI was contracted to provide assistance beginning in May 2011. By this time, most of the
ARRA-funded sites had been operational for more than one year (since January 1, 2010).
Numerous challenges were encountered by PHI during the course of the evaluation study related
to changing OJA staff/priorities that resulted in significant delays and administrative barriers.
PHI worked with OJA to develop the eValuate web-based reporting system during the
remainder of 2011, and eValuate was implemented in May 2012 during the final few months of
program funding. In March 2012, OJA made the decision to require that MD program sites
collect and report data for all prior admissions since January 2010. This decision created another
challenge for program sites, with sites then responsible for collecting and entering case data for
individuals served up to two years prior. Because eValuate was released in the final year of
program funding, ARRA-funded sites had not been collecting the information required by
eValuate and many sites did not have the necessary procedures in place to collect the additional
data required. The timing of the implementation of eValuate also led to duplicate data entry with
other reporting systems currently in place and added yet another layer of reporting requirement
to those already established. As a result, the participant-level data entered into the eValuate
web-based system by local sites are not as complete as it could have been if the system had been
implemented at an earlier point in the initiative.
These barriers resulted in extensive levels of missing and incomplete participant data in
eValuate. The lack of complete data from eValuate meant that the data analyses are less
comprehensive than originally anticipated. The missing data limited PHI’s ability to investigate
and interpret some of the relationships among key offender indicators (i.e., incarceration days
averted, level of criminal risk, and individual factors) that impact recidivism such as criminal
history, substance abuse or mental health diagnoses, and treatment participation. The missing
data also prevented a clear understanding of both (a) local data collection processes and (b) local
service provision. When data were missing from eValuate it was not possible to determine
whether the data were unavailable to MD staff, available but not entered into eValuate, or if sites
chose to enter only certain cases. In addition, when assessment and treatment data were missing
it was not possible to determine whether programs did not conduct the activities, whether they
did not have access to the assessment and treatment service information, or whether they chose
not to provide the data if they did have it. It was not possible to estimate the impact of any
systematic bias on the evaluation results and findings.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

The current evaluation effort resulted in a variety of recommendations for improvement
to current program implementation monitoring practices and to the eValuate system.
Recommendations for Improvement of Future Evaluation of Programs
OJA should consider the following recommendations to improve agency collaboration
with grantee sites:
A. Determine data collection requirements for funded sites prior to announcement of grant
availability so that applicants can address the requirements in their applications for funding.
B. Closely monitor program progress from the start of grant award so that OJA can utilize the
implementation data in eValuate for program improvement and initiate corrective action
plans for programs not meeting their goals.
C. Develop an ongoing feedback loop for program improvement wherein OJA would:
1. Develop relationships with local site staff.
2. Monitor local program staffing and staffing changes, and determine the impact of staff
and political changes on program implementation.
3. Elicit ongoing feedback from funded sites regarding their opinions related to eValuate
use, content, and necessary revision.
D. Collaborate with other statewide diversion efforts to increase consistency across program
models, requirements, and data collection.
E. Due to the wide variation in youthful offender program models, it would benefit OJA if
future solicitations were narrower in focus and required more detailed reporting so that the
agency could better determine the effectiveness of implementation and outcomes.
F. Applications for funding should include evidence of genuine county board support for
diversion efforts (not just approval) prior to funding to help ensure that programs can be
sustained despite changes in political and district attorney staffing.
G. OJA could consider awarding planning grants prior to award of (and separate from) program
implementation grants so that OJA can conduct outcome evaluation of programs when the
programs have stabilized and are suitable for outcome evaluation.
Recommendations for Improvement of eValuate Data System
A variety of suggestions for improvement of the eValuate data system were developed by
soliciting feedback from MD and YO site staff, as well as through use of the system by PHI.
Most critical is that nearly all of the program sites stated that eValuate duplicated existing data
collection/entry systems and was too time-consuming for staff. However, two MD sites stated
that eValuate filled a gap in program evaluation for them and six sites recommended that
eValuate should continue to be implemented and supported by OJA. A list of Priority Action
Items were communicated to OJA in November 2012 in advance of this report as they continued
to revise and develop eValuate (see Appendix 8).
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A. Suggestions for Continued Improvement to eValuate Purpose and Function
1. Sites suggested that OJA should more clearly define the intended function of eValuate
and potential uses for the data, and clearly communicate this to the grantees. OJA should
either reduce/simplify the number of fields in eValuate or allow sites to customize
eValuate to make it more useful to them.
2. OJA should continue to provide ongoing monitoring of data quality essential to data
integrity. The MD sites indicated that ongoing monitoring of data entry accuracy by OJA
is essential to data integrity and emphasized the importance of regular (monthly) data
quality feedback to improve subsequent data entry and correct errors.
3. As OJA continues to develop eValuate and create a custom module specifically for
treatment and specialty courts, OJA should actively seek input from a range of treatment
court professionals (staff of drug, OWI, mental health, and veteran’s courts), as well as
the expertise of Wisconsin’s Statewide Treatment Court Coordinator and the Wisconsin
Association of Treatment Court Professionals. Obtaining the input of these stakeholders
on the design and content of the treatment court module will enable OJA to develop a
system of highest benefit to all parties.
4. PHI recommends that OJA continue to examine recidivism rates on a periodic basis by
developing an automated matching process to document criminal recidivism via the
CCAP data system for cases entered into eValuate. OJA should attempt to replicate the
recidivism results reported here by conducting the automated matching that OJA was
unable to perform during the course of this study.
5. One of the original goals of eValuate was to develop a more efficient quarterly reporting
mechanism for programs funded by OJA. Sites have historically reported their
implementation data quarterly to OJA using both the eGrants and PMT systems, and the
addition of eValuate in 2012 resulted in three quarterly reporting systems. OJA’s plan in
2010 was to have all quarterly reporting happen more efficiently through use of eValuate,
but recent changes in OJA administrative staffing and priorities resulted in the decision to
discontinue access to the eValuate quarterly reporting module for programs.
6. Improve communication between OJA and the grantees that are using eValuate. OJA
should notify all grantees/programs of any changes or improvements to the system in a
timely manner. OJA should also let the sites know (and give them ample notification) if
they will no longer be allowed access to eValuate.
B. Suggestions for Improvement of Linkages to Existing Data Systems
1. Better integrate eValuate with the PROTECT data reporting system to reduce duplication
of data entry, improve usability of the web-based reporting system, and reduce errors
when entering repetitive information.
2. Add an automated function to eValuate that would require the user to verify that they
have linked the correct name to the correct CCAP court case number. To date, numerous
users have selected and imported into eValuate the court case for the wrong offender.
Users should be required to verify the spelling, middle name, birthdate, and/or county of
offense prior to importing the CCAP offense data into eValuate.
3. Allow for demographic information to be imported from CCAP along with offense
information to minimize data entry.
4. Develop a data collection form to facilitate entry of data into eValuate and distribute it to
local sites at beginning of grant award.
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C. Suggestions for Improvement to Specific eValuate Content and Navigation
1. Ask local site staff which activities are usually ordered as part of their diversion
agreements and include any additional needed fields in the current list of diversion
agreement elements.
2. Add more comment fields to enable sites to document case notes.
3. Add fields to track the amount of fines/fees collected for reporting to county boards.
4. Increase user ability to delete or correct mistakes in participant records rather than having
OJA information technology staff make corrections. Limit the number of fields that are
required to be entered in order to advance the next screen without having to intentionally
enter “errors”.
5. Improve the display of data fields and reports to increase ease/accuracy of data entry by
alphabetizing lists, listing participant names in reports, and displaying all cases on the
data entry screens.
6. Improve reports based on grantee input to include the ability to sort and filter participants
by different characteristics (e.g. active vs. non-active).
7. Improve system navigation by allowing travel to different screens via side menu or dropdown list without having to click through preceding sections.
8. Require users to enter complete data into eValuate for all cases so that the data can be
better utilized to improve program implementation. For example, because the
Winnebago MD program entered the most complete data for their participants, we are
able to show that their participants entered and completed substance abuse treatment. If
these data were available for all of the sites, analyses could be conducted to investigate
the impact of treatment participation and completion on recidivism and other offender
outcomes.
D. Suggestions for Improvement to Technical Support and Required Reporting
1. OJA should provide ongoing data system training and obtain site feedback via group
meetings, personal one-on-one site visits, webinars, or other Internet tools.
2. Better coordinate required reporting across grants and clearly define reporting
requirements (submission dates, report elements, contact information, reminders, etc.).
3. OJA should provide feedback to sites on content of quarterly reports submitted and
respond to questions or requests for technical assistance.
4. Provide OJA technical support contact information (email address or telephone number)
directly on eValuate screens.
5. Add access to detailed instructions for data collection and data entry directly onto
eValuate screens.
6. Improve eValuate’s “administrative capabilities” section to make it more user-friendly.
This function is currently available to assist with retrieving passwords, creating new users
and deactivating old users, but sites have indicated that it was not easy to navigate or
understand.
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CONCLUSION
The goals of the current two-year partnership between the University of Wisconsin and
the Wisconsin Office of Justice Assistance were successfully met. The two agencies
collaborated to develop a web-based reporting system, enhance internal evaluation capacity for
OJA, and implement a successful partnership between the two agencies that capitalized on the
strengths of each organization.
OJA successfully utilized ARRA funds to create jobs, implement 16 misdemeanor
diversion and youthful offender programs as part of a statewide justice initiative, and enhance
internal program evaluation capacity. A total of 26 new staff positions were created and 19.2
existing positions were maintained during the ARRA grant period. Sites anticipate that 10.5
positions will be retained after the end of ARRA funding. Between January 1, 2010 and
June 30, 2012, the misdemeanor diversion programs supported by this effort served a total of
1,486 individuals and the youthful offender programs served more than 6,825 individuals.
Although data on incarceration days averted were available for only one misdemeanor diversion
site, the results indicate that an average of 28 jail days were averted per participant with an
estimated $1,441 saved per participant during the evaluation period. With an overall successful
completion rate of 63% among the misdemeanor diversion programs, analyses of recidivism data
revealed a one-year recidivism rate of 18% (new conviction).
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APPENDIX 2
Interview Protocol for On-Site Interviews at ARRA Program Sites
Program Overview
1. Describe program staffing – number, titles, functions, volunteers, staff of other programs/agencies,
etc.
2. Within what organization is the program administratively situated?
3. What organizations are currently involved and the roles they play?
4. What other organizations or agencies should be involved? Why? Barriers to involvement?
5. Are there unique factors about your community and/or agency that impact the program operation or
populations?
6. Does your program have funding in addition to ARRA? Donated time/resources/space/etc.
7. Plans for sustainability after ARRA funding ends? What services/programs/staff would be
impacted?
Program Eligibility/Referral
8. What is the target population of the program (youthful offenders, etc)?
9. What are the eligibility criteria? What types of offenses make the target population eligible for the
program (drug offenses, truancy, theft, gang involvement, etc)?
10. At what point in the criminal charging process are clients referred to the program?
11. What are (possible) incentives for clients to enter the program?
12. Is the program voluntary or mandatory? Mandatory – are there consequences for not participating?
Program Admission and Participant Assessment
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

What are admission criteria?
Who makes admission decisions? Who records admissions?
What assessments are conducted at the time of program admission? Purpose of each, risk or need
How is the assessment information used? Who gets it?
Is the admission data collected electronically? How is the data stored (software type, paper files)?

Program Services
18. What services are provided by program staff?
19. What services are referred to other providers?
20. What are the different steps/phases of the program? How long does each step take?
Program Discharge
21. What is the length of program service for participants (required, actual, and recommended)?
22. What is the intensity/dosage of program service (required, actual, and recommended)? [number of
sessions, mandatory activities, community service, etc.]
23. What are the discharge criteria for participants? What does a participant have to do to “successfully
complete”?
24. What sanctions (if any) are imposed if they fail to complete the program?
25. Has the project met admission/discharge/completion targets? If not, please explain.
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Local Evaluation
26. What type of information do you collect about your clients and when is it collected (i.e., intake,
discharge, follow-up, etc.)?
27. Is the information captured electronically or is it in paper files?
28. Who collects the data? How is it distributed and to whom?
29. Does your program involved in any type of formal program evaluation? If so, is it performed
internally, externally, or both? If so, what evaluation activities take place? Who is the responsible
for the evaluation and what is their training/background? [get contact information for any
evaluators involved]
30. What types of information are collected to document the implementation of your program?
Numbers served, program strengths, program challenges, etc. (program-level, participant-level)
31. What types of outcome measures do you track for participants to determine the impact of the
program? OR What would be the most appropriate outcome measures for your population?
32. Can your program gather these outcome measures? From where? Who would do it? Post-program
interval? Can you gather them for program terminations as well as program completers?
33. Current reporting requirements – what do you have to report and who is it reported to (funding
source, county board, etc.)
34. What information aren’t you collecting that you feel the program should be collecting?
Web-based Reporting System
35. What would be the most important client data elements to track using a web-based reporting
system?
36. Who would enter data into a web-based system, who would correct data, who would track when
discharges and follow-ups are due?
37. How would your site utilize data they would have to report?
38. What should web-based system look like? – Procedures, login, data file that uploads to web
system? This is your chance to provide input in designing/developing the system….
39. Best to enter cases as they occur or as a bunch?
40. Barriers to using web-based system at each site (time, staff, computer access, internet, etc.)? If so,
are there any factors that could alleviate these barriers?
41. What version of Microsoft Office do you use? Does your site have Microsoft Access (which
version)?
42. Does your site have appropriate internet connection capabilities for web-based reporting?
43. Would your site be willing to serve as a pilot site to test the web-based system and provide feedback
to improve it before it is implemented at all ARRA sites?
Program Need for Technical Assistance
44. Do you have any needs for technical assistance from OJA at this time? What would be helpful for
your program? (additional assessment tools, examples of summary reports, trainings, needs not met)?
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APPENDIX 3
ARRA Program Site Visit Summary

Misdemeanor Diversion and Youthful Offender Programs
Summary of 2011-2012 Evaluation Site Visits
[Updated November 2012]
Prepared by
Kit Van Stelle, Researcher/Principal Investigator
Janae Goodrich, Research Specialist
Robin Lecoanet, Researcher
University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute

INTRODUCTION
The Office of Justice Assistance (OJA) and the University of Wisconsin Population
Health Institute (PHI) partnered for the purpose of providing program evaluation support for the
Misdemeanor Diversion and Youthful Offender program justice initiative. This initiative
included 16 misdemeanor diversion and youthful offender programs funded from 2010-2012
utilizing American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) dollars through OJA. The
evaluation design included collaboration to develop a web-based reporting system, monitor
program implementation, measure performance, and assess effectiveness.
There were 16 ARRA-funded programs in Wisconsin: five misdemeanor diversion
programs and 11 youthful offender programs.
= Youthful Offender Programs
= Misdemeanor Diversion
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The misdemeanor diversion programs included:
• Fond du Lac County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Green Lake County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Juneau County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Trempealeau County Misdemeanor Diversion Program
• Winnebago County Misdemeanor Drug Diversion Program (MDDP)
The youthful offender programs included:
• Ashland County Youthful Offender Program
• Bayfield County Youthful Offender Program
• Beloit Youth Place, Operated by Rock Valley Community Programs, Inc. (RVCP) in
Rock County
• Bridges for Youth in Adams, Waushara, and Marquette Counties
• Coulee Council on Addictions, Prime for Life program in CESA #4 - La Crosse,
Crawford, Vernon, Monroe, Jackson, Trempealeau, and Buffalo Counties
• Dodge County Targeted Truancy Intervention Program
• Horizon Recovery High School in Dane County
• Latino Community Center Young Professionals Academy in Milwaukee County
• Nova Services Delinquency Prevention Program in Washington County
• Safe and Sound, Inc. Youth Crime Prevention in Milwaukee County
• UW Hospital and Clinics Adolescent Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment
(ABIRT) Program in Dane County.
METHODOLOGY
The evaluation methods included developing a site visit interview protocol, conducting
the on-site interviews, review of program materials, follow-up with program staff and external
evaluation staff for additional information, meetings with OJA staff, and a meeting with
Department of Corrections (DOC) staff.
Development of Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
The qualitative data collected during the program site visit interviews included
information on general program components, participant eligibility, program admission and
assessments, program discharge, program evaluation, input into the development of a web-based
reporting system, and technical assistance needs.
The interview protocol was developed by PHI staff, integrating input from OJA
(Attachment A). The main topic areas for the interviews include program overview and general
characteristics, participant eligibility criteria and program referral information, program
admission, discharge, and participant assessment information, program evaluation, web-based
reporting capacity and information, and program technical assistance needs.
Program contact information and prior program interview information were obtained
from OJA for 9 of the 11 sites in May 2011. Previous OJA staff conducted program interviews
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during 2010 at eight of the sites. All nine sites were contacted by PHI staff via email to
determine their willingness to participate in an interview during the months of June, July, or
August of 2011 (introduction email and materials in Attachment B). Two additional YO sites
were awarded ARRA grants after the initial grant awards. Beloit Youth Place began funding in
March 2010, and Horizon High School began ARRA funding in October 2011. PHI staff
completed site visits with Beloit Youth Place and Horizon High School in the summer of 2012.
Data Collection
PHI staff conducted interviews with representatives of all 16 programs to document
program implementation and existing data collection capacity to facilitate the design of a webbased reporting system for the programs. The primary goal was to collect information necessary
to develop a common set of data elements across all 16 programs in the state of Wisconsin for
reporting to OJA in 2012. All of the program interviews were conducted with the primary
program director, and eight of the program interviews included other staff, such as program
mentors, counselors, and support staff.
Prior to each program interview, PHI staff sent an email confirmation to each contact
person, along with a copy of a program-specific list of topics/questions to be addressed during
the program interview. Each personal interview began with introductions of all staff present and
a description of the purpose of the interview. The questions were asked by PHI staff in a semistructured format with some flexibility depending on specific qualities of the program. For
example, since some questions were more applicable to youthful offender programs and not
misdemeanor diversion programs, non-applicable questions were skipped. PHI staff noted
questions that could not be answered at the time of the interview and requested follow-up
information (i.e., examples of reports, examples of data file elements, etc.) via email within one
week after the meeting. Interviews were concluded by asking if the site required technical
assistance from OJA. PHI staff directed any issues to OJA and responded to program staff with
an answer within one week following the interview.
Overall, the interviews averaged 1 ½ hours each. Two sites provided an example of data
collection forms used by the program, and three sites also provided samples of surveys used for
program participants. Additionally, four programs provided brochures or other promotional
information about the program. Additional information was gathered via email from all programs
after the program interviews to supplement and/or clarify any questions (Attachment C). PHI
staff contacted external program evaluators for four programs to request any additional
information on programs as well as any data reports available so that they could be reviewed for
potential inclusion in the web-based reporting system during October 2011. Attachment D
contains materials received related to youthful offender programs, and Attachment E contains
materials received related to misdemeanor diversion programs.
PHI staff also met with Department of Corrections reentry staff to discuss the COMPAS
risk assessment and case management system and how it relates to the ARRA project. COMPAS
is a web-based software product from the Northpointe Company for offender assessment,
classification, and case management. DOC reentry staff provided information on the content of
the new system and timelines for implementation throughout Wisconsin.
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Data Management
All data collected during the program interviews were entered into Word or Excel
electronic documents and were combined with program implementation data from other sources.
This facilitated the categorical grouping of themes and topics across diverse data types and
sources.
DATA ANALYSIS
Qualitative data analysis was conducted to determine common elements among all
programs by reviewing and re-grouping all data elements into appropriate topic areas. Thematic
analysis was conducted to compile a list of common site elements, and common goals and
objectives. This analysis was completed by creating a list of common topics and elements across
all programs from the interview responses, data forms, and other documents from program staff
obtained during interviews. Through the use of key words and common themes, a list of
currently collected data elements was compiled.
PHI staff also reviewed the contents of the Wisconsin Treatment Alternatives and
Diversion (TAD) Program database; the COMPAS risk assessment and case management
system; and the Wisconsin District Attorney’s office Protect data system to identify additional
elements to be included in the web-based reporting system to be developed.
The individual goals and objectives for each of the programs were documented utilizing
Excel to prepare the information for thematic analysis. Analysis of common goals was achieved
by analyzing goals and objectives across programs and integrating them with the original goals
and objectives of the ARRA initiatives. An overall logic model was created to summarize the
broad goals, associated objectives, program activities conducted to reach those objectives, and
the outcome/impact measures to determine effectiveness in achieving the goals.
RESULTS
ARRA Program Implementation Flow
The following diagrams illustrate how offenders move through the misdemeanor
diversion programs (Figure 1) and the youthful offender programs (Figure 2). The diagrams
contain information on how participants enter the program, the process of service delivery, and
how participants complete the program.
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Figure 1: Misdemeanor Diversion Program Flow
Crime Committed
Offender receives complaint prepared by prosecutor
Summoned for initial court appearance
Program eligibility determination and program admission

After Charging Models:
Offered participation in Misdemeanor
Diversion Program in Trempealeau
County, or Fond du Lac County

Prior to Charging Models:
Offered participation in Misdemeanor
Diversion Program in Juneau County,
Green Lake County, or Winnebago
County.

Offender declines
program entry

Offender accepts
program entry
Fails to complete
diversion agreement
conditions

Pleads guilty,
judge may give
sentence or a
sentence hearing
may be scheduled
Offender may
make statement,
fines due,*
possible jail time
will begin

Pleads not guilty,
court schedules pretrail conference
Offender attends
pre-trial conference,
where plea bargain
is discussed
Prosecution presents
charges to judge

Review hearing
scheduled to
assess payment
deadlines and to
finalize payments

*Payment method determined, restitution paid,
and community service completed

Participant meets with
program coordinator for
pre-program assessments
(AODA), and discusses
diversion agreement
conditions
Participant referred to
appropriate program
service (i.e. counseling,
mentoring, and /or
community service)
Participant completion of program
activities and fulfillment of
diversion agreement conditions
(payment of restitution, completion
of community service, AODA
treatment, urinalysis, and meetings
with program staff)
Charges are dismissed
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Figure 2: Youthful Offender Program Flow

Crime committed
Offender receives complaint
prepared by a prosecutor
Summoned for initial
appearance in juvenile drug
court

Youthful offender
behavioral event
Referral from social
services, parents, school,
or other agency**

Prior to charging, if offender
meets program eligibility
criteria, offender referred by
court* and offered
participation in Youthful
Offender Program

Offender (referred youth)
declines program entry

Offender (referred youth)
accepts program entry

Offender proceeds to
sentencing, or if other
referral, no further actions
are conducted

Participation in program
activities (i.e. mentoring,
counseling, group therapy,
workshop, and/or AODA
treatment)
Participant completes
program by successfully
completing all required
activities

*Court referral programs: Bayfield County, Ashland County, Dodge County, Nova Services, UW Hospital,
Coulee Council, Bridges for Youth
**Other referral programs: Safe and Sound, Dodge County, UW Hospital, LCC, Bridges for Youth, Beloit
Youth Place, Horizon High School
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Program Eligibility Criteria
Program eligibility criteria for the misdemeanor diversion and youthful offender
programs differ. The eligibility criteria vary among the misdemeanor diversion programs by age,
type of offense, and criminal history of offender. The most common criteria for misdemeanor
diversion programs include non-violent misdemeanor offenses, an age range of 16-25 years, and
no prior criminal history. The eligibility criteria vary among the youthful offender programs by
age, type of offense, and reason for referral. The most common criteria for youthful offender
programs included an age range of 14-19 years, non-violent at-risk youth, and referral based on
drug/alcohol use and/or truancy. Table 1 shows the specific criteria for each program.
Table 1: ARRA Program Eligibility Criteria
Program
Eligibility Criteria
Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) Programs:
Fond du Lac County
Green Lake County

Juneau County
Trempealeau County

Winnebago County

Age 25 and under for any drug offense. Only non-violent misdemeanors and no
more than three prior convictions. No prior participation in a MD program.
No specific age requirements. Only repeat offenders with non-violent and nonfelonious records are allowed to participate. Preference given to offenders with no
or minimal prior criminal record.
Age 17-25, first-time, non-violent misdemeanant with no criminal history.
No age requirement, but target above age 16. First-time non-violent misdemeanor
offenders with no criminal history. Typical case types include OWI related bail
jumping, theft, drug possession, and issuance of worthless checks.
Any age group. Offender must be county resident with misdemeanor drug
conviction or offense motivated by drugs. Any prior criminal record.

Youthful Offender (YO) Programs:
Ashland County
Bayfield County
Beloit Youth Place
Bridges for Youth
Coulee Council
Prime for Life
Dodge County
Horizon High
School
Latino Community
Center
Nova Services
Safe and Sound

UW Hospital/Clinics

Civil Track: Includes only at-risk youth, no repeat offenders or drug offenses.
Criminal Track: Includes repeat offenders, drug offenders, and “violent” youth.
Youth age 14-17, AODA issues, and more than one delinquent act. Willing to
participate with mentor, perform a minimum of 20 hours of community service.
Youthful offenders age 14-25 who engaged in substance abuse based on the
Wisconsin Uniform Placement Criteria assessment.
Youth 14-18 years (could be any age). Referred for any reason they come to the
attention of social services.
Youth 16-20 years. Most referrals are for underage drinking, some referrals for
drug charges, diversion agreements, and school district code violations.
Youth 14-18 years with truancy referral (truancy statute - missing 5 partial or full
days of school). Referrals accepted from parent, judge, or county court system.
Teens in recovery who still have credits to complete in high school. Must want to
attend program; have 30 days of sobriety prior to admission; participate in outside
treatment; attend an AODA group; and complete random UW testing.
Target: high school students at risk for violence, selling drugs, etc. Youth advisors
choose students from four high schools in the Violence Free Zone.
Youth 14 and older. Washington County Human Services youth with deferred
prosecution agreements.
Youth afterschool program: Youth age 14-19 years old. Living in high-crime
areas. High-risk youth defined as truants, youth offenders, and youth reporting use
of alcohol or drugs, and gang members.
Youth 14-20 years, Dane county resident with drug/alcohol use for referral.
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Program Goals and Objectives
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the goals and objectives for the misdemeanor diversion
programs and youthful offender programs using a logic model approach, presenting the
relationships among each of the goals, objectives, program activities, and measures of
outcome/impact. The goals and objectives unique to each program were delineated and then
summarized across programs to create a common set of goals and objectives. Goals and
objectives from the OJA ARRA grant Request for Applications were also reviewed and
integrated into the common goals/objectives when applicable. The identification of common
goals and objectives across program will allow the systematic measurement of program impact.
The primary goals of the misdemeanor diversion programs were to divert offenders from
criminal justice system processing through the use of diversion agreements, reduce criminal
recidivism, and reduce levels of substance use/abuse (Table 2). In addition, these programs
strived to impact participant employment outcomes, increase payment of fines and restitution,
and encourage reinstatement of motor vehicle operation privileges. Finally, the programs
increased District Attorney office staffing levels and improved levels of collaboration among
social service and criminal justice system stakeholders.
The primary goals of the youthful offender programs were to reduce levels of substance
use/abuse among at-risk youth, reduce school truancy, and improve high school graduation rates,
(Table 3). The youthful offender programs also sought to impact participant employment skills,
increase staffing levels, and improve levels of collaboration among social service and criminal
justice system stakeholders. The youthful offender programs utilized varying approaches,
providing mentoring services, counseling, substance abuse treatment/education, job readiness
services, and/or community service opportunities.
It should be noted that most programs did not have reliable ways to track post-program
substance use, criminal recidivism, or jail incarceration by participants. This limits OJA’s ability
to assess achievement of the goals and objectives related to reducing criminal recidivism and
substance use after program completion.
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Table 2: Misdemeanor Diversion Program Common Program Goals and Objectives (N=5 sites)
Goals
Objectives
Activities
Measures of Impact/Outcome
1. Reduce recidivism.
A. Participants will
Identify participant needs;
# participants complete
(Defined as: No new criminal
successfully complete all
develop diversion agreement,
program
convictions within one year of
program requirements.
connect to appropriate services # diversion agreements signed
program completion.)
as part of diversion plan;
# diversion agreements
program staff supervises
completed
offenders, complete AODA
# prior participants with new
assessment, treatment; pay
criminal convictions
fines and restitution; complete
community service, counseling,
mentoring.
B. Participants will not have
Monitor participant activity
# new criminal convictions
any new offenses within one
after program completion.
after program completion
year of program completion.
# program non-completers
Monitor participant activity
# new jail incarcerations after
C. Participants will not have
after program completion.
program completion
any new incarcerations after
program completion.
2. Reduce levels of participant
A. Participants will apply skills AODA assessment, counseling, # positive urinalysis,
substance use/abuse.
learned as a result of program
urinalysis testing, mentoring.
self-report AODA use during
services to reduce substance
program and at discharge
use during program.
B. Participants will apply skills AODA assessment, counseling, New conviction for AODAlearned as a result of program
urinalysis testing, mentoring.
related offense after program
services to reduce substance
completion
use after program completion.
3. Improve ability of
A. By the end of the program,
Job readiness workshops,
# employed at discharge
participants to obtain
participants will have
community service, mentoring # received GED at discharge
employment.
participated in job readiness
# received high school
activities and community
diplomas at discharge,
service.
# reinstatement of motor
vehicle operation privileges
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Table 2: Misdemeanor Diversion Program Common Program Goals and Objectives (N=5 sites)
Goals
Objectives
Activities
Measures of Impact/Outcome
4. Divert offenders from
A. Fewer participants will enter Identify participant needs;
# in diversion program,
criminal justice system
the criminal justice system as a connect to appropriate services; # completing program,
processing to improve public
result of successful diversion.
complete AODA assessment,
results of cases (case
safety and reduce taxpayer
treatment; complete community disposition, sentence types,
costs.
service; counseling; mentoring. incarceration days averted),
cost savings.
# jail incarceration days averted
5. Develop and staff programs A. Programs will hire
Hire and train program staff
# new program staff hired,
for non-violent misdemeanor
additional staff necessary to
# program staff retained,
offenders.
carry out program activities.
# local initiatives planned
and/or implemented
B. Develop procedures to
Identify participant needs;
# participants complete
implement misdemeanor
develop diversion agreement,
program
diversion program.
connect to appropriate services # diversion agreements signed,
as part of diversion plan;
completed
program staff supervises
offenders, complete AODA
assessment, treatment;
complete community service,
counseling, mentoring.
6. Improve local service
A. Programs will collaborate
Partner with counseling,
Partner organizations involved
system and criminal justice
with local partners to provide
mentoring, and other volunteer in program (who, what);
system collaboration.
services to participants and
organizations. Various levels
Integration into local court and
families that emphasize public
include referrals, MOUs,
social services systems;
safety, crime reduction, and
service providers, board
Perception of improved
strong relationships.
members, and support.
community collaboration
(surveys),
# MOUs created
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Table 3:
Goals
1. Reduce levels of participant
substance use/abuse.

2. Reduce participant truancy.

3. Improve high school
graduation rate.

4. Improve ability of
participants to obtain
employment.
5. Develop and staff programs
for youthful offenders.
6. Improve community service
and criminal justice system
collaboration

Youthful Offender Program Common Goals and Objectives (N=11 sites)
Objectives
Activities
Measures of Impact/Outcome
A. Participants will apply skills AODA assessment, counseling, # positive urinalysis, self-report
learned as a result of program
urinalysis testing, mentoring.
AODA use
services to reduce substance
use during program.
B. Participants will apply skills AODA assessment, counseling, AODA offense after program
learned as a result of program
urinalysis testing, mentoring.
completion/revocation
services to reduce substance
use after program completion.
A. By the end of the program,
Incentives, mentoring, group
# days truant
participants will have fewer
therapy, counseling,
# participants completing GED,
days truant and will make
community service
# participants receiving high
progress toward completing
school diploma
education requirements to
obtain diploma or GED.
A. By the end of the program,
Incentives, mentoring, group
# high school diplomas
participants will make progress therapy, counseling,
received
toward completion of a high
community service
school diploma.
A. Participants will participate
Job readiness workshops,
# employed at discharge,
in job readiness activities and
community service, mentoring # received GED at discharge;
community service.
# received high school diploma
A. Programs will hire staff to
Hire and train program staff
# program staff hired,
carry out program activities.
# program staff retained.
A. Programs will collaborate
Partner with counseling,
Partner organizations involved
with partnering organizations to mentoring, and other volunteer in program (who, what);
provide services to participants organizations. Various levels
Integration into local court and
and families that emphasize
include referrals, MOUs,
social services systems;
safety, crime reduction, and
service providers, board
Perception of improved
strong relationships.
members, and support.
community collaboration,
# MOUs created.
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Data Elements Currently Collected by Programs
This effort included a detailed assessment of the data elements currently collected by
each of the 16 programs implemented with ARRA funds. The data elements currently collected
by each site were compared to those collected at each of the other sites to produce a grid which
will enable the reader to visually assess the comprehensiveness of the data currently available.
Table 4 presents the data currently collected by programs using the broad categories of
participant information, assessment information, admission information, services provided,
discharge information, and participant outcomes (representing the flow of participants through
programs).
Examination of Table 4 reveals a lack of consistent collection of even the most basic
demographic and criminal offense information for participants. Overall, many data elements
essential to the assessment of program implementation and impact are not currently collected by
programs (i.e., offense data, case disposition data, restitution, truancy levels, etc.). Programs vary
in how they define the primary outcome indicators of recidivism and substance use, and also
vary in how or whether those data are gathered and documented. There is additional variation by
program type (misdemeanor diversion or youthful offender) with regard to the types of data
currently collected. No single program collects all of the data elements listed in the table, with
some programs collecting more detailed information on participants than other programs.
The development of a web-based reporting system for these programs will enhance the
consistency and reliability of the data. Providing systematic operational definitions for a
circumscribed set of data elements designed specifically to address the goals and objectives of
the initiatives will increase the reliability, validity, and usefulness of the web-based reporting
system. The set of currently gathered data elements in Table 4 will be enhanced with additional
critical data elements to develop a list of recommended measures necessary to most efficiently
evaluate the effectiveness of the ARRA programs. The recommended data elements will then be
utilized to design the content and structure of the web-based reporting system.
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Youthful Offender Programs
Y1 = Safe & Sound
Y2 = Ashland
Y3 = Bayfield
Y4 = Dodge
Y5 = Nova Services
Y6 = UW Hospital
Y7 = Latino Community Center
Y8 = Coulee Council: Prime for Life
Y9 = Bridges for Youth

Key:
Misdemeanor Diversion Programs
M1 = Juneau
M2 = Trempealeau
M3 = Green Lake
M4 = Winnebago
M5 = Fond du Lac

Data
Element
Participant
Last Name
Participant
First Name
Birth date
Age
Age group
Race
Gender
Education
status
Grades in
school
Employment
status
Participant is a
Parent
Free and
reduced lunch
County of
residence

Y10 = Beloit Youth Place
Y11 = Horizon High School

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition

Y10 Y11

Last name

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

First name

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Date of birth
Age at admission
(i.e., 14-15, 16-17, 18-19)
Categories vary
Male, Female
Education level at admission
Categories vary
Participant reporting of
grades received in school
Y/N Employed or
unemployed at admission
Y/N Is participant a parent
of any children?
Participant eligible free/
reduced lunch
County of primary address

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Data
Element
Type of offense

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition

Y10 Y11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

County of
offense

Definition and categories
vary for criminal offenses or
ordinance violations
County where offense
occurred

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Court case #

Court case number

X

X

X

X

Prior AOD
offenses
Prior offenses

Y/N did offender report any
prior AOD offenses
Y/N did offender report
prior criminal offenses
Who referred offender to
program?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Why was offender referred?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Referral source
Reason for
referral
Assessment
Information:
Assessment
date
GAIN (Global
Appraisal of
Individual Needs)
CANS (Child
and Adolescent
Needs/Strengths)

CHOICES
assessment
(Starfish
Consulting)

Other risk
assessment

Date assessment(s)
completed for participant
Y/N used or not
(no scores)

X

X

X

X

Y/N used or not
(no scores) risk assessment
of youth behavior and values

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Y/N used or not
(no scores)

Y/N used or not
(no scores); general
behavior, risk assessments
created by program staff

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
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Data
Element
COMPAS
Criminal risk
assessment
AODA
assessment
Anger
management
assessment
Financial
assessment
Secure
detention
Admission
Information:
Program start
date
Diversion
agreement

Date signed
diversion
agreement
Reject
agreement
Rejection
reason
Pre-program
survey

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition
Y/N used or not
(no scores)

X

X

X

Y/N used or not
(no scores) GAIN,
CHOICES, UA analysis
Y/N whether completed by
participant

X

X

X

X

X

Y/N used or not
(no scores)
Y/N Did offender require a
prior stay in a juvenile
detention facility?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Date participant began
program activities
Y/N Does participant have
an agreement/diversion
plan?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Date of diversion agreement

X

X

X

X

X

X

Y/N Offender rejected
diversion program
Why did offender reject
diversion agreement
Y/N did participant
complete pre-program
survey

Y10 Y11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
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Data
Element

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition

Services
Provided:
Date first
treatment
Date last
treatment
AODA
treatment
Follow-up
AODA
treatment
Random drug
test
Drug test date

date of UA test

Treatment
offered

Y/N was AODA treatment
offered to offender

X

Reason
treatment not
offered
Required
family meeting
Mentoring

Why AODA treatment not
offered

X

Group therapy
Anger
management
counseling
Financial
counseling

Date of first AODA
counseling
Date of last AODA
counseling
Y/N attended counseling

X

Y/N was follow up AODA
treatment recommended
Y/N used by participant

Y/N whether completed by
participant and family
Y/N whether completed by
participant
Y/N whether completed by
participant
Y/N did participant
complete counseling
Y/N did participant
complete counseling with
financial crime services

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Y10 Y11

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
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X

Data
Element
Community
service hours
Referrals to
support

Siblings served
Parents served

Victim
information
Victim
feedback
Victim letter
Discharge
Information:
Discharge date
Reason for
discharge
Program
completed

Date program
completed

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition
Y/N whether completed by
participant
Y/N referred to other
support not included in
program services (anger
management, AODA,
financial services, etc.)
Number of participant’s
siblings served
Number of participant’s
parents served by the
program
Name of victim and other
information
Comments from victim

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Y/N participant wrote
apology letter to victim

Date participant was
discharged from services
Reason for discharge from
program services
Y/N completed diversion
agreement (MD) or program
requirements completed
(YO)
Date diversion agreement
(MD) or program
requirements fulfilled (YO)

X

Y10 Y11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Data
Element
Follow-up
treatment

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition

Post-program
survey
6-month postprogram survey

Y/N did participant
complete follow-up
treatment
Date participant file is
closed (after program
completion)
Y/N Paid by participant for
program
Y/N whether paid by
participant
What date was letter of
warning sent to participant
(if necessary)
Y/N During program at 6
month date, completed by
participant or not
Y/N completed by
participant or not
Y/N completed by
participant or not

Participant
Outcomes:
Wisconsin
CCAP check

Y/N Done by program staff
during program

No criminal
law violations

Y/N during program – how
defined by programs?

Police contact

Y/N participant reports any
contact with police during
program

Date file closed

Program fee
Paid restitution
Letter of
warning date
6 month survey

Y10 Y11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

Data
Element

Table 4: Participant-Level and Program-Level Data Elements Currently Collected by ARRA Projects
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9
Definition

Six-month
participant
post-program
survey
Drug use after
program

Y/N whether survey
developed by site(s)
completed by participant

Drug use
during program
Six months
abstinent from
substance use

Y/N Participant reported
drug use during program
Y/N Checked by program
staff. No positive UA tests
during program for six
months.
Y/N Participant reoffended
after program discharge

Subsequent law
violations after
program finish
Recidivism

X

Y/N Participant reported
drug use after program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Y10 Y11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Y/N New criminal
X
X
X
conviction within one year
after program discharge
MOUs created # MOUs created by program
X
with other organizations
Note: The response categories included in some definitions are those currently used by the sites and do not necessarily reflect what PHI will
recommend for collection via the web-based reporting system.
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Program Input on Web-Based Reporting
Overall, the program staff interviewed was enthusiastic about the development of a webbased reporting system for the ARRA-funded projects. The elements that programs indicated
were most important to include in the system were participant name, age, age group, date of
birth, race/ethnicity, gender, assessment date, program fees paid, program discharge date, victim
information, program attendance, and post-program outcomes (criminal offenses, employment,
education, substance use).
During the site visit interviews, ARRA program staff reported the following local barriers
to using a web-based reporting system:
1. The burden of using multiple or duplicative reporting systems (COMPAS, Protect, etc.);
2. Staying current with entry of data into the system;
3. Having multiple staff members enter information (providing multiple/individual logins
would be one solution);
4. Sustainability after ARRA ends (some sites will lose program staff); and
5. Internet firewalls in schools are a major barrier because it is difficult to receive approval to
bypass a firewall. This could be addressed through the use of a virtual network independent
of the school network.
When asked how programs would utilize the data reported in the web-based system, the
most common uses include evaluating program goals and objectives, improved participant
tracking, ability to create reports to use in grant funding, providing results to board members, and
public relations.
When asked what the web-based system should look like and what kinds of procedures it
should include, the most common suggestions included:
1. The ability to import/upload documents from Excel and export data from the web-based
system to Excel;
2. Individual staff login IDs;
3. Drop-down boxes with response choices and comment boxes;
4. Ability to generate summary reports (examples: ability to search for elements that are
incomplete and generate list of participants in need, ability to create graphical data displays);
5. Ability to enter participant data as admissions/discharges occur, rather than as a batch; and
6. Compatibility with all operating systems.
Thirteen sites indicated that they would be willing to serve as pilot sites for the webbased reporting system in December 2011/January 2012. Two sites were not asked this question
because the site visit took place after the proposed pilot site implementation date. PHI
recommended the following as pilot sites: Coulee Council on Addictions (YO), Ashland County
(YO), Green Lake County (MD), and Fond du Lac (MD). These programs were recommended
because of their willingness to participate, the rigor of program activities, and adequate program
staff time to devote to testing and providing feedback related to the web-based reporting system.
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Next Steps
PHI and OJA worked together to develop a realistic timeline for the development and
implementation of the web-based reporting system and set up a regular meeting schedule for
October, November, and December 2011. At the time that this summary was presented to OJA
in Fall 2011, the next steps for the evaluation included:
1. Development of Recommended Common Data Elements
a. PHI staff reviewed the COMPAS data elements
b. PHI staff reviewed the Protect database data elements
c. PHI staff reviewed the Treatment Alternatives and Diversion (TAD) data elements
d. PHI staff reviewed the ARRA project local evaluation materials
e. Obtained input from OJA staff on additional data elements
i. JAG performance measures?
f. Developed integrated list of recommended data elements
2. OJA reviewed recommended common data elements
3. Met with OJA staff to finalize common data elements and discuss integration or coordination
with existing data systems
4. Obtained expertise of OJA staff on structure of web-based reporting system
5. OJA staff developed pilot version of web-based reporting system, including data reporting
elements and format/content of automatic reports
6. PHI and OJA met to test and finalize web-based reporting system (including PHI access to
the pilot version on the OJA system)
7. Recruited two misdemeanor diversion sites and two youthful offender sites to pilot system:
Green Lake County Misdemeanor Diversion Program; Fond du Lac County Misdemeanor
Diversion Program; Ashland County Youth Offender Program; and Coulee Council on
Addictions Youthful Offender Program
8. OJA staff developed security procedures for project access to web-based reporting system
9. Developed instructions for pilot projects including definitions of each data element,
directions on how to access the reporting system, etc.
10. Developed training materials for all sites on implementation and use of web-based reporting
system
11. Trained sites in use of web-based reporting system via on-line live webinar
12. Worked with OJA to obtain data reported by sites
During 2012 the following additional relevant activities were conducted:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pilot sites tested the web-based reporting system in Spring 2012
The eValuate web-based reporting system was finalized and released on May 1, 2012
All program sites provided feedback on the functionality of the new system in October 2012
Recommendations for improvement to eValuate were discussed with OJA administrative and
technical staff in November 2012
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ATTACHMENT A
ARRA Program Site Visit Interview Protocol
Misdemeanor Diversion and Youthful Offender Programs
Hi, my name is _____________ and I am a research staff member at the University of Wisconsin
Population Health Institute. I will be conducting interviews throughout the state during June, July, and
August of this year. I am meeting with you to discuss your program to gain insights and information to
help design a web-based reporting system for evaluation of the misdemeanor diversion and youth
offender programs.
The Office of Justice Assistance and the University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute have
partnered to develop a web-based reporting system for misdemeanor diversion and youth offender
programs in the state of Wisconsin.
We are assisting OJA in collecting information about your program to help develop a new data collection
system. Our goal is to develop a common set of data elements across all sites in the state of Wisconsin.
Program Overview
1. Describe program staffing
2. Within what organization is the program administratively situated?
3. What organizations are currently involved in providing services and what roles do they play?
4. Are there unique factors about your community and/or agency that impact the program operation or
populations?
5. Does your program have funding in addition to ARRA? Donated time/resources/space/etc.
6. What are your plans for sustainability after ARRA funding ends? What services/programs/ staff
would be impacted?
Program Eligibility/Referral
7. What is the target population of the program? What are the eligibility criteria?
8. At what point in the criminal charging process are participants referred to the program?
9. What are (possible) incentives for participants to enter the program?
10. Is the program voluntary or mandatory? Are there consequences for not participating?
Program Admission and Participant Assessment
11. Who makes admission decisions? Who documents/tracks admissions?
12. What assessments are conducted at the time of program admission? Purpose of each, criminal risk
assessment or need assessment?
13. How is the assessment information used? Who gets it?
14. Is the admission and assessment data collected electronically? How are the data stored (software
type, paper files)?
15. What are the different steps/phases of the program? How long does each step take?
Program Discharge
16. What is the length and intensity/dosage of program service (required, actual, and recommended)?
[number of sessions, mandatory activities, community service, etc.]
17. What are the discharge criteria for participants? What does a participant have to do to “successfully
complete”?
18. What sanctions (if any) are imposed if they fail to complete the program?
19. Has the project met admission/discharge/completion targets? If not, please explain.
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Local Evaluation
20. What type of information do you collect about your participants and when is it collected (i.e.,
intake, discharge, follow-up, etc.)?
21. Is the information captured electronically or is it in paper files?
22. Who collects the data? How are the data distributed and to whom?
23. Is your program involved in any type of formal program evaluation? If so, is it performed
internally, externally, or both? If so, what evaluation activities take place? Who is responsible for
the evaluation and what is their training/background? [get contact information for any evaluators
involved]
24. What types of information are collected to document the implementation of your program?
Numbers served, program strengths, program challenges, etc. (program-level, participant-level)
25. What types of outcome measures do you track for participants to determine the impact of the
program? OR What would be the most appropriate outcome measures for your population?
26. Can your program gather these outcome measures? From where? Who would do it? Post-program
interval? Can you gather them for program terminations as well as program completers?
27. Current reporting requirements – what do you have to report and who is it reported to (funding
source, county board, etc.)
28. What information aren’t you collecting that you feel the program should be collecting?
Web-based Reporting System
29. What would be the most important participant data elements to track using a web-based reporting
system?
30. Who would enter data into a web-based system, who would correct data, who would track when
discharges and follow-ups are due?
31. How would your site utilize data they would have to report?
32. What should web-based system look like? – Procedures, login, data file that uploads to web
system? This is your chance to provide input in designing/developing the system….
33. Best to enter cases as they occur or as a bunch?
34. Barriers to using web-based system at each site (time, staff, computer access, internet, etc.)? If so,
are there any factors that could alleviate these barriers?
35. What version of Microsoft Office do you use? Does your site have Microsoft Access (which
version)?
36. Does your site have appropriate internet connection capabilities for web-based reporting?
37. Would your site be willing to serve as a pilot site during December or January to test the web-based
system and provide feedback to improve it before it is implemented at all ARRA sites?
Program Need for Technical Assistance
38. Do you have any needs for technical assistance from OJA at this time? What would be helpful for
your program? (Additional assessment tools, examples of summary reports, trainings, needs not met)?
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ATTACHMENT B
Program Interview Introduction Letter
June 2, 2011
Dear Program Director,
The Office of Justice Assistance and the University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute (PHI) have
partnered to develop a web-based reporting system for misdemeanor diversion and youth offender
programs in the state of Wisconsin.
This is not an evaluation or audit of your organization. We are assisting OJA in collecting information
about your program to help develop a new data collection system. Our goal is to develop a common set of
data elements across all sites in the state of Wisconsin.
PHI serves as a focal point for applied public health and health policy within the University of WisconsinMadison School of Medicine and Public Health as well as a bridge to public health and health policy
practitioners in the state. The Program Evaluation unit conducts evaluation projects in public health,
substance abuse prevention and treatment, maternal and child health, geriatric services and related areas.
This includes evaluation designs, needs assessments, technical reports, and a variety of other services.
Kristin Gallagher, a research staff member at PHI, will be conducting interviews throughout the state
during June, July, and August of this year. She will meet with relevant staff members of your program to
gain insights and information to help design a web-based reporting system for evaluation of the
misdemeanor diversion and youth offender programs.
We would like you to identify key individuals for your program to attend the interview meeting: program
coordinator, information technology staff, treatment staff, data entry staff, etc.
We would like to conduct half-day interviews with key individuals from each program. Please let us
know the best number and person to call for scheduling an interview.
Sincerely,

UW Population Health Institute
UW School of Medicine and Public Health
5901 Research Park Blvd
Madison, WI 53719
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ATTACHMENT C
Supplemental Program Interview Information
ALL Programs:
1. Please list all of the assessments you use with participants in your program (i.e., criminal risk/need,
substance abuse, etc). Please list the full name and purpose of the assessment. Also, please list the
organization from which the assessment comes from, if applicable.
2. Please list the mandatory participant activities/services for your program. Please be specific about what
activities are required vs. which are voluntary and/or based on participant need.
3. Please call or email if the requested information is unclear or if you have any questions.
4. Please provide a detailed explanation of your program's definition of criminal recidivism (i.e., subsequent
arrest, conviction, traffic offense, ordinance violation, etc.)
Program-Specific: (Please check if your program is listed below).
Juneau County:
1. Please describe how the participant assessment information is used and who (staff names and titles, other
organizations, etc) receive or use the assessment information.
Trempealeau County:
1. Please describe how the participant assessment information is used and who (staff names and titles, other
organizations, etc) receive or use the assessment information.
Bayfield County:
1. Please describe how the participant assessment information is used and who (staff names and titles, other
organizations, etc) receive or use the assessment information.
Nova Services:
1. Please describe how the participant assessment information is used and who (staff names and titles, other
organizations, etc) receive or use the assessment information.
2. What type of information do you collect about your participants and when is it collected (intake, discharge,
follow-up, etc.)? Please send example forms or list each item, specifying at what point in the program
information is collected (intake, discharge, after participation, etc.).
3. What types of information are collected to document the implementation of your program? Numbers
served, program strengths, program challenges, etc.
Latino Community Center Young Professionals Academy:
1. Please describe how the participant assessment information is used and who (staff names and titles, other
organizations, etc) receive or use the assessment information.
2. Please list the contact information (including email address) for your formal program evaluator. We would
like to follow up with this person for any additional information.
Fond du Lac County:
1. Please send numbers for your program admission/discharge/completion targets. Did you meet these targets?
If so, what are your current numbers?
UW Hospital and Clinics – Adolescent Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment:
1. Please send numbers for your program admission/discharge/completion targets. Did you meet these targets?
If so, what are your current numbers?
2. What types of information are collected to document the implementation of your program? Numbers
served, program strengths, program challenges, etc.
Dodge County:
1. Please list the contact information (including email address) for your formal program evaluator. We would
like to follow up with this person for any additional information.
2. What types of information are collected to document the implementation of your program? Numbers
served, program strengths, program challenges, etc. (program-level, participant-level)
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ATTACHMENT D: Youthful Offender Program Data Collection Materials
Bridges for Youth Youthful Offender Program
The Bridges for Youth program materials include an example of an Excel file used to document participant information, an example
of a participant action plan, the CHOICES assessment, and a list of questions used during participant group discussions.

Waushara County
Mentee
Date Started

Juvenile justice
Age

M/F Ethn
Prior 10/09

Mentor
Offender
12/2/09

14

F

W

After
10/09

Type

Not
form
charged

#
Sib
Serv

#
Parents
Served

1

2‐dad /
stepmom

Family Family
Activity Activity

8/24/2010
2/15/11

12/18/10
3/19/2011
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Bridges for Youth Youthful Offender Program
Goals and Objectives Data Collection Form:
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Bridges for Youth Youthful Offender Program
Participant Assessment Form:
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63

64

65

Bridges for Youth Youthful Offender Program
Focus Group Data Collection Form:

66

67

UW Hospital and Clinics Youthful Offender Program
GAIN Assessment data collection form:

68

GAIN-Short Screen [Follow Up]
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UW Hospital and Clinics Youthful Offender Program
Participant Assessment Data Collection Forms:
(GAIN-SS; Version 2.0.2)
What is your name? __________________________ Date (MM/DD/YYYY) ____/_____/_________
The following questions are about common psychological, behavioral, and personal problems. These
problems are considered significant when you have them for two or more weeks, when they keep coming
back, when they keep you from meeting your responsibilities, or when they make you feel like you can’t
go on. After each of the following questions, please let us if you had the problem in the past month by
responding Yes (1) or No (0).
Yes

No

1

0

1

0

1

0

1
1

0
0

2. During the past month, did you do the following things two or more times?
a. Lied or conned to get things you wanted or to avoid having to do something? ………

1

0

b. Had a hard time paying attention at school, work, or home? …………………………

1

0

c. Had a hard time listening to instructions at school, work, or home? …………………

1

0

d. Were a bully or threatened other people? …………………………………………….

1

0

e. Started fights with other people? ……………………………………………………..

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

1. During the past month, have you had significant problems…
a. with feeling very trapped, lonely, sad, blue, depressed, or hopeless
about the future?…………………………………..........................................................
b. with sleeping, such as bad dreams, sleeping restlessly, or
falling asleep during the day?.........................................................................................
c. with feeling very anxious, nervous, tense, fearful, scared, panicked,
or like something bad was going to happen? ………………………………………….
d. with becoming very distressed and upset when something reminded
you of the past? ………………………………………………………………………..
e. with thinking about ending your life or committing suicide? …………………………

3. During the past month, have you…
a. used alcohol or drugs weekly? ………………………………………………………..
b. spent a lot of time either getting alcohol or drugs, using alcohol or drugs, or
feeling the effects of alcohol or drugs? ………………………………………………..
c. kept using alcohol or drugs even though it was causing social problems,
leading to fights, or getting you into trouble with other people? ……………………..
d. your use of alcohol or drugs caused you to give up, reduce or have problems
at important activities at work, school, home, or social events? ………………………
e. you had withdrawal problems from alcohol or drugs like shaking hands, throwing up,
having trouble sitting still or sleeping, or that you used any alcohol or drugs to stop
being sick or avoid withdrawal problems? ……………………………………………
4. During the past month, have you…
a. had a disagreement in which you pushed, grabbed, or shoved someone? …………….
b. took something from a store without paying for it? ………………………………….
c. sold, distributed, or helped to make illegal drugs? ……………………………………
d. drove a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs? ………………
e. purposely damaged or destroyed property that did not belong to you? ………………
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Latino Community Center
Youthful Offender Data Collection Form
The Latino Community Center materials include an example of an Excel data collection and summary document used for the
four high schools in the program.
School name-Rotation 1

Student Names

Classroom
Participation

% per Next
Stage

Schools
Tech - Rotation 1
Madison Rotation 1
Bayview High
School
South Division
Tech - Rotation 2
Madison Rotation 2
TOTALS
% per Next
Stage

Program
Completion

Application
Opportunity

Job
Interview

Securing
Employment

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

Classroom
Participation

Program
Completion

Application
Opportunity

Job
Interview

Securing
Employment

24

10

10

10

8

26

11

11

6

30
23
22

20
12
12

20
12
12

14
139

3
68
0.489

Evaluation
30
60
90
days
days
days

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

Program
Graduates

#DIV/0!
% per Job Placement

Evaluation
60
90
days
days

Hired

####

Program
Graduates

Hired

10

8

4

11

4

9
6
2

9
3
1

20
12
12

9
3
1

3
68

0
33

0
25

2

0

3
68

0
25

1.000

0.485

0.758

0.080

0.000
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30
days
2

0

#DIV/0!
% per Job Placement

0.368

ATTACHMENT E: Misdemeanor Diversion Program Data Collection Materials
Winnebago County Misdemeanor Drug Diversion Program (MDDP)
The Winnebago County Misdemeanor Drug Diversion Program materials include a screen shot of an Excel data
collection document used for all participants in the program. The screen shot includes all elements collected,
including dates of urinalysis assessments (UA) for participants. The remaining columns that are cut off from the
screen shot include the rest of the UAs, since some participants are tested 30 or more times during their program
involvement.
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APPENDIX 4
ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects Participant Data by Site
Table A: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects Data Submission by Site
Fond
du Lac

Green
Lake

Juneau

Estimated Number of
Additional Admissions NOT
Entered into eValuate by Sites
[estimated through June 2012
from PMT and eGrants reports
obtained from OJA]

0

622

22

0

104

748

Total # Cases Submitted
Legacy cases (prior to 5/1/12)
Served 5/1/12 or later

266
101
165

87
44
43

105
49
56

123
53
70

157
138
19

738
385
353

Trempealeau Winnebago Overall

Table B: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects Participant Flow
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago
Lac
Lake
266
87
105
123
157
Referrals Received
# Not Eligible
5
0
11
0
0
# Eligible
261
87
94
123
157

Overall
738
16
722

Eligible
# Refused
# Others Not Admitted

261
7
0

87
0
0

94
25
2

123
0
0

157
0
0

722
32
2

Total Admitted

254

87

67

123

157

688

128
126
92
32
0
0
2

42
45
34
11
0
0
0

16
51
25
22
0
2
0

43
80
68
12
0
0
0

2
155
71
71
8
0
5

231
457
290
148
8
2
7

0

0

2

0

0

2

Program Status
# Active as of Oct 2012
# Discharged
Completed
Terminated
Drop-out
Admin Termination
Inactive (Bench
Warrant)
Other
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Table C: ARRA Projects – Selected Demographic Description of ARRA Admissions
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago Overall
Lac
Lake
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157
N=688
Gender
Male
Female

59%
41

64%
36

75%
25

62%
38

74%
26

65%
35

Age
17-25 years
26-35 years
36-45 years
46+ years

61%
20
9
10

41%
23
13
23

84%
10
4
2

64%
15
11
10

64%
20
10
6

62%
19
10
9

27

33

22

27

27

27

Race
Caucasian
African American
Native American
Asian
Other

88%
8
1
2
1

96%
3
0
1
0

98%
2
0
0
0

96%
2
0
1
1

95%
3
2
0
0

93%
5
1
1
0

Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Unknown

1%
4
95

93%
7
0

97%
3
0

93%
7
1

4%
2
94

39%
4
57

Average Age in Years
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Table D: ARRA Projects – Selected Demographic Description of ARRA Admissions
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago
Overall
du Lac
Lake
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157
N=688
Marital Status at Admission
Single
11%
0%
54%
33%
0%
15%
Married
2
0
1
7
0
2
Separated
0
0
0
3
0
1
Divorced
1
0
1
6
0
1
Other
1
0
3
0
1
1
Unknown/ Missing
85
100
40
50
99
80
Education at Admission
Grade 10 or Below
Grade 11
Grade 12
High School Diploma
GED/HSED
Vocational Degree/Certificate
Some College/1-2 Years
College Degree
Unknown/Missing

1%
3
2
2
0
<1
4
<1
87

0%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100

7%
16
9
10
3
0
0
3
51

1%
8
1
27
4
2
5
2
50

0%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100

1%
4
2
6
1
<1
2
1
82

Employed at Admission
Yes- Full-Time
Yes- Part-Time
Yes-Seasonal
Not Employed-Looking
Not Employed - Not Llooking
No-Disability
No-Unavailable to Work
Unknown/Missing

21%
8
2
2
2
0
2
63

0%
0
0
0
0
0
0
100

18%
9
0
19
3
1
0
49

25%
19
1
2
1
2
0
51

0%
0
0
0
0
0
0
100

14%
7
1
3
1
<1
1
73
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Table E: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects – Original Offense Summary
of ARRA Admissions
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremWinnebago
Overall
Lac
Lake
pealeau
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157
N=688
Offense at Admission
Drug-Related
22%
13%
13%
35%
95%
39%
Property/Fraud
38
17
31
28
3
25
Violent/Assaultive*
16
37
45
29
2
21
OWI
0
0
0
1
0
<1
Operate After License
1
0
2
0
0
<1
Revocation/Suspension
Other
23
33
9
7
1
15
Offense at Admission
(detail of categories above)
Drug Offenses
Theft/Property Crimes
Disorderly Conduct
Resisting/Obstruction
OAR
Battery
Forgery/Fraud
Criminal Damage/Trespass
Prostitution
Bail Jumping
Weapons Offense
Arson
Burglary
Child Abuse/Neglect
Child support
Drive Without Consent
OWI
Sex Offense
Other

22%
31
14
12
2
<1
2
6
3
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
<1
5

13%
1
35
0
26
1
17
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

13%
24
36
5
2
6
0
5
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
5

35%
23
15
3
0
11
0
5
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
6

95%
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

39%
19
16
5
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
4

*Disorderly conduct, battery, weapon, armed robbery, reckless endangerment, domestic abuse, assault
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Table F: Misdemeanor Diversion Agreement Elements Reported by ARRA Sites
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond
du Lac

Green
Lake

Juneau

N=178

N=42

N=44

N=65

N=157

N=486

99%
2
0
24
25
15 hrs

0%
0
7
12
12
24 hrs

0%
14
16
30
30
23 hrs

89%
0
5
17
91
42 hrs

100%
0
0
0
0
NA

81%
2
3
15
25
28 hrs

AOD Education
AOD Assessment
AOD Treatment
Random UAs
Maintain Sobriety

36%
43
45
50
0

31%
33
33
0
0

0%
20
7
23
7

46%
59
59
40
0

0%
100
100
100
0

22%
61
60
63
1

No Criminal Behavior
Victim Letter
No/Approved Victim Contact
Shoplifting Prevention Class
Mentoring

0%
29
1
8
0

0%
0
0
0
0

68%
41
0
0
61

0%
51
28
0
0

0%
0
0
0
0

6%
21
4
3
6

MH Assessment
MH Treatment
Anger Management
Domestic Abuse Counseling

2%
9
11
0

0%
0
33
0

5%
7
25
2

0%
0
39
3

0%
0
0
0

1%
4
14
1

Seek/Maintain Employment
Obtain Driver's License
Driver Safety Plan
Financial Counseling
Life Skills
Maintain Educational Status
Other

27%
23
1
18
0
7
10

0%
64
2
0
0
0
0

57%
7
0
5
82
23
11

72%
3
2
14
5
15
3

0%
0
0
0
0
0
0

25%
11
1
9
8
7
5

Diversion Agreement
Elements Ordered*
Pay Program Fees
Pay Court Costs
Pay Fine(s)
Pay Restitution
Community Service
Average # of Hours
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Trempealeau Winnebago

Overall

Table G: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects -- AOD Treatment Ordered and Completed
1/1/2012-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago Overall
Lac
Lake
AOD Treatment Ordered
As Part of MD Program
N=80
N=14
N=3
N=38
N=157
N=292
Agreement
9%
7%
0
16%
62%
38%
% Completed Treatment
20
93
67
18
38
33
% Did Not Complete
% Not Reported

71

0

33

66

0

28

Table H: Winnebago County Misdemeanor Diversion Urinalysis Testing
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
(157 Participants)
Average # Tests Scheduled
10.7
Average # Tests Negative
6.7
Average # Tests Positive
2.0
Average # Tests Other – (refused, diluted, tampered, etc.)
2.0

Table I: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects – Urinalysis Testing
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
TremWinneLac
Lake
Juneau
pealeau
bago
N=157
Urinalysis Testing
Average # tests scheduled
not
not
not
not
10.7
reported
reported
reported
reported
Average # tests negative
not
not
not
not
6.7
reported
reported
reported
reported
Average # tests positive
not
not
not
not
2.0
reported
reported
reported
reported
Average # tests other (refused,
not
not
not
not
2.0
diluted, tampered, etc.)
reported
reported
reported
reported
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Overall

NA
NA
NA
NA

Table J: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Completion Rates and Program Length of Stay
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Green
TremFond du
Lake
Juneau pealeau Winnebago
Lac
254
87
67
123
157
Number of Admissions

Overall
688

DPA Completion Rate
Number Discharged
Number Completed

73%
126
92

76%
45
34

49%
51
25

85%
80
68

46%
155
71

63%
457
290

Reason for Termination
Program Non-Compliance
New Arrest
Administrative Termination
Drop-Out/Refused
Unknown/Missing

N=32
13%
22
0
6
59

N=11
0%
10
0
0
91

N=24
75%
17
0
0
4

N=12
17%
33
8
0
42

N=79
80%
10
0
10
0

N=158
55%
15
1
6
22

Average Months in Program
Completers
Terminations
(excludes inactive/other)

11
12

10
10

8
9

11
11

10
10

10
11

12

11

8

8

10

9

6
6

6
7

5
5

4
4

4
4

5
5

6

7

6

3

4

5

Average Months from
Offense Date to Program
Admission Date
Completers
Terminations
(excludes inactive/other)
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Table K: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Program Fees, Restitution, and Community Service Completed
1/1/2012-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago
Lac
Lake

Overall

Program Fees
(# Reported in eValuate)
Number of Participants
Total Amount Paid
Average Amount Paid

48
$4,050
$84

0
$0
--

0
$0
--

19
$3,930
$207

157
$28,250
$180

224
$36,230
$162

Restitution
(# Reported in eValuate)
Number of Participants
Total Amount Paid

10
$0

5
$166

11
$65

4
$0

0
$0

30
$231

48
700
65
(N=6)

10
243
175
(N=6)

42
951
182
(N=7)

64
2,675
695
(N=15)

0
0

164
4,569
1,117
(N=34)

Community Service
(# Reported in eValuate)
Number of Participants
Total Hours Ordered
Total Hours Served
(# reported in parentheses)

0

Table L: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects – Incarceration Days Averted by Site
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremWinneLac
Lake
pealeau
bago
N=123
Number Discharged
Jail Days Averted
Total Jail Days Averted
3,390
Average Jail Days Averted
28
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Disposition of
Original Offense
No Disposition/Open
Dismissed
Guilty/Guilty Plea
Guilty/No Contest
Diversion Agreement
Revoked

Table M: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Original Case Disposition and Sentencing by Site
Fond
Green
Juneau Trempealeau Winnebago
du Lac
Lake
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157

Sentence Received for
Original Offense
Dismissed
Fine Only
Jail + Driver’s License
Revoked, Fine, or Costs
Jail + Probation
Probation Only
Driver’s License
Revoked or Suspended
Jail + Probation +
License Revoked/
Suspended

Overall
N=688

48%
38
0
0
14

21%
54
2
0
23

22%
45
3
5
25

2%
59
27
7
7

4%
46
0
0
50

24%
46
5
2
23

N=130

N=66

N=62

N=119

N=153

N=530

74%
2
9

71%
17
5

69%
15
7

91%
3
0

50%
31
17

70%
14
9

7
7
0

5
2
2

5
5
0

3
3
0

1
1
0

4
3
<1

1

0

0

0

0

<1

Table N: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Average Days from Program Admission to New Offense
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremWinnebago
Lac
Lake
pealeau
N=42
N=22
N=21
N=22
N=62
287
271
204
246
306
Average Days from
Admission to New Offense
Completers (N=47)
431
473
266
318
419
Terminations (N=98)
208
298
202
169
280
* difference significant between completers and terminations at p<.01
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Overall
N=169
276
389*
247

Number Admitted

Table O: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects – Recidivism
New Charges and Convictions After Admission
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremWinnebago
Lac
Lake
pealeau
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157

Overall
N=688

New Charge After Admission/DPA

17%

25%

31%

18%

40%

25%

New Conviction After Admission
(excludes dismissed charges)

16%

23%

30%

18%

36%

23%

Table P: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Type of Conviction Offense After Admission
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremLac
Lake
pealeau
N=40
N=20
N=20
N=22
Type of New Conviction
(excludes dismissed)
Drug Possession/
20%
10%
30%
5%
Manufacture/Deliver
Property/Theft
25
30
10
23
OWI + PAC .08 or More
5
15
10
9
Violent/Assaultive *
18
5
45
27
Operate After License
0
0
0
0
Revocation/Suspension
Other **
32
40
5
36

Winnebago

Overall

N=57

N=157

30%

21%

9
19
21
10

18
13
22
4

11

22

Type of New Conviction
(above categories expanded)
Drug Offenses
20%
10%
30%
5%
30%
21%
Disorderly Conduct
13
0
25
14
18
15
OWI
5
15
10
9
19
13
Theft/Property Crimes
13
10
10
23
5
11
OAR
5
20
0
0
11
8
Criminal Damage/Trespass
13
5
0
5
2
5
Bail Jumping
13
5
0
5
2
5
Resisting/Obstruction
8
0
5
5
4
4
Battery
0
0
15
5
2
3
Burglary
3
5
0
0
2
2
Forgery/Fraud
0
10
0
0
0
1
Reckless Endangerment
3
0
0
0
0
1
Sex Offense
0
5
0
0
0
1
Weapons Offense
0
0
0
5
2
1
Other
8
15
5
27
5
10
*Violent/assaultive includes disorderly conduct, battery, weapons charges, armed robbery, domestic abuse,
reckless endangerment, and assault.
**Other includes resisting, fleeing, prostitution, hit/run, bail jumping.
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Table Q: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Disposition and Sentencing for Recidivism Offense After Admission
1/1/2010-10/9/2012
Fond du
Green
Juneau
TremWinnebago
Lac
Lake
pealeau

Overall

Disposition of
Recidivism Offense
No Disposition/Still Open
Dismissed
Guilty/Guilty Plea
Guilty/No Contest
New DPA (Still Open)
New DPA (Revoked)
Amend/Administrative

N=42

N=22

N=21

N=22

N=62

N=169

26%
5
17
45
0
5
2

27%
9
5
59
0
0
0

24%
5
9
57
0
5
0

18%
0
36
46
0
0
0

18%
8
3
68
1
2
0

22%
6
12
57
<1
3
<1

Sentence Received for
Recidivism Offense
Fine Only
Jail + Driver’s License
Revoked, Fine, or Costs
Probation Only
Jail + Probation
Dismissed/Deferred
Prosecution
Fine + License Revoked/
Suspended
Prison + ES + Other
Probation + License
Revoked/Suspended
Jail, Ignition Interlock,
and/or License Revoked,
Fine, Costs
Driver’s License
Revoked or Suspended

N=30

N=16

N=16

N=18

N=51

N=131

33%
10

50%
13

56%
6

50%
11

33%
35

41%
20

23
24
7

6
0
13

13
0
6

11
22
0

8
6
12

12
11
7

3

0

19

0

2

4

0
0

6
0

0
0

0
6

4
0

2
1

0

6

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

0

0

1

26
788
243

52
836
114

8
132
160

25
431
204

49
2,517
150

36
4,704
176

Jail Incarceration Sentenced for New Offense
Average Days
Total Days to Date
Average Days of
Probation Sentenced
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Table R: ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Projects –
Recidivism Timeline Data for New Charges After Admission
Fond du
Green Juneau
TremWinnebago
Lac
Lake
pealeau
N=254
N=87
N=67
N=123
N=157
Average Days Between:
187
177
157
136
128
Original Offense and
DPA/Program
Admission*

Overall
N=688
160

DPA/Program Admission
and Program Discharge
All*
Completers*
Terminations

N=124

N=46

N=51

N=80

N=150

N=451

330
352
268

320
311
331

250
262
250

320
334
240

300
303
298

308
323
282

DPA/Program Admission
and DPA REVOKED

N=35

N=20

N=17

N=8

N=78

N=158

276

353

275

257

301

297

N=42

N=22

N=21

N=22

N=62

N=169

287
431
208*
(p=0.001)

271
473
298

204
266
202

246
318
169
(p=0.067)

306
419
280
(p=0.094)

276
389
247*
(p<0.001)

DPA/Admission and
New Recidivism Offense
All
Completers (N=47)
Terminations (N=98)
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APPENDIX 5
OJA/ARRA Site Survey Questions on Project Sustainability
Introduction: Two of the stated purposes of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) are “preserve and create jobs” and “to stabilize state and local government budgets, in
order to maximize and avoid reductions in essential services and counterproductive state and
local tax increases.” The WI Office of Justice Assistance (OJA) awarded grants utilizing ARRA
monies to fund 16 projects in Wisconsin focusing on misdemeanor diversion and youthful
offenders.
The evaluation of the Misdemeanor Diversion and Youthful Offender projects includes an
assessment of whether project staff and activities will be sustained after ARRA funding ends.
The following questions ask you to describe/discuss local plans for sustaining your project
activities. This survey should take approximately 30 minutes to complete. If necessary, you can
begin the survey, stop and save your answers, and resume responding prior to submitting your
completed survey.
A. Site Information
1. County/program (drop-down list of sites)
Adams County (Ex Bridges for Youth)
Ashland County Juvenile Offender Prevention
Bayfield County CAUSEWAY
Beloit Youth Place (Rock Valley Programs, Inc.)
Coulee Council on Addictions
Dodge County Targeted Truancy Intervention
Fond du Lac County
Green Lake County
Horizon High School of Madison, Inc.
Juneau County
Latino Community Center YPA
Nova Services Delinquency Prevention
Safe and Sound, Inc Youth Crime Prevention
Trempealeau County
UW Hospital and Clinics - Adolescent Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment
Winnebago County
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Program model type (drop-down – misdemeanor diversion or youthful offender)
Brief description of project implemented using ARRA funds in 200 words or less (text field)
Local end date of current OJA/ARRA funding (date field)
Title/project role of person completing survey (text field)
Email address of person completing survey for follow-up contact (text field)
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B. Project Sustainability
1. Number of jobs/positions that existed prior to ARRA funding that were maintained or
continued using ARRA funding (numeric field)
2. Number of jobs/positions created with ARRA funding (numeric field)
3. Number of jobs/positions created with ARRA funding that will be retained after funding end
(numeric field)
a. What will the funding source(s) for these staff/positions be? (text field)
b. Will these positions continue at existing levels or will percent effort be changed?
(text)
4. Please describe for each component of your project: (all text fields)
a. Any changes to number of staff or level of time/effort after funding end? Any
layoffs?
b. Any changes to participant service type/content/level after funding end?
c. What will the funding source(s) be for these continuing services?
d. If some components won’t continue, what are the implications for and impacts on
remaining project activities/components?
e. Plans for continued ongoing data collection, reporting, etc.?
5. Has your site developed a sustainability plan for continuing the project after ARRA funding
ends? (Y/N)
a. If yes, please describe in detail: (all text fields)
i. Your local site sustainability plan for continuing the project after ARRA
funding ends
ii. Which agencies contributed to the development of the plan
iii. Level of local judicial, court, and/or county board support for project, and
extent of financial support or general support for diversion of offenders
b. If no, will your site be developing a sustainability plan? (Y/N)
i. If no, why not?
ii. If you will be developing a plan, describe who will be involved and the
timeframe
6. Does your site intend to ramp-down the project and/or limit project admissions prior to
funding end? (Y/N)
a. If yes, describe ramp-down plan (text field)
b. Describe other plans to ensure that active participants at the time of funding end
continue to receive services (text field)
7. Please describe in detail your local barriers to project sustainability. (text field)
8. Please describe in detail your local strengths that support sustaining the project. (text field)
9. Other comments regarding project sustainability (long text field)
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APPENDIX 6
Summary of ARRA Program Sustainability Survey Results
In Fall 2012, all of the program sites were asked to provide information related to program sustainability
after the end of ARRA funding via a web-based survey. Fifteen of the 16 Youthful Offender (YO) and
Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) program sites responded to the survey and provided information related to
sustaining program activities and services after ARRA funding end.
Sustainability Planning
Ten of the program sites reported some level of intention to continue the programs after ARRA funding
ends (Table 1). Six of the 10 sites with sustainability plans in existence or in development account for all
10.5 staff positions being retained after the grant ends. The presence of county-level support and funding
were significantly related to sites reporting some level of sustainability planning as well as retention of
staff positions, which implies that those with the support of county stakeholders were more likely to have
developed a sustainability plan as well as have increased capacity to retain positions.
Table 1: Summary of Fall 2012 ARRA Site Sustainability Efforts
MD
YO
N=5
N=10
Sustainability Plan
No Plan to Continue Program
2
3
Sustainability Plan Exists
2
4
Sustainability Plan in Development
1
3
Total Sites Planning to Continue
3
7

Total
N=15
5
6
4
10

Table 2 details the key themes that emerged as relevant in understanding the sustainability planning of
Youthful Offender (YO) and Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) programs:
Changes to Program Services: With ARRA funding end, ten of the programs intend to continue the
program and five programs plan to discontinue the program entirely. Eight programs (seven of them YO
programs) intend to continue the program at a reduced level with reductions in the number of participants
served, the number of services offered, or the number of program locations.
Sources of Program Funding After ARRA Funding End: The most common form of future funding
source to sustain the program came in the form of some type of program fee. These fees were stated as
participant program fees, tuition requirements, or a billing mechanism to cover the cost of services.
Integration into some county level funding was the next most common form of funding, particularly for
the YO programs.
Changes to Program Evaluation Activities: Seven (all YO programs) stated their intention to maintain
their current level of evaluation activities, while four plan to integrate the OJA web-based data collection
system into their programs. Three sites plan to minimize or discontinue program evaluation activities.
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Table 2: Impact of ARRA Funding End on Program Structure and Services
YO
MD
Total
N=10
N=5
N=15
Program Changes
Reduce Number of Participants, Service, or
7
1
8
Locations
2
3
5
Discontinue Program Completely
0
2
2
No Change to Program
2
0
2
Refer Participants to Other Program(s)
Future Funding Sources
Participant Program Fees/Tuition/Billing
County Funding/contracts/Budgets
New Grants/Foundations/Private Donations
Prior funding (Baseline Funding/Other
Program Funds)
Other Income-Generating Activity
Evaluation Plans
Maintain Current Evaluation Activities
Web-Based Data Collection System or
Database
Minimize or Discontinue Evaluation
Conduct Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS)

4
5
5

3
1
0

7
6
5

3

1

4

2

0

2

7

0

7

2

2

4

1
2

2
0

3
2

Local Strengths and Barriers Impacting Sustainability
Strengths: The most common strengths stated by the programs were high community, stakeholder, and
public support and having the trust of county leaders (Table 3). The next most common strength was
having experienced program staff with a high level of expertise.
Barriers: The most common barrier was limited or no external funding to support the program. A
related barrier was limited support and awareness among county leaders and stakeholders who influence
the county budget. Five programs stated that changes in staffing, limited staff time, and participant
transportation were also barriers to sustaining the program.
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Table 3: Barriers and Strengths to Sustainability
YO
MD
N=10
N=5
Strengths
High Community/Stakeholder/Public Support
Trust/Support of Criminal Justice/County Leaders
and Participants
Program Expertise & Evidence of Effectiveness
Diverse Programming, Community-Driven,
Incentives-Based
Networking in Multiple Agencies/Schools/ Private
Organizations
Barriers
Limited or No External Funding
County Budget/County Leaders and Awareness
Other (Change in Staffing, Time, Transportation,
Billing)

Total
N=15

6

3

9

3

2

5

4

0

4

2

1

3

2

0

2

4
3

3
3

7
6

4

1

5

Positions Funded through ARRA
The 15 sites that responded to the survey reported a total of 45.4 staff positions created and/or
maintained using ARRA funding. Table 4 shows that 26 new staff positions were created and 19.2
existing positions were maintained during the ARRA grant period, with a total of 10.5 positions retained
after the end of ARRA funding. The 10 Youth Offender (YO) sites anticipate retaining a total of 8.5
positions and the five Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) sites anticipate retaining two staff positions after the
grant ends.

Table 4: Number of Staff Positions Maintained, Created, and Retained by Project Type
MD
YO
Total
N=5
N=10
N=15
Number of Positions
Maintained
0.0
19.2
19.2
Created
4.2
22.0
26.2
Total Funded
4.2
41.2
45.4
Retained Positions
2.0
8.5
10.5
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APPENDIX 7
Questions on Site Survey Related to Feedback on the eValuate Reporting System
Developed by UW Population Health Institute
This is your opportunity to tell us what you think about the eValuate web-based reporting system. The
following questions ask you to provide feedback on your experiences using the eValuate web-based
reporting system developed by OJA and the UW Population Health Institute. This survey should take
approximately 30 minutes to complete. If necessary, you can begin the survey, stop and save your
answers, and resume responding prior to submitting your completed survey.
Site Information
1. County/program (drop-down list of sites)
Adams County (Ex Bridges for Youth)
Ashland County Juvenile Offender Prevention
Bayfield County CAUSEWAY
Beloit Youth Place (Rock Valley Programs, Inc.)
Coulee Council on Addictions
Dodge County Targeted Truancy Intervention
Fond du Lac County
Green Lake County
Horizon High School of Madison, Inc.
Juneau County
Latino Community Center YPA
Nova Services Delinquency Prevention
Safe and Sound, Inc. Youth Crime Prevention
Trempealeau County
UW Hospital and Clinics - Adolescent Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment
Winnebago County
2.
3.
4.
5.

Program model type (drop-down – misdemeanor diversion or youthful offender)
Title/project role of person completing survey (text field)
Email address of person completing survey for follow-up contact (text field)
What was your role with the eValuate web-based reporting system? (button categories: data entry,
eValuate administrator, data management, other – allow respondent to check multiple)

eValuate Web-Based Reporting System Feedback
A. Please describe any local benefits your project has experienced to date by using eValuate. (text)
B. Please describe any CURRENT barriers/challenges your project has experienced related to your use
of eValuate, as well as any FUTURE barriers/challenges that you anticipate. (text fields)
a. With data collection?
b. With data entry or eValuate screens?
c. Related to site operations (i.e., staff time, staff turnover, etc.)
d. Related to computer systems, firewalls, or networks
C. Please describe the impact (if any) of eValuate on your own existing local data collection efforts,
strategies, protocols, etc.
a. How was eValuate integrated into your existing data collection process – did it replace
something else? Is it in addition to something else? Does it require duplicate entry?
b. Did eValuate fill a gap in data collection or program evaluation? Explain.
D. Suggestions for Improvement to Content and Structure of eValuate: (all text fields)
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E.

F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

a. Suggestions For Improving Content
i. Recommendations for revisions to specific current/existing fields
ii. Recommendations for addition or elimination of current/existing fields
iii. Misdemeanor Diversion Only: Recommendations for automatic reporting
functions
b. Suggestions For Improving Quarterly Reporting
c. Suggestions For Improving Structure/Process
i. Passwords, logging in, entering, saving, ease of navigation (rating), etc.
ii. Related to receiving and resolving any system error messages received
iii. Related to which fields are required for entry
iv. Ability to determine the correct information to be entered into each field
v. For Misdemeanor Diversion Sites Only: Suggestions to improve the process for
adding or deleting participants, or using eValuate functions such as “Import from
CCAP” and “Item Tracking Form”
Suggestions for Improvement to Documentation, Support, and Technical assistance
a. Recommendations to improve content and/or format of the eValuate procedures manual
that provided instructions for using the reporting system
i. How did you use the procedures manual? (button categories: I didn’t use the
procedures manual at all, as an introduction to the system, to answer questions as
they occurred, to look up technical assistance contact information)
ii. How often did you use the procedures manual? (button categories: Never,
Once/Twice, Occasionally, Frequently)
b. Recommendations to improve technical support
i. Please rate the quality of the technical support that you received from OJA and
the UW Population Health Institute when you had questions or difficulties
(button categories: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, did not contact)
ii. Suggestions for preferred method to access technical assistance when you need it
(i.e., button on eValuate screen to email a staff person, staff person to contact by
telephone) (text field)
iii. Suggestions for future project site training on use of the eValuate system for
existing sites or new users (i.e., mode of training, how much, how often) (text)
c. Recommendations Related to Data Quality Monitoring Misdemeanor Diversion sites only
i. In your opinion, how necessary is ongoing monitoring of data entry accuracy for
the data you enter into eValuate? (button categories: Essential to data integrity,
somewhat necessary, not necessary at all)
ii. Please provide your opinion of the importance of the data quality feedback (i.e.,
list of data corrections or questions) provided to your site each month by the UW
Population Health Institute staff (button categories: Very important, Somewhat
important, Not important at all)
1. Did you use the results of the monthly feedback to improve subsequent
data entry? How?
Do you think that eValuate should be continued to be offered and supported by OJA? (Yes/No)
Should the data quality monitoring and feedback to eValuate users be continued beyond ARRA
funding end? (Yes/No)
If OJA decides to make it available, would your site be interested in continuing to use eValuate after
current funding ends? Why or why not? (text field)
In your opinion, in what ways could eValuate be used in the future? Should it be expanded to include
other diversion programs in Wisconsin? Would other counties and programs benefit from
participation in eValuate? In what ways? (text field)
Please tell us anything else you would like to share about your experiences to date with the eValuate
web-based reporting system. (long text field)
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APPENDIX 8
ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion and Youthful Offender Project Staff
Recommendations for Improvement of the
eValuate Web-Based Reporting System
November 2012
The 16 ARRA misdemeanor diversion (MD) and youthful offender (YO) grantees included in
the evaluation were asked to respond to a web-based survey in October 2012 to provide feedback
on their experience with utilizing the eValuate web-based reporting system developed
collaboratively by the Wisconsin Office of Justice Assistance (OJA) and the University of WI
Population Health Institute (UWPHI). The following briefly summarizes the recommendations
for improvement provided by the five MD and 10 YO sites that responded to the survey.
Highlights of Survey Results:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eight sites indicated that eValuate was easy to use and/or useful for generating reports
that provided an overall picture of the project and relevant trends.
Six sites recommended that eValuate should continue to be implemented and supported
by OJA after grant end (12/31/2012).
Three sites stated that they would continue using eValuate if it is available after their
grant ends.
The majority of the sites (11) rated the quality of technical support provided as excellent
or good.
Six sites recommended that OJA should also continue to conduct ongoing data quality
monitoring and provide feedback to the sites.
Two MD sites stated that eValuate filled a gap in data collection or program evaluation
for them, but most of the sites (11) stated that eValuate duplicates existing data
collection/entry systems and is too time-consuming for staff.

Priority Action Items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OJA should more clearly define the intended function/purpose of collecting data using eValuate
(state agency benefits vs. county/local benefits).
OJA should conduct ongoing monitoring of data quality essential to data integrity, as well as
provide regular/monthly data quality feedback to project sites.
Obtain input from MD sites regarding critical items to be included in list of diversion agreement
components, alphabetize the lists, and revise eValuate accordingly.
Provide eValuate training to site staff and add detailed instructions for data collection/entry and
technical support contact information directly to eValuate screens.
Better coordinate required reporting across grants and clearly define reporting requirements and
communicate expectations to sites.
Add fields to track community service hours and collection of fines/fees.
Increase user ability to delete or correct mistakes in participant records.
Improve system navigation to better facilitate movement through data entry screens.
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The three primary types of recommendations for improvement are related to (A) improving the
content and navigation, (B) improving coordination of reporting and technical support, and (C)
linkage of eValuate with existing data systems. The number of sites recommending an
improvement related to each topic is presented in parentheses after each recommendation, along
with selected quotes illustrating site feedback.
A. Suggestions for Improvement to Specific eValuate Content and Navigation: Specific
recommendations related to adding fields, improving how the user interacts with eValuate, how
the user navigates through the screens, and user ability to summarize the data and view search
results.
1. OJA should continue to provide ongoing monitoring of data quality essential to data integrity (4).
The MD sites that responded to this question indicated that ongoing monitoring of data entry
accuracy by OJA is essential to data integrity. They also stated that the monthly data quality
feedback (i.e., lists of errors and corrections provided back to sites) was “somewhat/very
important” and two of the projects “regularly use” the results of the feedback to improve
subsequent data entry.
2. Add/revise specific fields collected based on site input and add additional comment fields to
enable sites to document case notes (6)
• Add to list of diversion agreement elements: “Our diversion program has a few elements
in our agreements that appear in every agreement, but are not on your list. That requires
me to manually enter these elements for all participants. It would be helpful if we could
add elements that would permanently appear on the lists.”
• Add comment field(s): “Adding an open box for someone to write comments or notes
regarding the data entered. For example: Open box could be optional and allow for
person entering data to further explain how they reached the numbers they did, successes
achieved over the quarter to share with others, challenges, or just other notes to describe
progress over the quarter.”
• Add fields to track community service hours and collection of fines/fees: “I would like to
be able to tell how many hours of community service were performed and how much
money in fines, court costs and restitution were paid. These are the data the community
is interested in knowing about. While recidivism is important, monetary payments to
victims and the county help sell the program. One of the reasons why we have duplicate
data collection is to be able to get at this data.”
3. Either reduce/simplify the number of fields in eValuate or allow sites to customize eValuate (4).
Sites appear to be suggesting that OJA more clearly define the intended function of eValuate and
potential uses of the data.
• “What was eValuate designed to fix? Without understanding exactly what was or is
broken about the system we've used, it's hard to know if this is a fix or not.”
• “The State as a whole might benefit [from this system] for trending/statistic purposes and
individual counties would benefit from a better sense of what others are doing and
increased uniformity, but otherwise individually I just don't think this type of program is
the most beneficial. I would recommend either a much stripped-down system that simply
collects key information for statistical purposes or a program that is much easier to
individually tailor to specific needs that allows for site-specific information and
manipulation of the format.”
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4. Limit the number of fields that are required to be entered in order to advance the next screen
without having to intentionally enter “errors” (2)
• “Sometimes I've had data that I could enter onto a page of eValuate, but the program
will not let me save it because I don't have a piece of information the program wants.
This wastes my time.”
5. Increase user ability to delete or correct mistakes in participant records (2)
• “It would be helpful if we could delete info mistakenly entered in eValuate--e.g. starting
two files for the same person/case.”
6. Improve the display of data fields and reports to increase ease/accuracy of data entry (3)
• Alphabetize lists: “Lists of information--i.e. elements in a Diversion Agreement--should
be in alphabetical order.”
• List participant names in reports: “Also when viewing [participant] reports and stats example: It will show a specific # of participants that are married or some other stat but
sometimes I enter data that I don't mean to enter and only when I run a report do I
realize that somewhere there is data that shouldn't be there. It would be helpful then if
the reports listed each participant name under each stat so that I could link back and edit
if need be.”
• List/display all participants on entry screens: “Also when you enter data the screen only
displays a handful of participants at a time -- it would be nice to have all participants
show up.”
7. Improve reports to include the ability to sort and filter participants by different characteristics
(e.g. active vs. non-active) (1)
• “…it would be nice if I could then sort it and print it by whatever factors I find important.
For example, if I want to print a list of all active participants who are required to provide
a drug sample, or all participants who have a check-in date of the 11th and what
conditions they should have completed by then, I will use my excel spreadsheet, not
eValuate, so there is a lot of duplication of data entry.”
8. Improve system navigation by allowing travel to different screens via side menu or drop-down
list without having to click through preceding sections (1)
• “On Power Point all possible screens are shown on a side menu, so if you want to skip
from screen to screen, you can do this easily. It would be good if we could do this.”

B. Suggestions for Improvement Related to Technical Support and Coordination of
Required Reporting: Recommendations for improving required reporting and provision of
technical assistance related to data collection and data entry issues.
1. Provide technical support contact information (email address or telephone number) directly on
eValuate screens (11)
2. Add access to detailed instructions for data collection and data entry directly onto eValuate
screens (3)
• “It would be good if you would provide an instruction sheet that clearly defined some
terms.”
• “Better instructions or definitions that you can click on for immediate assistance.”
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3. Provide training and obtain site feedback via group meetings, personal one-on-one site visits,
webinars, or other Internet tools (5)
• “I think there should be a face-to-face training on the system, perhaps a webinar and
Internet tools that we can access on our own. Those internet tools, which might include
videos, could be placed right on the site…”
• “After the system was developed, it would have been helpful to have called a meeting of
all those expected to use it to get our feedback.”
4. Better coordinate required reporting across grants and clearly define reporting requirements
(submission dates, report elements, contact information, reminders, etc.) (3)
• “I have nothing that clearly defines exactly what you want and when you want it.”
• “It would be nice to have all [quarterly] reports due on the same dates, have one
location or website to enter all the information.”
5. Provide feedback on content of quarterly reports submitted (1)
• “We did not receive any feedback on our [quarterly] reports. It would have been nice to
know that someone read the reports and could provide some suggestions for us.”

C. Suggestions for Improvement Related to Linkage With Existing Data Systems:
Recommendations related to how eValuate integrates with other data collection systems and
forms to reduce duplication of data entry, to improve usability of the web-based reporting
system, and to reduce errors in entering repetitive information. There is currently significant
duplication of required reporting for participant-level and quarterly reporting.
1. Sync eValuate with the PROTECT data reporting system (5)
• “Sync with Protect! Our office will not use it if it requires so much additional work.”
• “The eValuate reports are beneficial, but I do not think this or many other DA's offices
will continue to use it because it takes too much time to maintain. Every case is already
being entered into Protect and updated as the case progresses, and it does not make
sense to re-enter the data into another database. I do however feel that tracking case
data is very important and could be made easier for a DA's office. I think the simplest
way to accomplish that is to allow eValuate to copy the case data from Protect, or to just
make report running easier on Protect.”
2. Develop a data collection form to facilitate entry of data into eValuate (3)
• “It would have been helpful if you'd created a Diversion application form that follows
data collection for eValuate and distributed this form to programs receiving your grant.
I created a new application form for our participants in order to make data entry more
correct and easy. This form only includes information known only by the participant. I
made another form for office use only in the order requested by eValuate, but we're not
using that at this time.”
3. Allow for demographic information to be imported from CCAP (2)
• “It seems like it would be easier to import a case from CCAP as we are first entering in a
participant, since name, date of birth, race, sex, charges, etc. could all be retrieved at
once.”
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4. Clarify limitations of database (e.g. browser requirements, etc.) (1)
• “We were unaware that Safari is not the preferred browser for some of the grant
processes. We purchased Apple computers, thinking that they would be the most up to
date and best suited to our students. We have since learned that IBM's may be more
compatible with a wider variety of Internet sources.”

Prepared by Kit Van Stelle, Janae Goodrich, Jason Paltzer, and Sarah Linnan, UW Population Health Institute
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APPENDIX 9
Screen Shots of the eValuate Web-based Reporting System
Log In Page for All Sites

Main Menu
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Main Page for Youthful Offender sites
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Main Page for Misdemeanor Diversion Sites
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eValuate Procedures Manuals/User Guides
User Guide for Misdemeanor Diversion Program Participant-Level Modules
User Guide for Youthful Offender Program Quarterly Reporting Module
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eValuate Procedures Manual
Developed for ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Sites
May 2012
A web-based reporting system, known as “eValuate”, was developed by the Office of Justice
Assistance (OJA), in collaboration with the University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute
(PHI). It has been developed for programs funded under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) for use in tracking program effectiveness and facilitating reporting to
OJA. This reporting system will also enhance OJA’s future evaluation and reporting capacity.
The web-based reporting system consists of seven screens for entering participant data. These
seven screens include:
1. New Participant Form
2. Participant Information
3. Admission Information
4. Offense Information
5. Assessment and Screening
6. Diversion Agreement Information
7. Discharge Information
This system also allows users to enter and submit quarterly reporting data and run various reports
summarizing participant data.

How do I log into the web-based system?
Logging In for the First Time as an eValuate Administrator
Each site has designated an eValuate administrator. A username and password have been sent to
the eValuate administrator prior to the release of the web-based system. The eValuate
administrator should access the system via: https://sac.oja.wisconsin.gov/progeval
After the eValuate administrator logs in for the first time, they will need to create log-ins for any
additional staff members that require access to the web-based system.
For subsequent log-ins for the eValuate administrator, access the web-based system from the
above weblink and log into the system using their username and password.
Logging In as a Staff Member
Once your eValuate administrator has created a log-on for you and sent your username and
password, you should access the system via: https://sac.oja.wisconsin.gov/progeval
When you go to the above webpage, you should log into the system using your username and
password.
Important Reminder: Log-out of the system via the “Log Out” button to maintain the security of
the data and the system.
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How do I create log-ins for additional staff members in my
program?
Only the users that have been designated as eValuate administrators can create log-ons for
additional staff members at their sites. To create a log-on for an additional staff member, the
administrator should log into the web-based system, and follow the steps below:
1. When you are on the eValuate Main Menu, click on “Account” at the upper right of the
page.
2. Click on “Update Group” in the “Group Administration” box.
3. Click on the “Add User” button at the bottom of the page.
4. Enter all of the user information on the “Enter User Information” screen. Be sure to make
note of the username and password that you create because you will not be able to access
this information again once it is entered at this time.
5. Share the username and password information with the staff member.
6. To return to the eValuate Main Menu after you have entered the user information, click
on “Main Menu” in the upper left of the page.
7. Once you’re on the SAC Secure webpage, click on “eValuate” under the WIJIC
Applications heading. This will take you to the main menu of the eValuate system.

How do I change my password?
Once you log into the web-based system for the first time, you may want to change your
password to something that is easy for you to remember. Your password must be at least six
characters in length. In order to change your password, please follow these steps:
1. Log into the web-based system
2. On the main menu, click on “Account” in the upper right-hand corner of the page
3. On the next screen titled “SAC Secure”, click on “Change Password” under the
“Account” heading.
4. On the “Change Password” screen, enter your current password, and enter your
desired new password in the “New Password” box and the “Confirm New Password”
box. Once you’ve entered this information, click “Change Password”.
5. If you have successfully entered your password information, the next form will say,
“Success! Your password has been changed successfully.” Your password will then
be changed for the next time that you log into the web-based system.
6. In order to return to the main menu of the eValuate system to enter/edit participant
data, click on “Main Menu” at the top left of the page. This will take you back to the
main “SAC Secure” page from step three. You will need to click on “eValuate” under
the “WIJIC Applications” heading on this “SAC Secure” page to be redirected to the
main menu for the eValuate system.

What if I forget my username and/or password?
If at any point, you forget your password for the eValuate system, the designated administrator at
your site will be able to send you an email with your log-in information. Only the eValuate
administrator at your site will have this ability. The eValuate administrator should follow these
steps:
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1. Log into the web-based system
2. On the main menu, click on “Account” in the upper right-hand corner of the page
3. On the next screen titled “SAC Secure”, click on “Update Group” under the “Group
Administration” heading
4. Once on the “Update Group Users” screen, find the person that you would like to
send the log-in information to, and click “Modify” in the column furthest to the right.
5. On the next screen, under the “Email Password” heading, click on the button that says
“Email Password.”
6. A box will pop-up that says, “Are you sure you would like to email login information
to (the email address of the person you selected)?” Click “OK”, and an email will be
sent to that person.
Deactivating Usernames and Passwords
The eValuate administrator may also use a process similar to the above process to deactivate a
username in the case of staff turnover. To do this, instead of clicking on the “Email Password”
button in step five above, click on the “Deactivate” button under the “Change Log-On Status”
heading. This will make it so that the selected person will no longer be able to access the
eValuate system.

What information should I enter and when?
Entering Participant-Level Data
After the administrator has successfully logged into the web-based system and created log-ins for
additional staff members, your site can begin entering participant-level data. This includes data
for those who are eligible for the program, as well as a select set of information for those who are
not eligible for the program. After your site has access to the system, you should begin entering
the necessary data into the system for clients receiving services from your program. In addition
to entering information for new admissions, you should also enter any clients that are currently
active in your program (receiving services) at the time that your site receives access to the webbased system. Even if the clients receiving services were admitted prior to your site receiving
access to the web-based system, you should enter data into the eValuate system for these clients.
Sites should continue to update participant-level data on a frequent basis throughout the end of
their grant period. An administrator from OJA or PHI will be reviewing your data during the first
week of every month and will contact you regarding any issues with your data. Please be sure to
enter/update your data so that it is as complete as possible when the administrator reviews it.
Entering and Submitting Quarterly Reports
Quarterly reports on the web-based system should be verified and saved by the 5th of the month
following the end of each quarterly reporting period. For now, sites will also be required to
submit reports to OJA as they did before the web-based system was released. OJA plans to
eventually transition to use of the web-based reporting system for submission of all quarterly
reports, and OJA will notify sites when this feature becomes available.
Verifying the Quarterly Reports: All of the fields on the quarterly report will auto-fill based on
the participant-level data that you enter. Check to be sure that these auto-filled fields are correct
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based on the information that you have entered. If the fields do not appear to be correct, first go
back and check the participant data that you’ve entered and update it accordingly. If the autofilled fields don’t match the participant data that you’ve entered, please contact technical
support. Once you have verified that all of the fields on the quarterly report are correct, you
should save the report via the button on the bottom of the page. If you wish to print the report,
you should click on the printer icon at the top right-hand corner of the page.
Entering Data for Legacy Cases
OJA is requiring that data for all project admissions since funding start be entered into the
eValuate system. For participants that have been discharged from your program prior to May 1,
2012 (legacy cases), you should enter the necessary information into the Legacy Case Form. All
of the information on the Legacy Case Form should be entered for all prior participants by
August 31, 2012.

What fields/items need to be completed?
Entering Data for All Participants
Please enter information into the web-based system for all fields in the participant-level data.
Some fields will not apply to all participants, but it is expected that your site will do their best to
supply information for all of the data fields in the participant-level section of the web-based
system. Sites should also enter all information into the quarterly reports and verify that all fields
on the quarterly report are correct before saving the report.
Entering Data for Participants That Are NOT Eligible for the Program
For participants that are deemed to be ineligible for the program, please enter all of the
information on the “Participant Information” screen, the “Admission Information” screen, and
the “Offense Information” screen. The information on these screens is the only information that
you are required to collect for participants who are not eligible for your program.

Specific Instructions for eValuate Participant Information Fields
How do I begin entering participant data?
To begin entering data for new participant, please follow the steps below:
1. Log into the web-based system
2. On the main menu, click “Enter Participant Data”
3. On the next screen, click “Add New Participant”
4. Enter the participant’s first name and last name.
a. See instructions for entering this information in this document.
5. Once you have entered the information on this first form, click “Create” and continue
entering the necessary data into the web-based system. You can advance through the
screens by clicking “Next” at the bottom of the page, or clicking on the next form in
the blue bar at the top of each page. You should always remember to save your data
by clicking on “Save” at the bottom of each screen. Note: clicking “Next” at the
bottom of each page will automatically save the data on the page and advance to the
next screen.
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You can complete the above process for all new participants that you enter into the web-based
system.
New Participant Screen
1. Start by entering the participant first name and last name.
a. Entering the first and last name will automatically create a participant ID. The
participant ID field is comprised of two digits for the current year, three digits for
your designated site code, and four digits for the participant number. Your site has
been assigned a three-digit site code.
b. It is important to note that if a participant is discharged, and then the same participant
is readmitted to the program at a later date, you should add the participant as a new
participant. You should add these cases as you would for any other new participants
you are adding to the eValuate system.
Participant Information Screen
2. Participant
a. At the top of this screen, there is a participant status field. This field will appear at the
top of every screen in the participant-level information section. Please update this
field as necessary as the status of the participant changes. For the purpose of this
reporting system, a participant should be coded as an “admin termination” if they
have died, absconded, or are terminated for other administrative reasons. This field
will save when you click “Save” or “Next” on the bottom of the screen.
b. The last name, first name, and participant ID fields will auto-fill on this screen since
you have already entered it on the new participant screen.
c. Dropdown for ATR admissions: A dropdown to document offenders who enter your
program as part of an alternative to revocation of their community correctional
supervision (either formal or informal).
d. State ID: Enter the state ID for the participant in this field. Please be sure to provide
complete information for all program participants.
3. Race, Ethnicity, and Gender
a. Race and ethnicity: Please code the race and ethnicity separately. If the participant is
of Hispanic origin, code the race as “White” and the ethnicity as “Hispanic”.
4. Education and Employment
a. Currently enrolled in school, education, or training: Indicate whether the participant
is involved in an educational program at the time of admission.
b. Highest Education Level: Enter the highest level of education completed at the time
of admission.
c. Employment: Indicate the employment status at the time of admission.
5. Family
a. Marital Status: Should be completed for all participants, use “Not
Available/Unknown” as a response option for those for whom the information cannot
be obtained.
b. Number of Dependent Children: Enter the total number of dependents age 18 or
under for the participant. These are children for whom the participant is responsible.
c. Number of Dependent Children in Household: Enter the total number of dependents
age 18 or under who reside with the participant at the time of admission.
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d. County of Residence: Select the county in which the participant resides at the time of
admission.
e. Living Situation: Choose the response that most accurately reflects the living
situation at the time of admission. If you choose “Other”, please specify the living
situation in the field provided.
6. Case Comments
a. There is a “Case Comments” field on all of the forms in the participant-level
information section. Please use this field to document any comments that do not fit
elsewhere, or any comments that would help to clarify the information that you have
entered. If you enter information in this field on one screen, it will be duplicated on
all of the other participant-level screens for the participant.
Admission Information Screen
7. Referral
a. Referral Source: Choose the referral source that best matches who referred the
participant to your program. If you choose “Other”, please specify in the field
provided.
b. Referral Reason: Select the referral reason that best matches the reason that the
participant was referred to your program. If you choose “Other”, please specify in the
field provided.
8. Eligibility and Status
a. Eligible for Program?: Select “Yes” or “No” regarding whether the participant is
eligible for your program. If you select “No”, please select all of the reasons as to
why the participant is not eligible for your program. If you select “Other” for the
reason that the person is not eligible, please specify in the box provided.
b. Eligibility Date: Please enter the date that the participant was deemed to be eligible
for the program. If the exact date is not available, please enter a date that is as close as
possible.
c. Admit Date: If the participant is eligible for the program, and agrees to participate,
enter the date the offender is admitted to the program.
d. Decline Date: If the participant is eligible for the program, but does not agree to
participate, please enter the date that the person declines participation. If the exact
date is not available, please enter a date that is as close as possible.
Offense Information Screen
9. Court Case
a. Importing from CCAP:
i. The eValuate system has been linked to the CCAP database. This allows for
much of the court case information to be auto-filled based on the CCAP court
case.
ii. In order to access the CCAP court case, click on the “Import from CCAP”
link in the upper-right of the page above the “Court Case” box.
iii. Once on the CCAP search form, enter the 12-digit court case number and
select the county of the court case and click “Search.”
iv. Verify that the CCAP information matches the court case that you entered. If
it does not, you will need to go back and manually enter the information on
the Offense Information Screen.
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v. Please select the most serious offense that the offender plead to from the
CCAP court case by clicking “Select” in the far right column.
vi. Verify that all of the information is correct on the Offense Information Screen
and fill in any missing information.
vii. If the offender plead to more than one offense, please put the offense
information for the second offense into the comments box.
b. Manually Entering the Court Case Information:
i. Record the court case number, the county of the court case, offense date,
statute number, and ordinance number of the most serious offense that the
participant plead to. Be as concise as possible. If the offender plead to more
than one offense, please put the offense information for the second offense
into the comments box.
ii. For ATR’s, record the primary (governing) offense that resulted in their
correctional supervision.
iii. Offense Type: This field summarizes the type of offense at admission. Select
the most appropriate choice from the drop-down menu.
iv. Offense Category: This field groups the offense types at admission into
categories. All drug offenses (possession, manufacture, delivery, etc.) should
go in the “Drugs” category.
v. Offense Class: Indicate in this field whether the offense is a non-violent
felony, a violent felony, or a misdemeanor.
10. Criminal History and Corrections
a. Number of Prior Arrests: Enter the total number of adult arrests ever for the
participant.
b. Age at First Arrest: Enter the numeric age at which their first adult arrest occurred
(includes current arrest).
c. Probation/Parole Status: Indicate whether the participant is currently on probation,
parole or extended supervision with the Department of Corrections (DOC).
d. DOC ID number: Enter the six digit DOC ID number. This field is required if the
participant is currently on supervision.
Note: Stop entering information at this point for individuals that are not eligible for the
program.
Assessment and Screening Screen
11. Alcohol/Drug
a. Indicate whether an AODA screen was conducted. If yes, enter the date that the
AODA screen was conducted and the type of screening tool used. Please be
conscious of the difference between brief AODA screening tools and AODA
assessment tools.
b. Indicate whether an AODA assessment was performed. If yes, enter the date that the
AODA assessment was conducted and the type of assessment tool used. Please be
conscious of the difference between brief AODA screening tools and AODA
assessment tools.
c. AODA Diagnosis Code: Enter the DSM-IV code for their primary substance use
diagnosis at the time of admission. The field is a numeric field with two digits after
the decimal. Update this field if the primary diagnosis changes during program
participation.
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d. AODA Diagnosis Description: Select one of the choices from the drop-down list to
describe the diagnosis. Select “Not assessed” if no assessment was performed.
e. Drug of Choice: Select the participant’s primary drug of choice.
12. Mental Health
a. Indicate whether a mental health assessment was conducted.
b. Mental Health Assessment Tool: If a mental health assessment is conducted, choose
which mental health assessment tool was used. If no mental health assessment was
conducted, choose “No assessment conducted.”
c. MH Diagnosis Code: Enter the DSM-IV code for the primary mental health
diagnosis at the time of admission. This is a numeric field with two digits after the
decimal.
d. MH Diagnosis Description: Choose the diagnosis from the dropdown that best
describes the mental health diagnosis for the participant.
13. Criminal Risk
a. Indicate whether a criminal risk and needs assessment was performed. If yes, enter
the date and tool used for the assessment.
b. Risk Score: Enter the general or overall numeric risk score. If you administered the
COMPAS on the participant, you must only select the COMPAS recidivism risk level
from the drop-down menu.
c. Risk Rating: Select low/medium/high risk based on the results of the tool that you
used.
Diversion Agreement Information Screen
14. Diversion Agreement Information
a. Indicate whether a diversion agreement was offered and whether it was signed. If it
was signed, enter the date that it was signed in the field provided.
b. Diversion agreement active within the last three months: Indicate whether the
diversion agreement was active in your program at any time in the last calendar
quarter. For example, if someone is admitted in January 2012 and discharged in May
2012, leave this field checked as “yes” until July 2012. Please remember to update
this field as the diversion agreement becomes inactive.
15. Diversion Agreement Details
a. Select all of the conditions of the diversion agreement. You must select “Yes” or
“No” for each of these diversion agreement conditions in order to be able to move on
to the next screen. This allows for verification that the agreement condition was not
just skipped or left blank accidentally. If you choose “Other” as one of the conditions
of the diversion agreement, please specify the other condition in the space provided.
16. Track Diversion Agreement Compliance
a. You can access the item tracker form by selecting the “Item Tracker” link at the top
of the diversion page. This form allows you to track community service hours,
payments toward restitution, and payments toward fees.
b. Once on the item tracker page, enter the following four fields for each item:
i. Quantity: Enter the number of hours, dollars into this field. Do not include any
special characters or letters in this field, it is a numeric field only.
ii. Type: Select whether it’s a payment towards restitution, payment towards
fees, or community service hours.
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iii. Date: Enter the date of the completion of the payment or community service
hours.
iv. Notes: Enter any notes regarding this item.
c. Once you’ve entered all of the necessary fields, select “Add Item.” This will add the
item to the list.
d. Should you wish to delete this item, you may do so by clicking on the red “X” in the
far right column of the entry. Note: once you click this red “X”, the item will be
deleted.
e. In order to return to the Diversion Agreement Information Screen, click the “Back to
Diversion” link in the upper right-hand corner of the table. Any information that is
entered on this screen will be automatically saved.
Discharge Information Screen
17. Discharge Status
a. Update the participant status field in the upper right hand corner of the screen once
the participant id discharged. This is a key field that must be kept accurate and
current.
b. Discharge Date: Enter the date that the participant exited the program.
c. Date Diversion Agreement Conditions Met: Enter the date that the participant
fulfilled their diversion agreement conditions.
d. Discharge Reason: Select the category which most closely describes the reason for
program exit- either “Completed” for a successful program completion, or
“Termination” for all others.
e. If you choose “Termination” for a discharge reason, you will be asked to enter a
termination reason. Select the option from the dropdown that most closely reflects
why that participant was terminated from your program. If you select “Other” as the
termination reason, please specify in the field provided.
18. Alcohol/Drug Use
a. First AODA Service Date and Last AODA Service Date: Enter the first and last date
in which the participant attended AODA services. If not applicable, leave these fields
blank.
b. Number of Drug Tests Scheduled, Positive, Negative and Other: Enter drug results
into these fields – the number scheduled, negative, positive, and other. The “Other
Test Result” should be defined as those tests for which a sample was questionable due
to adulteration, tampering, missed UA, refused, etc. The number of scheduled tests
should equal the sum of the negative, positive, and other tests performed.
19. Case Outcome
a. Case Outcome: Select a response from the choices in the dropdown to provide an
indicator of the case outcome. If you must select “Other,” please briefly describe the
case outcome in the text field that follows.
b. Case Outcome Type: Specify if result of case disposition was felony or misdemeanor.
c. DA Case Charge Status: If applicable, select the DA case charge status at the time of
discharge from the program.
d. Charge Disposition: Enter the disposition of the charge.
e. Charge Disposition Date: Enter the date of the disposition.
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f. Jail Days Averted: Enter the number of jail days averted for the participant as a result
of participating in the program. Enter zero if no jail days were averted.
g. Prison Days Averted: Enter the number of prison days averted for the participant as a
result of participating in the program. Enter zero if no prison days were averted.
20. Participant Status at Discharge
a. Currently Using Alcohol/Drugs: Enter whether the participant is actively using
alcohol/drugs at the time of program exit.
b. Used Alcohol/Drugs Since Admission?: Select a rating to capture level of substance
use during program participation: no use since admission, 1-2 relapse episodes, 3-4
relapse episodes, 5+ relapse episodes, chronic/ongoing use, or unknown.
c. Employment Status: Please select the category which most closely describes the
employment status of the participant at the time of discharge.
d. Education Status: Please select the category which best describes the current
educational status and involvement of the participant in educational programming at
the time of discharge.
e. New Offense During the Program: Select whether the participant committed a new
offense while they were active in the program.
f. New Offense Type: Select the type of new offense from the dropdown menu. If you
select other, please specify in the text box provided.
g. Driver’s License Reinstated?: If applicable, please select whether the participant’s
driver’s license was reinstated as a result of program participation.
21. Diversion Agreement-Tasks Completed
a. All of the conditions of the diversion agreement that you selected on the Diversion
Agreement Information screen will appear at the bottom of the Discharge Information
screen.
b. Select whether each condition of the diversion agreement was completed.
c. Enter the date that each condition was completed.
d. Once you have finished entering data for the participant, select “Finish.”

Specific Instructions for eValuate Legacy Case Data Entry
In order to enter legacy cases, click on the “Enter Participant Data” button on the main screen of
eValuate. On the next screen, click on the “Enter Legacy Participant” link. This will take you to
the Legacy Case Information form. Once on this form, please enter all of the necessary data for
the fields below.
1. Enter the first name, middle name/initial, and last name. This will automatically create a
participant ID for this person.
2. Enter the birthdate.
3. Enter the state ID and Department of Corrections (DOC) ID for the participant.
4. Race and ethnicity: Please code the race and ethnicity separately. If the participant is of
Hispanic origin, code the race as “White” and the ethnicity as “Hispanic”.
5. Choose the gender of the participant.
6. Record the court case number, the county of the court case, and the offense date of the
most serious offense for the participant. Be as concise as possible. If an offense date is
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not available, use the filing date as documented in CCAP. For ATR’s, record the primary
(governing) offense that resulted in their correctional supervision.
7. Enter the date that the participant was admitted to your program, and the date that the
participant was discharged from your program. If the exact date is not available, select
the date that is closest to your recollection of when the person was admitted.
8. Participant Status: Enter the program status outcome of the participant. This includes
whether the participant successfully completed your program, or whether the person was
terminated from the program.
9. Enter the date that the participant was discharged from your program. If the exact date is
not available, select the date that is closest to your recollection of when the person was
discharged.
10. Click “Save” at the bottom of the page once all of the data is entered into the form.
If you want to enter more participant data or view the legacy participants after you enter data on
the legacy form, the participants can be found in the participant list. This participant list can be
accessed by clicking on the “Enter Participant Data” button on the main page of eValuate and
then clicking on “Edit Existing Participant” on the following screen.

How do I find the record of a specific participant?
Once you have entered participant data into the web-based system, you will be able to search for
a specific client in the web-based system. To do this, follow the steps below.
1. Log into the web-based system
2. On the main menu, click on “Enter Participant Data”
3. On the next screen, click “Edit Existing Participant”. When you click on this you will
be taken to the next screen that contains the participant list.
4. The participant list is automatically sorted by participant last name. In order to change
how this list is sorted, choose other options from the drop-down menu in the upper
right-hand corner of the table.
5. You may also search for specific participants using the search function at the top of
the screen. You may search by first name, last name or participant ID.
6. Once you have located the participant that you would like to see the record for, click
on “Edit” in the far right-hand column in the participant table. This will allow you to
edit and view a specific participant.

Specific Instructions for eValuate Quarterly Report Fields
All of the fields in this section will auto-fill based on the participant data that you’ve entered into
the system. If your numbers do not match the numbers that auto-fill on this screen, please check
to be sure that you’ve correctly entered all of your participant data. If everything is entered
correctly and the numbers still do not match, please contact technical assistance.
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22. Participants
a. Number of referrals: This number represents the total number of referrals to your
program in the last quarter.
b. Number of eligible individuals: This number represents the total number of
individuals that were eligible for your program in the last quarter.
c. Number Assessed: This number represents the total number of individuals that
received any assessments in the past quarter.
d. Participants Admitted: The number in this field represents the number of participants
admitted to your program in the past quarter.
e. Declined Participation: The number in this field represents the number of participants
that declined participation in your program in the past quarter.
f. Participants Received Services: The number in this field represents the number of
participants in you program that received services in the past quarter.
g. Participants Completed Program: The number in this field represents the number of
participants that successfully completed your program in the past quarter.
h. Participants Terminated: The number in this field represents the number of
participants that did not successfully complete, or were terminated from your program
in the past quarter.
i. Participants Dropped Out: The number in this field represents the number of
participants that dropped-out of your program in the past quarter.
j. Criminal Risk Assessments Completed: The number in this field represents the
number of criminal risk assessments that were completed for participants in your
program in the past quarter.
k. AODA Assessments Completed: The number in this field represents the number of
AODA assessments that were completed for participants in your program in the past
quarter.
l. Mental Health Assessments Completed: The number in this field represents the
number of mental health assessments completed for participants in your program in
the past quarter.
23. Diversion Agreements
a. Diversion Agreements Signed: The number in this field represents the number of
diversion agreements that were signed by participants in your program in the past
quarter.
b. Diversion Agreements Active: The number in this field represents the number of
diversion agreements that were active or continuing for participants in your program
in the past quarter.
c. Diversion Agreements Complete: The number in this field represents the number of
participants in your program that successfully completed the conditions of their
diversion agreement in the past quarter.
Note: You can print this report by clicking on the printer picture in the upper right-hand corner
of this screen.

What reports/summaries can I generate on my own?
There are several reports that can be run by clicking on “Run Reports” on the main menu. Once
you click on “Run Reports”, you will be directed to the Report Menu. The Report Menu includes
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a brief summary of admission and discharge numbers by quarter, calendar year, and program
total. You can choose which calendar year to show in the table by using the drop-down menu in
the center right above the table.
You will notice that the numbers in the “Admission” row are blue and hyperlinked. If you click
on any of these numbers in the “Admission” row, you will be taken to a brief demographic
summary report of all of the admissions in the specified time period. For example, if you click on
the number in the “Admission” row, and in the “Year Total” column, it will take you to a brief
demographic summary of all admissions during the specified calendar year. The same thing
applies for the numbers that are hyperlinked in the “Discharges” row.
The hyperlinked number in the “Discharges” row will provide a brief demographic summary for
the discharges including case outcome information for the discharged participants.
You will notice that the numbers in the “Completed” and “Terminated” rows are also blue and
hyperlinked. If you click on the number in the “Completed” row, you will be redirected to a case
outcome report for those participants that completed the program in the specified time period. If
you click on the number in the “Terminated” row, it will take you to a case outcome summary
for those participants that were terminated during the specified time period.
The “Completed” and “Terminated” rows in the table also include percentages below the
hyperlinked numbers. The percentages that appear are percentages of the total discharged
participants in the given time period. For example, the percent below the number in the
“Completed” row and the “Year Total” column will give you the percent of those discharges in
the given calendar year that completed the program. The same goes for the percent in the
“Terminated” column. The percentages in the “Completed” column and the “Terminated”
column should add up to 100 percent of all discharges in the specified time period.
Another report available on the eValuate system is a program status report. This can be accessed
by clicking on “Run Reports” on the main menu, and then selecting “Program Status” from the
blue bar at the top of the screen below the red bar that says “Reports.” The program status report
provides a listing of the current program status (active, completed, etc.) for all participants that
you have entered into the web-based system.
Finally, you may select “Participants” in the blue bar at the top of the page after selecting “Run
Reports” from the main eValuate menu. This participant status report will provides a brief
summary of the case including admission date, name, discharge date, discharge reason,
termination reason, case outcome, and diversion agreement status. If you click on the status in
the “Diversion” column, it will allow you to view the progress of the diversion agreement
requirements (which have been completed, which still need to be completed, etc.)
If you find that you need additional information that these reports do not currently provide,
please contact technical support. Note: You may also print these reports by clicking on the
printer icon in the upper right-hand corner of the report screens.
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What if I have ideas for improving/changing the web-based
reporting system?
Please keep a separate log of any minor difficulties with the eValuate system, or any changes to
the system that you feel are necessary to improve its functioning. These suggestions will be
utilized in modifying and improving the system. Contact technical support immediately if you
experience technical difficulties in system operation that interfere with utilization of the system
and collection of participant data.

Who do I contact if I need technical assistance?
Please contact Janae Goodrich at the University of Wisconsin with any technical
assistance needs. Janae can be reached via email: jgoodrich@wisc.edu or via telephone:
(608) 263-5029. Janae will coordinate with Dan Fischer at OJA to respond to any
technical assistance requirements.
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eValuate Procedures Manual
Developed for ARRA Youthful Offender Sites
May 2012
A web-based reporting system, known as “eValuate”, was developed by the Office of
Justice Assistance (OJA), in collaboration with the University of Wisconsin Population Health
Institute (PHI). It has been developed for programs funded under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) for use in tracking program effectiveness and facilitating reporting to
OJA. This reporting system will also enhance OJA’s future evaluation and reporting capacity.
This system allows users to enter and submit quarterly reporting data to OJA via a web-based
system.

How do I log into the web-based system?
Logging In for the First Time as an eValuate Administrator
Each site has designated an eValuate administrator. A username and password have been sent to
the eValuate administrator prior to the release of the web-based system. The eValuate
administrator should access the system via: https://sac.oja.wisconsin.gov/progeval
After the eValuate administrator logs in for the first time, they will need to create log-ins for any
additional staff members that require access to the web-based system.
For subsequent log-ins for the eValuate administrator, access the web-based system from the
above weblink and log into the system using their username and password.
Logging In as a Staff Member
Once your eValuate administrator has created a log-on for you and sent your username and
password, you should access the system via: https://sac.oja.wisconsin.gov/progeval
When you go to the above webpage, you should log into the system using your username and
password.

How do I create log-ins for additional staff members in my
program?
Only the users that have been designated as eValuate administrators can create log-ons for
additional staff members at their sites. To create a log-on for an additional staff member, the
administrator should log into the web-based system, and follow the steps below:
1. When you are on the eValuate Main Menu, click on “Account” at the upper right of the
page.
2. Click on “Update Group” in the “Group Administration” box.
3. Click on the “Add User” button at the bottom of the page.
4. Enter all of the user information on the “Enter User Information” screen. Be sure to make
note of the username and password that you create because you will not be able to access
this information again once it is entered at this time.
5. Share the username and password information with the staff member.
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6. To return to the eValuate Main Menu after you have entered the user information, click
on “Main Menu” in the upper left of the page.
7. Once you’re on the SAC Secure webpage, click on “eValuate” under the WIJIC
Applications heading. This will take you to the main menu of the eValuate system.

How do I change my password?
Once you log into the web-based system for the first time, you may want to change your
password to something that is easy for you to remember. Your password must be at least six
characters in length. In order to change your password, please follow these steps:
1. Log into the web-based system
2. On the main menu, click on “Account” in the upper right-hand corner of the page
3. On the next screen titled “SAC Secure”, click on “Change Password” under the
“Account” heading.
4. On the “Change Password” screen, enter your current password, and enter your
desired new password in the “New Password” box and the “Confirm New Password”
box. Once you’ve entered this information, click “Change Password”.
5. If you have successfully entered your password information, the next form will say,
“Success! Your password has been changed successfully.” Your password will then
be changed for the next time that you log into the web-based system.
6. In order to return to the main menu of the eValuate system to enter/edit participant
data, click on “Main Menu” at the top left of the page. This will take you back to the
main “SAC Secure” page from step three. You will need to click on “eValuate” under
the “WIJIC Applications” heading on this “SAC Secure” page to be redirected to the
main menu for the eValuate system.

What if I forget my username and/or password?
If at any point, you forget your password for the eValuate system, the designated administrator at
your site will be able to send you an email with your log-in information. Only the eValuate
administrator at your site will have this ability. The eValuate administrator should follow these
steps:
1. Log into the web-based system
2. On the main menu, click on “Account” in the upper right-hand corner of the page
3. On the next screen titled “SAC Secure”, click on “Update Group” under the “Group
Administration” heading
4. Once on the “Update Group Users” screen, find the person that you would like to
send the log-in information to, and click “Modify” in the column furthest to the right.
5. On the next screen, under the “Email Password” heading, click on the button that says
“Email Password.”
6. A box will pop-up that says, “Are you sure you would like to email login information
to (the email address of the person you selected)?” Click “OK”, and an email will be
sent to that person.
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Deactivating Usernames and Passwords
The eValuate administrator may also use a process similar to the above process to deactivate a
username in the case of staff turnover. To do this, instead of clicking on the “Email Password”
button in step five above, click on the “Deactivate” button under the “Change Log-On Status”
heading. This will make it so that the selected person will no longer be able to access the
eValuate system.

What information should I enter and when?
Entering and Submitting Quarterly Reports
Quarterly reports on the web-based system should be completed and submitted by the 5th of the
month following the end of each quarterly reporting period. For now, sites will also be required
to submit reports to OJA as they did before the web-based system was released. OJA plans to
eventually transition to use of the web-based reporting system for submission of all quarterly
reports, and OJA will notify sites when this feature becomes available.

What fields/items need to be completed?
Entering Quarterly Reporting Data for All Participants
Please enter information into the web-based system for all fields on the quarterly report. It is
expected that your site will do their best to supply information for all of the data fields in the
quarterly reporting section of the web-based system. Please verify that all fields on the quarterly
report are correct before submitting the report.

Specific Instructions for eValuate Quarterly Report Fields
Refer to the descriptions of the fields on the quarterly report below to verify the information that
should be entered into these fields. Once you have entered all of the necessary data, save your
report and verify that all of the information is correct before you submit the report. You may
save and submit your report via the buttons on the bottom of the quarterly reporting webpage. If
you wish to print the report, at this time you will need to use the printing function in your
internet browser (ie. if you are using Mozilla Firefox, go to the “File” dropdown menu in the
browser, and click “Print.”). The print function in the web-based system is still under
construction, but it should be available at some point during the piloting process.
1. Participants
d. Number of Referrals: Enter the total number of referrals to your program in the last
quarter.
e. Number of Eligible Individuals: Enter the total number of individuals that were
eligible for your program in the last quarter.
f. Number Assessed: Enter the total number of individuals that received any
assessments in the past quarter.
g. Participants Admitted: Enter the total number of participants admitted to your
program in the past quarter.
h. Declined Participation: Enter the total number of participants that declined
participation in your program in the past quarter.
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i. Participants Received Services: Enter the total number of participants in you program
that received services in the past quarter.
j. Participants Completed Program: Enter the total number of participants that
successfully completed your program in the past quarter.
k. Participants Terminated: Enter the total number of participants that did not
successfully complete, or were terminated from your program in the past quarter.
l. Participants Dropped Out: Enter the total number of participants that dropped-out of
your program in the past quarter.
m. Criminal Risk Assessments Completed: Enter the total number of criminal risk
assessments that were completed for participants in your program in the past quarter.
Check the “N/A” box if your site does not do criminal risk assessments or does not
have access to the results of the criminal risk assessments.
n. AODA Assessments Completed: Enter the total number of AODA assessments that
were completed for participants in your program in the past quarter. Check the “N/A”
box if your site does not do AODA assessments or does not have access to the results
of the AODA assessments.
o. Mental Health Assessments Completed: Enter the total number of mental health
assessments completed for participants in your program in the past quarter. Check the
“N/A” box if your site does not do mental health assessments or does not have access
to the results of the mental health assessments.
p. Comments: Provide comments in this box. This box can be used to provide comments
about how something was classified, accomplishments/barriers, etc. Please note that
this box has a limit of 100 characters. The system will not tell you when you’ve
reached your maximum, and it will not save any characters beyond 100.

What if I have ideas for improving/changing the web-based
reporting system?
Please keep a separate log of any minor difficulties with the eValuate system, or any changes to
the system that you feel are necessary to improve its functioning. These suggestions will be
utilized in modifying and improving the system. Contact technical support immediately if you
experience technical difficulties in system operation that interfere with utilization of the system
and collection of participant data.

Who do I contact if I need technical assistance?
Please contact Janae Goodrich at the University of Wisconsin with any technical assistance
needs. Janae can be reached via email: jgoodrich@wisc.edu or via telephone: (608) 2635029. Janae will coordinate with Dan Fischer at OJA to respond to any technical assistance
requirements.
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APPENDIX 10
Evaluation Methods
On May 1, 2011, the Population Health Institute (PHI) began to provide technical
assistance through an evaluation contract with OJA by conducting site visits to each of the
ARRA-funded sites, analyzing the information obtained during the site visits, collaborating on
the design and development of a web-based reporting application, and preparing a final
evaluation report summarizing the findings.
The ARRA grants were awarded to the majority of sites in January 2010 with the
intention of conducting the evaluation utilizing OJA internal staff. However, frequent turnover
in evaluation staff at OJA precluded this from happening. PHI became involved with this
evaluation in May 2011 after the grant had been operational for more than a year.
Site Visits with ARRA-Funded Sites
PHI conducted site visits with 14 of the 16 ARRA sites during summer 2011. Two
additional ARRA sites were funded after the initial grants were awarded, and site visits were
conducted with these sites during summer 2012. Staff members from PHI met with key
stakeholders at each of the ARRA sites. PHI gathered information related to project goals and
objectives, project implementation and operation, project sustainability, and data collection and
evaluation efforts (see Appendix 2 for a detailed description of the interview process). After an
initial review of the information gathered at these site visits, PHI contacted staff members at the
sites to gather any necessary additional information. A site visit report was prepared and
submitted to OJA (Appendix 3).
PHI used the site visit information to (a) describe project functions and operations, and to
(b) determine each project’s capacity for data collection, data management and data analysis for
use in the development of a web-based reporting system.
Review of Site Quarterly Reports
Throughout the length of PHI’s involvement in the evaluation of the ARRA grant, PHI
requested copies of the quarterly reports submitted to OJA by the ARRA sites. Three separate
quarterly reports were submitted to OJA each quarter by all 16 ARRA-funded sites throughout
the length of the grant. The three quarterly reports submitted to OJA by the ARRA-funded sites
included:
•
•

“eGrants” report: This report was submitted by sites to OJA quarterly and included
information on job creation, job retention, number of participants served, project operation,
project implementation progress, and technical assistance requested from OJA.
Performance Measurement Tracking report (PMT report): This report was submitted to OJA
and the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) quarterly. and included information on project
participants served, jobs created and retained with ARRA funds, and information regarding
project contracts for external services.
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•

eValuate Quarterly Report: This report was submitted to OJA by all ARRA-funded sites
beginning in June 2012 after the implementation of the eValuate web-based reporting system
in May 2012. These reports included information on numbers of participants referred,
numbers served, numbers of assessments completed, and program completion numbers.

During December 2011, PHI staff received a portion of the quarterly reports submitted to
OJA by the 16 Misdemeanor Diversion (MD) and Youthful Offender (YO) programs from OJA
staff. After numerous requests to OJA, PHI received copies of some of the quarterly reports.
Copies of all of the quarterly reports submitted to OJA were not obtained by PHI. PHI reviewed
the available reports and provided recommendations to OJA regarding procedural operations at
OJA, report content and format, and greater system impacts. The review of these quarterly
reports and the suggestions provided to OJA were taken into account while developing the
eValuate web-based reporting system.
Collaboration with OJA
Throughout 2011 and 2012, PHI staff met frequently (usually weekly) with OJA staff.
These meetings included discussions of program evaluation progress, updates on project site
operations, and discussions of any challenges or issues encountered. Due to staff turnover at
OJA during 2012, PHI collaborated with three separate primary contacts assigned to the project.
These frequent meetings with OJA staff members were critical to a common awareness
of program operations, effective problem-solving, and communication regarding program goals
and responsibilities. OJA experienced frequent turnover of staff assigned to the ARRA project,
so consistent communication was crucial to program progress.
PHI submitted evaluation progress reports to OJA quarterly throughout the length of their
involvement. These reports included information regarding progress on current evaluation
activities, evaluation barriers encountered, and requests for technical assistance from OJA.
Development and Implementation of the eValuate Web-Based Reporting System
Beginning with PHI’s involvement in May 2011, evaluation staff collaborated with OJA
staff to develop and implement a web-based reporting system. PHI began by developing a
detailed list of data elements to be included in the web-based reporting system. Separate lists of
data elements were developed for program-level reporting data and for participant-level
reporting data. These data elements were developed based on information received from the
ARRA-funded sites during the site visits, a review of data collection and reporting databases
already in use for similar projects, and information from OJA regarding desired program
information. Higher priority tasks at OJA led to a delay in the technical development of the webbased reporting system. Therefore, the data elements were submitted to and discussed with OJA
during Fall 2011. OJA decided in Fall 2011 that the MD sites should enter participant-level data
and quarterly data, while the YO sites should only enter quarterly data. The lists of data
elements to be included in the reporting system were revised by PHI staff based on OJA
feedback and were finalized in November 2011.
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After the development of the data elements, PHI collaborated with IT staff at OJA to
develop the structure and format of the web-based reporting system. IT staff at OJA developed
an initial structure for the eValuate web-based reporting system during late 2011 and early 2012.
IT staff collaborated with PHI to finalize the format and structure of the eValuate web-based
reporting system. PHI staff worked to test the web-based reporting system functions throughout
the length of the development period. PHI also developed a list of “checks and balances” to be
included in the eValuate web-based reporting system to enhance data quality and completeness.
PHI also collaborated with OJA to develop the content and structure of reports generated by
eValuate, and these reports were developed and finalized during February and March 2012.
During March 2012, PHI was asked by OJA to estimate maximum sample sizes for
participant information to be entered into eValuate to assist OJA with the decision of whether to
require ARRA misdemeanor diversion (MD) sites to enter data for prior program participants.
PHI prepared the following estimates of maximum sample sizes for the MD programs and
recommended that the five MD sites enter all cases for all of 2012, including data retroactively to
January 1, 2012. This approach would maximize the sample size while minimizing burden on
local project sites by not requiring data collection for all participants admitted since January
2010. The three scenarios in Table 1 represent possible approaches to data collection for the MD
sites and the potential strengths and drawbacks of each one given to OJA in March 2012:
•

•
•

Scenario #1 represents the initial plan of having the two pilot sites enter all admissions from
March 1, 2012 through project end of 12/31/12 into eValuate and the remaining three sites
enter all admissions from May 1, 2012 when the data system is made available to them
through project end of 12/31/12.
Scenario #2 would have all five MD sites enter all cases for all of 2012, including submission
of data retroactively to January 1, 2012.
Scenario #3 includes the submission of all 2012 cases, with the addition of OJA requesting
that the pilot sites also enter and submit data for legacy cases (prior admissions) for all of
calendar year 2011.
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Table 1: Maximum Estimated eValuate Sample Sizes for ARRA Misdemeanor Diversion Programs
#1
#2
#3
Current Plan:
All 2012 Cases:
Pilot Only Legacy:
Pilot sites March-Dec
For all sites Jan-Dec
All sites Jan-Dec 2012 +
2012 + other sites May- 2012
Pilot sites do 2011 legacy
Dec 2012
(1/1/12-12/31/12)
cases as well
2 pilot sites only
302 admissions
348 admissions
696 admissions
3 non-pilot sites
152 admissions
228 admissions
228 admissions
ESTIMATED MAX 454 admissions
576 admissions
924 admissions
SAMPLE SIZE*
Pros
Plan already in place;
Increased sample size;
Complete 2011/2012 data
minimal staff burden;
clear start date for
for two pilot sites;
no additional resources analysis/ reporting;
increased sample size; will
needed; adequate to
consistent for all sites;
include discharge data for
some pilot site
describe characteristics might include some
participants; sites can use
of admissions
discharge data for small
existing extra funding for
number of participants
data collection/entry if
necessary
No additional impact on
Sites would have to
Cons
Smallest sample size;
gather and enter for cases non-pilot sites; pilot sites
only partial year data
would have to gather and
going back to 1/1/2012;
for 2012; unlikely to
enter for cases going back
minimal additional staff
include any discharge
more than one year to
burden
data
1/1/2011; information on
legacy cases may no
longer be available;
additional time/staff
resources required
*Estimates assume full implementation through 12/31/12 without ramp-down due to end of project
funding from OJA

Assuming Scenario #2, PHI would focus on summarizing intermediate participant outcomes (i.e.,
admissions, completion rates, outcome ratings at program discharge). In addition, PHI would
document the number of 2010 and 2011 admissions from the performance measurement (PMT)
reports in a table to provide an indication of 2010 and 2011 program activity. This would be
supplemented with enhanced process evaluation activities to gather information from MD sites
related to sustainability planning. PHI would summarize eValuate data for all 2012 admissions
through 12/31/12 and submit the summary report to OJA by 2/28/13. If Scenario #3 was chosen
and data were submitted by sites for the 2011 legacy cases, those data would also be analyzed
and summarized.
It is unlikely that a large enough sample of cases would be suitable for collection of criminal
recidivism data by the end of 2012 given the 6-12 month program length. If the sample is of
appropriate size in light of the short timeframe between program participation and follow-up,
PHI would utilize CCAP during November and December 2012 to document new convictions
for offenses that occur after participation in the misdemeanor diversion programs.
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Potential Barriers
1. Would collection of the data be voluntary or required by OJA in light of 12/2012 project
end?
2. What would benefits be to sites that agreed to collect and provide 2011 legacy data?
3. Green Lake is actually three counties combined so might have difficulty going back to obtain
data
4. Staff time/resources to go back and gather/enter legacy cases
a. If provide sites with additional resources to hire LTEs? Hiring? Training?
Supervision?
5. Might not be able to get case disposition/outcomes data for legacy cases or recently admitted
cases
Feedback on Legacy Cases From Pilot Sites in March 2012 via Teleconference:
1. Able to get data for 2011 legacy cases?
a. Admission data?
b. Discharge and case disposition data?
2. Where would data be gathered from? Sources of data for legacy cases?
3. Ease of obtaining?
4. Amount of time estimated to gather and enter it? Per case? Target date for completion of all
cases?
5. Staff resources? Who would gather?
6. Any local benefit to sites to gather legacy data?
Supporting Material
Table 2: Potential Maximum Sample Sizes by MD Site and Reporting Period
2011
2012
2012
2012
Average
(12 mths)
(Jan-Dec
(March-Dec (May-Dec
Misdemeanor
Admissions
2012)
2012)
2012)
Diversion Project
Per
Month*
Fond du Lac County
6
72
72
60
48
(pilot)
Green Lake County
23
276
276
230
184
(pilot)
Juneau County
4
48
48
40
32
Trempealeau County
4
48
48
40
32
Winnebago County
11
132
132
110
88
TOTAL
na
576
576
480
384
*Average per month based on Q4 2010 thru Q3 2011 provided by OJA (Q4 2011 not received); information from
PMT reports via OJA
**Estimates assume full implementation through 12/31/12 without ramp-down due to end of OJA project funding

Despite PHI’s recommendation, on March 28, 2012 OJA notified the ARRA-funded MD
sites of the requirement to enter all participant data since the grants began on January 1, 2010.
OJA also decided that only the minimum information required for an outcomes recidivism
analysis should be entered for the cases that were admitted and discharged prior to the 2012
rollout of the web-based reporting system. Because of these decisions, a separate data entry
form was developed within eValuate containing only the selected fields for these cases.
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PHI developed two procedures manuals to accompany the web-based reporting system
(Appendix 9). A procedures manual was developed for YO sites that included only the quarterly
reporting information. Another procedures manual was developed for MD sites that included
participant-level information, reporting functions, and quarterly reporting information.
Four sites were selected to pilot test the eValuate web-based reporting system during the
month of March 2012. Two YO sites, Ashland County and Coulee Council, were selected to
pilot test the program-level quarterly reporting section and two MD sites, Fond du Lac County
and Green Lake County, were selected to pilot test the participant-level data reporting section of
the eValuate web-based system. After the pilot testing period, PHI completed conference calls
with staff at all four sites to receive feedback on eValuate in early April 2012.
During April 2012, PHI and OJA collaborated to update and finalize the web-based
reporting system. PHI also worked during April 2012 to gather information for a primary
contact at each site that would be designated as an “eValuate Administrator.” After this
information was collected and compiled, it was sent to OJA to create usernames and passwords
for each of the site contacts. PHI also finalized the procedures manuals to accompany the webbased reporting system. PHI staff members collaborated with OJA to conduct a webinar for the
MD sites during April 2012. During this webinar, PHI went through the participant-level
eValuate web-based reporting system step-by-step, and OJA discussed grant requirements and
expectations.
On May 1, 2012, the web-based reporting system was disseminated to all 16 of the
ARRA-funded sites. PHI worked extensively with the sites to answer questions and resolve
issues encountered during the initial implementation of the eValuate system. PHI also served as
the primary contact for all 16 of the ARRA-funded sites and acted as the liaison between the
sites and OJA from the initial implementation through December 31, 2012. PHI answered
questions related to structure or content of eValuate and collaborated with OJA to answer
technical questions and solve technical issues.
Several of the ARRA-funded sites experienced staff turnover after the initial
implementation of the eValuate web-based reporting system. As this occurred, PHI worked with
new staff at the sites to authorize access to the eValuate system and to train them in using the
system, and to discuss grant expectations.
eValuate Data Quality Monitoring
During the first week of each month beginning in June 2012, PHI accessed the MD sites’
data in eValuate. PHI reviewed every data element in the system to monitor data accuracy,
quality, and completeness, and developed a list of issues for each site which was sent to each of
the five MD sites. PHI then collaborated with the MD sites and OJA to make changes to the data
in the system as necessary. This data quality monitoring continued to be performed by PHI
through December 2012.
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During September 2012, PHI staff reviewed the accuracy of the information imported
into eValuate from the Wisconsin Circuit Court Automation Program (CCAP). PHI collaborated
with the sites to fix numerous issues that were identified during this quality improvement effort.
During 2012, PHI monitored quarterly report submission from all 16 of the ARRAfunded sites. PHI reviewed each of the submitted quarterly reports and responded directly to
sites regarding any issues or questions.
Analysis of Participant-Level eValuate Data and Outcomes Data Collection
The five ARRA-funded MD sites were required to enter all participants that were
admitted to their programs throughout the length of the grant until the end of August 2012.
Despite consistent monitoring and management of this deadline, some of the sites did not enter
all of the required information by this date. The deadline was then extended to the end of
September to complete this entry in order to obtain the most complete dataset possible for
analysis. However, some sites were unable to complete the required data collection and entry.
During October 2012, PHI downloaded all of the available participant-level data from eValuate.
These data were used for analysis for the final report and for gathering participant recidivism
information from CCAP.
To assess the criminal recidivism outcomes of MD participants, the CCAP website was
used to identify new charges and convictions after program admission. OJA Information
Technology staff intended to conduct automated matching of the eValuate records to CCAP
records, but OJA workload and priority issues precluded this from occurring. Therefore, PHI
staff manually matched, gathered, abstracted, and entered the recidivism data. All of the MD
participants in the sample (100%) were accurately matched to the correct CCAP record(s) in
October 2012 using a combination of CCAP case, offender name, gender, and birthdate. After
the match was verified, PHI staff also gathered case disposition and sentencing information for
the offender’s original offense as these data were not available in the eValuate data system. PHI
then reviewed all new charges in CCAP since program admission for each individual in the
eValuate system and identified the first criminal recidivism event after program admission.
Dismissed charges, traffic offenses, and civil cases (i.e., divorce, paternity, etc.) were not
counted, except in the instance of operating after license revocation (OAR) only for OWI
offenders. Open cases for which disposition information was not available on CCAP were
considered to have been convicted so as to maximize the sample size by including them in the
analysis while providing the most conservative estimate of recidivism.
It was OJA’s intention to develop a process for automatically matching the data in the
eValuate web-based reporting system to CCAP during early 2012, but OJA workload and
priority issues precluded this from occurring. Thus, PHI was unable to validate the accuracy of
the manual data collection process/results against the automated data collection results as
originally planned.
PHI staff utilized simple descriptive statistics and analysis of variance (ANOVA)
techniques to summarize and analyze MD participant data. Logistic regression techniques were
also utilized to simultaneously assess the interrelationships among gender, age, and type of
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original criminal offense in predicting new conviction rates. These results indicated that only
age and drug-related offense at admission were predictive of conviction for a new offense, with
younger drug offenders more likely to be convicted of a new offense. However, the model was
not able to account for a meaningful proportion of the variance indicating that other unmeasured
factors (i.e., criminal history, substance abuse diagnosis, etc.) may play a more important role in
predicting recidivism.
Data Limitations
Due to data confidentiality and privacy issues related to the data of minor children, YO
sites were only required to enter quarterly information regarding number served, program flow,
and assessments administered. Thus, no participant-level information for the YO sites was
collected or available for analysis.
Only an estimated 50% of the total admissions from MD sites was entered into eValuate
and was available for inclusion in the analyses. The vast majority of missing cases were from a
single site (Green Lake County) that entered only 87 of the 709 cases required into eValuate. It
should be noted that Green Lake County decided not to dedicate the staff time to enter data into
eValuate in addition to that entered into the PROTECT data system already in use by the district
attorney’s office. Although the other four MD sites complied with OJA’s requirement to submit
data through eValuate, this duplication issue was also echoed by staff at those sites.
In addition, many cases that were entered into eValuate did not contain complete
information for participants and could not be utilized for analysis. There were four primary
reasons identified for the preponderance of missing data. First, the eValuate data system was not
made available to sites until 4-8 months prior to the end of the 36-month grant award period.
Administrative delays within OJA resulted in the agency requiring funded sites to begin using
eValuate in May 2012. Second, OJA also made the decision in March 2012 to require that sites
collect and enter data for all prior program participants (“legacy cases”) since funding started in
January 2010, straining the time and staff resources of the local district attorney’s offices for
whom use of eValuate was not a priority. Third, some of the MD sites did not have access to the
necessary information to complete the required fields in eValuate (i.e., demographics, AOD and
mental health assessment results, etc.). Fourth, high levels of staff turnover at the MD sites
resulted in staffing gaps and the need for training of new staff in consistent use of eValuate.
Therefore, only one-half of the program admissions were available for the overall data
analyses and recidivism study. Analysis of the smaller sample has the potential to bias the
results, and this data limitation should be considered when interpreting findings and drawing
conclusions from the data.
The following is a list of information/variables that could not be included in this analysis
due to the incomplete nature of the data in the eValuate system.
•

Detailed Demographic Information
o Includes the following information at program admission: Level of education,
employment status, marital status, living situation, and number of dependent children
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•
•
•

•

Detailed Program Referral Information
o Includes: Program referral source and reason for referral
Criminal History and Corrections Information
o Includes: the number of prior arrests, age at first arrest, and probation and parole
status at admission
Screening and Assessment Information
o Includes the following information for alcohol and drug assessments, mental health
assessments, and criminal risk assessments: date of assessment completion,
diagnosis, types of assessment used, and outcomes of assessment completion.
Detailed Discharge Information
o Includes: drug and alcohol use throughout the program and at program discharge,
case outcome and offense information, employment and education completion
information, and detailed diversion agreement completion information.

Collaboration with ARRA-Funded Sites
Feedback from the ARRA-funded sites was critical to the evaluation. The sites provided
PHI with insight into program operations, data collection/entry, program staff workload, county
requirements and operations, program stakeholder incorporation, and many other topics. The
cooperation and collaboration from all of the 16 ARRA sites was an essential component of the
success of the current evaluation effort.
PHI developed an online survey for gathering information regarding project sustainability
after the ARRA grant ends from the 16 ARRA-funded sites. The ARRA sites were asked to
complete this online survey during late August 2012 just prior to the end of their grant award
periods. The survey questions are included as Appendix 5 and a summary of the responses to
this survey are included as Appendix 6.
PHI also developed an online survey for gathering site feedback regarding the eValuate
web-based reporting system. ARRA sites were asked to complete this survey during October
2012, after several months of using eValuate. PHI gathered and analyzed responses to this
survey. A summary of these responses was provided to OJA during November 2012 and this
input from the sites should be taken into account by OJA when developing the next version of
the eValuate web-based reporting system. A copy of this survey is in Appendix 7 and the
summary of responses is in Appendix 8.
Transition of Evaluation Activities to OJA
PHI collaborated with OJA to transition evaluation activities to appropriate OJA staff
beginning in January 2013. PHI staff members met with the newly hired Research
Analyst/Program Evaluator at OJA to discuss evaluation activities, site liaison/contact duties,
and data monitoring/cleaning in December 2012. PHI also collaborated with staff members at
the OJA Helpdesk to transition site liaison/contact duties during December 2012.
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